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INTRODUCTION: The Emergence of "Dreaded Hogoleu"

Chuuk and the rest of Micronesia were not always as they are described

now. Long ago, the islands of Chuuk were once under the rule of Sou-Ponape.

Sou-Ponape wanted to unite the islands that are known today as Micronesia. He

sent a sou (teacher, lord) to each island group and assigned them a specific task.

For example, Sou-Ponape sent Souoniras or Souariras to Chuuk to look after the

land and its people. He also assigned Souoniras the gift of dancing and to teach

the people to dance. Souonairas, then, went to Chuuk to teach the arts of

pwepweruk (dance). Here is a story of the unification of these islands.

Pworausen (Story 00 Lukunukachau and Mesorenkachau I

Sou-Ponape, the high chief ofPonape2 was once the sole protector

of the islands of Ponape, Chuuk, Kosrae, Yap and Puluwat. He united

these islands to bring peace among the people of these various islands. He

appointed himself as the supreme sou (lord or teacher) of all these island

groups.

To better control the islands and to affirm his intentions of peace,

he assigned each island group a sou to protect the islands. He assigned

I This is not the actual title for this story. I chose this title because of my thesis focus. It is part of
the short story "Porausen Micronesia." The story was told and written in Chuukese, and I
translated it into English. I claim responsibility for any misunderstanding and misinterpretations.
2 There are four states in the Federated States of Micronesia (FSM): Chuuk, Pohnpei, Yap, and
Kosrae. Ponape was the old name for Pohnpei. Prior to achieving self-sovereignty, the people and
their leaders changed Ponape to Pohnpei, just as Truk was changed to Chuuk. The original story
was told before the FSM became a nation in 1986; therefore, the storytellers used Ponape. For
further information on the FSM, please refer to Hanlon's Remaking Micronesia (1998) and
Hezel's Strangers in Their Own Land(1995).
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Souariras3 to Chuuk, Sou-Kachaw4 to Kosrae, Sou-Yap to Yap and Sou-

Puluwat to Puluwat. With every assignment, Sou-Ponape also gave each

one a specific aptitude, task or role as sou. He advised them to convey his

gifts to the rest of the people.

The first seat of assignment was to the islands of Chuuk. Sou-

Ponape assigned Souariras to Chuuk, more particularly the island of Weno

in a place called "Ulungoneta.,,5 He also assigned Souariras the gift of

dancing. "Wisan epwe chokfori an epwe chokpwepweruk (Oha 1979,1)

which means "his role is to dance, to keep dancing or to oversee that the

arts of dancing are being pursued."

Sou-Ponape decided to send Sou-Kachaw to Kosrae to carry out

his role as Sou-Pwara.6 Sou-Ponape placed Sou-Kachaw on Kosrae

because Kosrae was the nearest island group (among Chuuk, Yap and

Pohnpei) to the warring island group of Ratak (located among what is

presently known as Marshall Islands). The people of this certain island

group were constantly fighting and attacking the people of Ponape.

Soukachau's role and responsibility as the "brave one" (Sou-Pwara) was

to protect the islands of Chuuk, Puluwat, Pohnpei, and Kosrae from the

warring people of Ratak.

3 Also known as Souoniras.
4 Also known as Soukachau
5 It refers to high place on the island of Weno.
6 Pwara means bravery and courage.
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He also sent Sou-Puluwat to Puluwat.7 His name was Sou-Falewa 8

Sou-Puluwat was sent there to teach the arts of navigation. Sou-Safei9 was

placed on Yap to teach the arts of medicine and magic.

These were the chief placements Sou-Ponape had for the islands.

He wanted to bring the people together, to be acquainted with each other

and to respect each other; he wanted unity and harmony. Still, Sou-Ponape

was not happy. He was disappointed that Ratak was not included in this

peaceful arrangement. At this time, the Ratak islands were called

Lukunuchau (the name given to the wicked ones) while the rest of the

islands in the union were called Mesorenkachau (a name given to the good

ones).IO Sou-Ponape observed the fighting and was worried that eventually

the islanders of Ratak would invade and attack his peaceful islands.

Therefore, he wanted to rid Ratak of the conflicts and disputes. To ensure

security, peace and harmony, Sou-Ponape planned to unite all of the

islands of Lukunukachau and Mesorenkachau.

Sou-Ponape set out for the Marshall Islands to investigate the

violence. He sailed until he reached the island of Ratak. When the people

of Ratak sighted Sou-Ponape, they were ready to kill him, but their chief

ordered differently. The chief of Ratak wanted to know the purpose for his

7 Puluwat or Polowat is currently part ofChuuk State.
S My grandfather claims that Falewa refers to excellent navigators and canoe builders. Fana wa,
means "to build or carve a canoe." Also, it stems from the words pelu or penu which refer to the
knowledge of navigation. Today, the people ofPuluwat still hold a reputation for being excellent
voyagers and navigators. Bolling provides the same definition (Bollig 1927).
9 Safei refers to the knowledge of medicine/healing/treatment or magical expertise. Today, Yapese
people are still well-known for their healing knowledge and excellent magical skills.
IOChuuk, Yap, Puluwat, and Ponape were under Mesorenkachau because they were peaceful and
unified. The islanders of Ratak were considered to be under Lukunukachau because they were still
fighting.
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visit. Sou-Ponape met with the chief of Ratak, and the chief was pleased

that he came in peace and for unity among their islands. The chief

embraced the union with the islands of Mesorenkachau. To confirm their

union, Sou-Ponape made a flower crown (or head lei) and gave him the

name "Sou-Ratak." The islands joined with each other and no longer

fought; they became identified as Mesorenkachau (Oha 1979).

I share this story because it emphasizes the importance of unity and

harmony among the islands even before contact with Europeans and the presence

of Christianity in Micronesia. With its complex histories, the archipelago of

Chuuk lies in the middle of a group of islands in the Pacific called Micronesia,

meaning "little islands"t I. In the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries, Chuuk

acquired the sobriquet "Dreaded Hogoleu" for being an allegedly cruel, violent,

and treacherous place. In "The Beginnings of Early Foreign Contact with Truk,"

Father Francis Hezel, S.J., identified Andrew Cheyne as responsible for the

promotion and publicity of the name, "Dreaded Hogoleu".12 Andrew Cheyne, a

Scottish trader, visited Chuuk in 1844 to collect sandalwood and beche-de-mere

or sea cucumbers (Hezel 1973). Cheyne left Chuuk despising the island and its

people after an unanticipated attack by the islanders. In 1852, his famous book, A

Description ofIslands in the Western Pacific was published; in it, he warned

readers of the "cruel and treacherous race" in Hogoleu. Cheyne wrote:

II French Voyager Dumont d'Urville classified the Pacific Islands and defined Micronesia as
"little islands" (Kirch 2005, 4). In 1831, French geographer Gregoire Louis Domeny de Rienzi
requested and received official approval from France to name these islands "Micronesia" that
derived from the Greek words "tiny islands" (Hanlon 1998).
12 Mac Marshall calls it "Dread Hogoleu" (Marshall 1979).
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The natives are of light copper complexion, and are a cruel and
treacherous race. The reefs abound with biche de mer [sic] of the first
quality, but no vessel should visit this group for the purpose of collecting
it, unless well manned and armed, as the natives are too lazy to work, and
will be certain to attack any vessel which they may find in a defenceless
[sic] state. Merchant ships passing near this group, should be particularly
on their guard, and have no intercourse with the natives; nor should
strangers put the slightest confidence in the friendly professions of any of
the Caroline Islanders. They are all more or less treacherous... (Cheyne
1852, 126-127).

This quote was also later cited in Findlay's Nautical Magazine and other maritime

journals which "became almost a universal maxim among ship captains and

merchants for the next forty years" (Hezel 1983,257). According to Hezel, the

term "Dreaded Hogoleu" emerged from Cheyne's notorious description of

Chuukese treachery, hostility and cruelty (Heze11973).

As a Chuukese native, I find the name, "Hogoleu" problematic and

unfamiliar. The name minus the adjective, "dreaded," has a history that precedes

Cheyne's visit. "Hogoleu" was the name used for Chuuk on the early maps by the

Spanish priest, Fr. Juan Cantova in 1722 and later used by the French explorer,

Louis-Isidore Duperrey. The positioning of "Hogoleu" on Cantova's map

approximates the location of the archipelago of Truk or what is known today as

Chuuk. The name, "Hogoleu" was also believed to have been attributed to a small

island near the Chuuk Lagoon. Some sources have claimed that it could be a

cognate for Lukunor or Lukunoch, an atoll in the Mortlocks. The name,

"Hogoleu," however, was not recognized by the natives of Chuuk (Hezel 1973).

When Cheyne visited Chuuk in 1844, he referred to Chuuk as "Hogoleu," but he

did not specify which islands he visited (Cheyne 1852).
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Augustin Kramer, a German Anthropologist with the Stidsee-Expedition

in the early twentieth century, suggested that "Hogoleu" referred to the island of

Weno, which was often called "Holla," "Vola" or "Wella" by other visitors. He

also claimed Cheyne's experience of hostility on the island of Weno, caused him

to describe "Hogoleu" (Weno or Holla) as "dreaded." In the 1820's, Captain

Fedor Ltitke from Russia confirmed that "Hogoleu" was wrong and "Rough"

(Ruk/Chuuk)13 was the correct name for Chuuk (Hezel 1983; Kramer 1932).

Furthermore, American anthropologist, Ward Goodenough suggested that

"Hogoleu" was an incorrect or misapplied name for Chuuk just as many other

names were misunderstood or pronounced differently by foreign visitors and other

Caroline Islanders (Goodenough 1966). To many Chuukese islanders, the name

"Hogoleu" is an unfamiliar and unrecognizable name; thus it is instead a foreign

term emerging from foreign visitors. 14

13 Ruk is the pronunciation ofChuuk by the outer islanders (Hall, Paffeng and Western Islands).
Chuuk is the pronunciation used by the people ofChuuk Lagoon.
14 Caroline Islanders include natives from Yap, Palau, Kosrae, Pohnpei, and some inhabitants of
Saipan.
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from assumedly civilized lands would expect misunderstandings, suspicion and

violence from people they thought of as primitive.

Handley Bathurst (H.B.) Stemdale was another English visitor to

"Hogoleu" or Chuuk in the late nineteenth century. 15 Prior to his visit, he had

learned about their "ugly habit of attacking ships,,16 but he did not experience any

violence. He even mentioned that these islanders were friendly and generous. He

wrote:

No one knows with any approach to certainty how many inhabitants are
on Hogoleu; some say 15,000, some 20,000; but they are very many.
They are armed with good swords with hilts of brass, daggers, spears
pointed with iron, bows of great strength, arrows headed with iron, and
slings out of which they fling round stones with great certainty and with
the force of a shot. The iron weapons they have purchased from traders
of Manilla [sic] and elsewhere. They have had many combats with crews
of ships, and display great courage. No white men have ever lived among
them to anyone's knowledge, though I have heard there is one there now,
established by one Captain Hayes. Many men have been on shore, and
they have been treated with hospitality. From what I have seen of them,
they are people I would have no fear of; but they have an ugly habit of
attacking ships upon small grounds on offence [sic] (Stemdale 1874,
A.-3B. 24).

Stemdale's account suggests that any violence was situational and therefore, did

not occur constantly. It shows that that the natives ofChuuk were friendly to the

visitors unless an unexpected offense came up. Not all encounters and

experiences were violent and hostile. For instance, in the nineteenth century,

French explorer Dumont d'Urville experienced friendliness from the people of

Fefen, Parem, Siis and Uman before the unexpected altercation with the people of

15 Stemdale was the son of a British indigo planter in India. He traveled and lived throughout the
Pacific, Americas, Europe, and India. He also wrote for several newspapers in Australia and New
Zealand (Stemdale 200 I).
16 I am borrowing Stemdale's own words.
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Fefen. Upon their arrival in the Chuuk Lagoon, the Frenchmen traded with the

people from Siis.

Early in the afternoon the captain went ashore at Tsis [sic] and was
received in a friendly way by a chief he met along the path. The next
morning, he and some of his men visited the island of Param [sic] where
he made the acquaintance of three young men whom he later employed as
guides: Otokoi, Kepoul, and Ikevets. The trading that had been conducted
aboard ship that morning proceeded peacefully enough, he observed.
(d'Urville 1841-1846, I).

Violence was not immediate. Even Andrew Cheyne, the creator of

"Dreaded Hogoleu," mentioned that the natives were friendly at first. The

Chuukese islanders had also helped him in building houses on shore before the

unexpected attack. He wrote:

The natives at first appeared very friendly, and assisted us to erect houses
on shore for curing the slug. They managed so completely to take me off
my guard, that I left the schooner to take charge of the station we had
formed, and removed my brig to another village, intending to form another
curing establishment; but the second morning after my departure, they
attacked the schooner with an immense force, supposed to be not less than
two thousand men (Cheyne 1852, 127).

His account shows that they were not only initially friendly, but that there were

Chuukese natives who helped his crewmembers fill up water casks.

These events are significant because they show that violence was

contextual and not inherently habitual. For this reason, I strongly argue that

Chuuk does not deserve the sobriquet "Dreaded Hogoleu." Despite the existence

of inter-island and intertribal warfare, this naming of Chuuk is biased, inaccurate

thus inappropriate. Moreover, this kind of perspective has become dominant in
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the discourse, history and representation of Chuuk. Throughout the nineteenth and

twentieth centuries, many foreign accounts have continued to portray the

Chuukese as a ferocious and violent people. Chuuk remains notorious "Dreaded

Hogoleu."

Neil Levy's travel guide, Micronesian Handbook, describes Chuuk as a

violent place. Like Andrew Cheyne and Jules Dumont d'Urville who visited

Chuuk more than a century before, Levy cautions visitors about Chuuk's hostility

towards visitors or tourists. I argue that this image derives from negative imaging

in previous accounts of European contacts with the Chuukese people. Levy

describes Chuuk as one of the "only" places in Micronesia where visitors

regularly complain about the local people; where many Chuukese become drunk

on weekends; and where it is unsafe to roam around the streets at night. Levy's

book depicts Chuuk as an unsafe place. He writes:

Chuuk is the only place in Micronesia where tourists regularly get into
beefs with locals. For several years, the U.S. Peace Corps thought it unsafe
to station women here. During the day, as well as at night, one sees
obviously intoxicated teenagers. Stores post guards. Many Chuukese men
and teenagers become drunk on weekends. Violence is usually sparked
among locals, but visitors can also become victims. It is best neither to
wander around Weno at night nor to go to local bars. Weno is not an
island to explore at night unless you know your way around. It is usually
safe to go to any of the hotel bars or to go out with someone who is
familiar with the local scene (Levy 2003, 112-113).

There was also an American lawyer who recently visited Chuuk. He

debated about coming to Chuuk fearing the violent reputation he learned about

Chuuk. He dreaded roaming the streets and roads of Chuuk in case a local person

would attack him. When he arrived in Chuuk, he did not experience violence or
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hostility. Instead he experienced generosity and friendliness from the local people.

He asked how people could describe Chuukese as violent when they are indeed

friendly, welcoming, caring, and generous (Peter 2006).

It is apparent that Chuuk's reputation for violence and hostility persists

until today. This is only one of the many negative characteristics that are

attributed to being Chuukese. Chuuk is also described by outsiders as corrupt and

broke. Chuukese are considered to be so corrupt that anything that goes wrong is

automatically considered to be our fault, even outside of Chuuk. Hezel wrote,

"When some young man wraps his car around a power pole on Guam, local

residents assume that he must be Chuukese" (Hezel 2004a, 1-2).

These kinds of narratives convey a strong negative image of Chuuk, and

they fail to introduce local perspectives that explain violence and other problems.

The absence of a Chuukese cultural perspective leads to ignorance and

misunderstanding. As a Chuukese native, I realize that these portraits ignore our

very own histories, cultures, epistemologies, and perspectives. They provide

rather biased histories and stereotypes that overlook Chuukese values while

degrading Chuukese histories.

Linda Tuhiwai Smith writes of the need for indigenous peoples to

represent themselves, and thus counter the dominant colonial society's framework

and imaging (Smith 1999). Therefore in this thesis, I attempt to contextualize

Chuukese warfare from a local perspective. My goal is not to deny the existence

of Chuukese warfare and violence, but to explain the violence using Chuukese

stories and cultural values. In this paper, I also want to combat the erroneous
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depictions of Chuuk by providing alternative views and explanations for the

violence. I aim to prioritize Chuukese culture, perspectives, values, and

communication styles through the use of poetry, art, music, legends, and other

forms of discourse.

To counter colonial and colonizing imaging of Chuuk as violent, I look at

warfare-a chronic activity in Chuuk's past (Goodenough 2002). I discuss stories

of Chuukese warfare, and I pay close attention to the details to convey the

Chuukese cultural values that help explain the violence. One unique and

associated feature of Chuukese violence and warfare that is worth noting is the

practice of affeer or affefJer (peacemaking). Although Chuukese people may react

violently, they also value the notions of peace, unity and harmony. Therefore

when a conciliatory gesture is offered, Chuukese people are also quick to respond

and accept it. Their acceptance displays forgiveness and respect for the enemy or

the other side. There is a desire for peace because it strengthens the bonds and ties

of neefiinen aramas (relationships between people), a significant aspect of

Chuukese culture. When talking about relationships (neefiinen aramas), I am

referring to any relations, associations, bonds or ties among people, whether they

be friendly, familial, sexual or of other kinds. Even during warfare, fighting could

stop because of the conciliatory gestures that invited the establishment of new and

more peaceful relationship.

Hawaiian scholar Manu Meyer claims that relationships are significant in

Hawaiian epistemologies. Relationships offer people harmony, reciprocity,

balance, and generosity, and therefore, they are important (Meyer 2001). Like
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Hawaiians, Chuukese people value relationships because they maintain bonds and

balance with others and their environment. This emphasis on harmony and unity

suggests a social identity that is neither violent nor treacherous. The significance

and power of relationships affect activities within Chuukese culture. Neefinen

aramas and mmarar (describes familial and blood relations) remain significant

within Chuukese society as they maintain the harmony and unity among people

and groups.

Looking back at the story of Sou-Ponape, some of the important themes

in the story are unity, harmony, and creating and maintaining relationships or

neefiinen aramas. It emphasizes the significance of unity and peace which assure

connectedness, comfort and security throughout islands of Chuuk. This picture is

rather different from the images of hostility and violence Andrew Cheyne

described. It does not suggest a "Dreaded Hogoleu," but rather a communal,

peaceful and high-spirited identity for Chuuk. Throughout this thesis, instead of

focusing on the demeaning and negative aspects of Chuuk, I look at the values

that have meaning for Chuukese people. I emphasize local histories and

knowledge as a way of countering the countless negative representations and

images that have been used to describe us. I argue that with our cultural values,

we can gain confidence, pride and respect in who we are, and thus insure our

political and epistemological competence.

Stylistically, my thesis is divided into four chapters with an introduction

and conclusion. Within these chapters, I use numerous local stories, legends,

chants, and songs. Some stories or legends may be fictional but contain moral
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lessons that convey Chuukese values (Goodenough 2002). I summarize and

translate most of the stories, with the exception of the story of Ketera and Emeiwa

in Chapter 3, which I have taken directly from the source. The stories that I have

summarized or translated are double-spaced and indented. The single-spaced

stories, songs or chants, such as the prayer before battle and the story of Ketera

and Emeiwa, are taken directly from the source. In the conclusion, I translated the

introduction to "Chuuk" but decided to leave it single-spaced because it is my

attempt at a direct and complete translation.

In Chapter 1, I discuss uruwon (history of) Chuuk and roong

(knowledge). I show that Chuukese history and epistemologies are personal and

sacred, and thus not always available to everyone, including Chuukese people. I

focus on how Chuukese knowledge and history are communicated, shared,

learned, and passed on. I share my experiences and difficulties as an insider,

learning my own history and culture. It is essential to understand Chuukese

history and epistemologies in order to understand warfare's place in Chuuk's past.

In Chapter 2, I introduce some of the colonial European accounts that are

prominent in portraying Chuuk as hostile and violent. I focus on the experiences

of Alonso de Arellano of Spain, Jules Dumont d'Urville from France, Scottish

trader Andrew Cheyne, and German trader, Captain Alfred Tetens. I discuss their

experiences in Chuuk and explain the violence and unfriendliness using Chuukese

local stories. These local stories speak of different perspectives and they also

convey the Chuukese values that explain the violence.
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In Chapter 3, I recognize the existence of warfare in Chuuk in the past.

With this realization and acknowledgment, I provide local stories of battles and of

Chuukese famous warriors. Through these stories, I show reasons for warfare, and

the activities and rituals of warfare. I also discuss the use of weapons in battle and

the importance of these weapons. I argue that magic is another type of weapon

used by the Chuukese, also for self-defense. This is important because it conveys

the beliefs and practices that influence Chuukese warfare.

Lastly, in Chapter 4, I represent chon Chuuk by discussing an aspect of

warfare that is unique-the amends to make peace. In this chapter, I show that the

practices of affeer (peacemaking) and omusomus (forgiveness) transcend the

hostility and violence. I use local stories to confirm that Chuukese people value

peacemaking and forgiveness because it starts, strengthens or restores

relationships-an important aspect of the Chuukese culture. I use the stories to

show that hostility and violence are not the ultimate values of chon Chuuk. I

argue that Chuukese identity reaches beyond violence as shown through these

conciliatory gestures and the valuing of relationships. I argue for the importance

of social relationships and gestures of peace transcend the image of Chuukese as

violent.

In this project, I want to get beyond the historical imaging of Chuuk as a

violent place. This work is not only to combat and re-think the stereotypes of

"Dreaded Hogoleu," which is a western invention, but also to encourage others to

question and challenge other negative representations of Chuuk. I use local stories

to privilege the values that are at the heart of Chuukese culture. This work is
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grounded in highlighting local stories to portray aspects of Chuukese culture

respect, honor, relationships-that surpass and transcend violence and that give a

more accurate and positive understanding of Chuuk and its people.
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CHAPTER 1: Vruwon Chuuk (Chuukese History)

Long ago, on the island of Udot, there was a clan 17 well known for its

extraordinary performance in sorcery and magic. They could pound breadfruit in

the clouds, and resurrect people from death. Their roong (knowledge) in sorcery

was so uniquely powerful that no other clan was permitted to perform or know

about it. In addition, their roong was forbidden from being shared, practiced and

administered to those outside of their clan's lineage. Members of the clan were

happily performing their special magic until one day a member of their clan

married a woman from a different clan. When a member of his wife's family

became terribly ill, the man applied his clan's roong/8-a special treatment-to

heal the sick person. 19 When the man's clan chief learned about it, he was deeply

upset because dispensing their roong would cost all of their lives; it meant that

death would soon descend upon everyone in his clan. Knowing that the other

clans would learn about their roong, the chief desolately ordered everyone in his

lineage to be burned to death-this would include himself. Clan members built an

enormous fire, and the chief watched as men, women and children jumped into

the fire. After everyone had gone into the fire and burned to death, the chief

jumped into the fire. Everyone in the clan died with no descendant or trace of the

17 The name of the clan is unknown.
18 Roong is any type of knowledge. In this case, roong refers to the knowledge of healing or
treatment.
19 There are numerous versions to this story. One version claims that the man married outside of
his lineage. In order to prevent their roong from falling to the other clans, the chief ordered
everyone in his lineage to be burned to death. The other version claims that the man resurrected a
member of the wife's family.
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clan left; the great knowledge they possessed also died with them on that very

day. Stories about them, on the other hand, are still very much alive in Chuuk. 20

Roong in Chuuk is knowledge but is particularly associated with magical

aspects and therefore believed to originally come from ghosts. Chuuk specialists

in roong could learn it from living with a predecessor or expert, but these magical

roong were obtained and learned from ghosts or spirits (Harding et. al 1997).

Within Chuukese culture roong is sacred, personalized, localized and

valuable because it represents an individual or group; it represents who they are,

and where they come from. Individuals outside the group have no authority or

permission to talk about other clans' stories. For example, I belong to the clans of

Rfuik and Enengeitauw, but since Chuuk is a matrilineal society, I primarily

follow and use my mother's clan,21 Rciak; thus for the most part I identify myself

as a member of her lineage, Rfuik. People (including myself) within this clan can

dispense special oral histories and knowledge to members of this clan, but we

cannot freely give out the roong to others of a different clan. It is usually not

acceptable when an individual from a different clan speaks of my clan because

they do not own our stories; the stories do not belong to them. It is also

appropriate for me to be acquainted with the stories and roong of the Enengeitauw

clan, because I am linked to that clan through my father. In the story of the clan

on Udot Island, ownership of a roong is understood to be strictly kept within their

clan, reflecting that Chuukese roong is kept undisclosed and discreet within a

20 I could not pin down the details or the name of both clans on Udot. This story, however, is
common and widespread throughout Chuuk. I learned and heard this story all the time, especially
from my grade school teachers (at St. Cecilia School in Chuuk) to emphasize knowledge is sacred,
and it can costly affect the lives of people.
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certain group, island, village or clan. After their roong had been revealed to

outsiders, the members of the clan were eager to die in order to protect their

possession-the special roong. This story shows and emphasizes that chon Chuuk

(Chuukese people) value, cherish and treasure their roong, and they are secretive

about it in order to protect its existence and its purposeful meanings. They so

greatly value their roong that they are willing to die for it.

The island of Tonoas uses a bird to symbolize the sacredness ofChuukese

knowledge. The name of their bird is Witiwit, which means "to wait",22 and this

bird symbolizes that knowledge of Tonoas belongs to the people only and that

before giving out the knowledge, one has to wait first and not rush into giving

away the knowledge they have (Naka 2006).

Roong is a term that is applied to many different types of knowledge, so

roong can refer to the knowledge ofnavigation, the knowledge of medicinal

treatments, the knowledge of history and many other classes of knowledge. These

specific classes of knowledge, however, involve special tasks and responsibilities

for certain individuals. Chuukese believe that everyone has a purpose or duty in

life, and that knowledge is equated with a role or a position, for it does not belong

to everyone; each individual has certain roles within their communities.

Furthermore, each group (clan, island or village) has their own sou-rong

(specialists in these special skills). These chosen individuals or chosen sou-rong

undergo special training to learn their appointed and specific roong. Training

usually requires the student to live with or make regular visits to the teacher or

predecessor to master a specific roong. Each island, clan, family or group has

22 In Truk's Ethnography, witiwit was translated as stingy (Harding et. al 1997).
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their own individuals with these roong or knowledge. This system is still in

practice.

Their predecessors or the important members of their family (usually

elders, which include the sou-rong, grandparents, parents, aunties and uncles)

select these individuals. In most cases when the predecessors are dying or have

reached an old age, they select an individual whom they think is fit for the

position. Kichy Narian, from Tonoas, emphasizes that the appropriate time for

knowledge or oral history to be passed on is during old age, when the hair turns

gray, and when the person feels ready to die; otherwise, knowledge is meant to be

kept silent from others. It is a cultural belief that when someone shares or passes

on their clan history and knowledge, then the person will die soon after. For this

reason, most people do not share knowledge until old age or when they know they

are dying (Fritz 2006; Naka 2006; Narian 2006).

Although ownership of knowledge is strictly limited, an individual can

pay for knowledge if he/she wants and needs a roong that belongs to a different

group. In the past, to obtain and learn secret knowledge, people customarily

provided their mentor or teacher with food or valuable gifts as payments for the

roong, but people could not tell stories that were passed on by an older person

who was still alive. In the past, people would present food in a red breadfruit bowl

filled with food in order to get stories from an itang (Harding et. a1 1997). It was

customary for the knowledgeable person to receive a valuable gift in return for

sharing the knowledge since the knowledge is not simple and freely given. Only

after receiving a precious gift, can one choose to share their knowledge outside of
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their group. Sometimes they can receive land in exchange for passing on certain

knowledge. Today, this practice is still applied, but people have started to use

money to pay for the knowledge they want to acquire (Fritz 2006). Most often

times when a story is told with sincerity and accuracy, then the narrator would

shed tears (Harding et. al 1997).

Uruwon Chuuk (Chuukese History) is another school of knowledge, and

like any other roong, it belongs to only certain individuals. History is also a secret

knowledge. History (uruwo) and knowledge (roong) are passed on to individuals

selected by their predecessors. For this reason, uruwon Chuuk relies on different

stories and perspectives of an event, but all complement each other. In Chuukese

history, there is no "one history;" but there are rather numerous histories.

Regarding uruwon Chuuk, there are selected specialists primarily in

history and other local epistemologies-they are called itang. An itang has to be a

good public speaker and intelligent person. "The itang was by necessity a good

speaker who served the chief as war strategist, advised him on matters of policy,

and was keeper of special knowledge and legends as well as protective magic"

(Harding et. al 1997, 8). An itang was also a negotiator for peace during warfare

and memorized oral history and roong. One important role of an itang would be

his role in settling disputes between families, clans, villages, and islands. When

settling conflicts, an itang would send a leaf of a tree to the itang of the enemy.

Different leaves convey different meanings. For instance, there is a kind of flower

that is associated with tong (love), and when an itang sent that leaf to the enemy,

that would be a symbol for peace.
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Predominantly a male position, an itang is a master and practitioner of a

specific and sacred knowledge especially about the past.23 He can be a priest,

leader and sometimes can achieve a position as a chief. An itang also specializes

in magic and sorcery, and often competes with rivals and enemies. Training

requires memorization and it can last for several months or up to at least two

years. "An itang who misuses the special language because of faulty memory

might become sick. Verses forgotten in the middle could trigger the illness

immediately" (Harding et al. 1997, 12).

An itang is a well-respected individual, and he understands several

dialects ofj66sun itang, or sacred and ancient secret language, that is recognized

by Chuukese but that regular people cannot speak or understand. Itang learn,

study, and memorize oral histories and then master the sacred language of itang

(j66sun itang) through which the oral histories are expressed. Presently, there are

a few individuals or itang who still master the j66sun itang and the sacred

knowledge they acquired from their predecessors. F66sun itang includes

proverbs, chants, and the knowledge of history, navigation and many more

(Harding et. al 1997; Narian 2006). Today, since Chuukese communities are

changing, more Chuukese are moving to the urban areas, getting jobs and western

education. As a result, there are few itang left who know this specific and sacred

knowledge, and these changes allow less time and space for others within the

island or clan to pass on their oral histories.

23 Kichy Narian claims that there have been few cases of female itang. A woman is entitled to
knowledge if she belongs to that certain group. She is also entitled to a specific rang when her
predecessor chooses her to be an itang. However, itang is a position mainly for men.
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Mayor Marcello Ham of Kuttu emphasizes that warfare is a sensitive

subject, and thus the stories of warfare are also sensitive and personal. When it

concerns a sensitive topic such as warfare, itang are more reserved and secretive.

Warfare is one of the most reserved classes of knowledge or roong and each clan

differs on its histories of fighting, warfare and warriors (Ham 2006). For instance,

I am from the islands of Tonoas (where my mother is from) and Weno (where my

father is from) but mostly grew up on Weno Island. I cannot talk about stories

from different islands because I did not grow up there. Since knowledge about

warfare is considered to be sensitive and secretive, it would be disrespectful on

my part to talk about warfare and epistemologies from other islands like Tol or

Fefen, because I am not from there. In some cases, I would be excused if I were

somehow connected to members of other groups. For the most part, though, I do

not have the permission and authority to talk about them. Sometimes, it is

acceptable to be exposed to or to know the stories, but to share them will be

considered unacceptable. I cannot pass them around, because I belong to a

different group, and I do not represent these groups. I can only freely talk about

epistemologies and histories of the group I represent (Naka 2006).

To successfully compile and gather research data for my study, I knew I

had to conduct fact-to-face interviews with Chuukese people or historians as

much as possible. In the Pacific region, orality (the oral transmission of

knowledge) is still important. As I have learned from my Pacific courses, "valid

knowledge requires culturally prescribed dialogue with others" (Wood 2003,

355). Chuukese society is an oral society, and its histories and epistemologies are
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passed on primarily through oral stories. Like the rest of the islands in Oceania,24

orality holds for Chuuk what is called "Oceania's Library" (Ibid 2003, 358;

Subramani 2001, 151) and can be found in "dance, drama, public rituals, and

ceremonies" (Ibid, 358; Hereniko 2000, 88). Chuukese history, however, is not

limited to orality. It is also found in other forms of communication and

knowledge. I agree with Pacific historian David Hanlon when he claims that

history can be "sung, danced, chanted, spoken, carved, woven, painted, sculpted

and rapped as well as written" (2003, 30). Therefore, in this paper, I acknowledge

multiple stories, for orality encourages the use of different perspectives and

multiple truths rather than focusing on one truth or source. I also include other

forms of communication such as songs and chants because "to hold alternative

histories is to hold alternative knowledges" (Smith 1999,34). Undoubtedly,

uruwon Chuuk relies on oral histories that are passed on through dialogues and

personal experiences. Today most of these traditional Chuukese stories are

conveyed through oral communication and personal knowledge. In this spirit and

through face-to-face dialogues and discussion with Chuukese historians, I have

gained insight and perspective on the topic of warfare.

In Western epistemology, writing is considered to be more prestigious and

serious than the practice of orality or storytelling. Some Pacific writers have also

claimed that any writings on Chuukese history would be dangerous for they

selectively overlook cultural values and most of them would leave negative

24 Epeli Hau'ofa, Tongan novelist and writer, endorses the name "Oceania" for the Pacific, as a
way to decolonize Pacific Studies. He claims that instead of referring to the islands as small-a
negative connotative based on Western perspective-we should define our place as being
connected by the sea, the vast ocean (Hau'ofa 1993).
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images of the culture and history (Smith 1999). To think about it, it is ironic to

write a thesis when I intend to privilege Chuukese history and their oral culture. I

was concerned that a 100-page thesis would not be accessible and interesting to

the Chuukese population. However, after reading Decolonizing Methodologies by

Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Maori educator and activist, I realize that writing a thesis

can be a form of "writing back" (Ibid 1999). I want to respond to the many

foreign writings that have created Chuukese histories from their selected research,

visits and other primary sources. This thesis is for us Chuukese people to

celebrate our own histories and epistemologies. Yet, it is also important to

respond to other writings, which I believe have misrepresented and degraded

Chuukese histories and epistemologies.

My research has become successful in privileging local stories primarily

because of the Chuukese people I have interviewed. I am grateful to all the

historians who have participated in this thesis project and reminded me of the

importance of Chuukese culture and epistemologies. I am privileged to include

their resourceful contributions. I interviewed a total of twelve informants from

Chuuk. Eleven of them are currently living in Chuuk, and one of them is presently

residing in Honolulu, Hawai'i. I also respectfully acknowledge one of the

informants in Chuuk who wishes to remain anonymous. I have tape-recorded all

of the interviews except for one of the historians who wished otherwise.25 As the

author, I claim full responsibility for any misconception, error and

misrepresentation.

25 At first, most of the historians were hesitant to be tape-recorded for fear of making a mistake or
being misunderstood but later changed their minds. They came to understand that it is critical to
pass on Chuukese history.
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The people whom I have interviewed include: Satauo Angang, Jack Fritz,

Doropio Marar, Marcello Ham, Benito Petrus, Joakim Peter, Hayashi Naka,

Ignacio Oneisom, Innocente Oneisom, Kichy Narian, Hilarion Phillip and one

who remains anonymous. These historians possess important historical and

cultural knowledge.

A relative of my father, Mr. Satauo Angang, is a knowledgeable sarnol, or

chief, from the village of Sapuk on Weno Island. Former FSM Speaker and

Congressman, Jack Fritz is from the village of Kuchua on Weno Island, and is

currently a practicing attorney in Chuuk. Fritz is my father's first cousin, and he is

from my mother's clan, Raak. He is also a graduate of the University of Hawai'i's

Richardson School of Law. He helped establish and write the constitution of

Tonoas Municipality. Mr. Marcello Ham is the current Mayor of the island of

Kuttu. He also works for the College of Micronesia's Chuuk campus as the

counseling director. Mr. Marar, from the island of Moch, is the current historian

at the Historic Preservation Office in Chuuk. He is presently working with Mr.

Tracy Meter (a relative of my mother), Director of Historic Preservation Office,

from Mwan Village on Weno Island. From the village of Kuchua on Tonoas, Mr.

Naka (my maternal grandfather) is the former Chuuk State senator who served the

Southern Namoneas Region from 1967 to 1990. Prior to that, he had worked for

the Chuuk State Hospital and traveled throughout the island groups in Chuuk. He

also helped establish the constitution of Tonoas Island. He is currently living in

Honolulu for medical treatment. Mr. Narian (a close relative of my mother) is a

sarnol, a chief, from the island of Tonoas. He also helped establish the
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constitution of Tonoas Municipality. Ignacio Oneisom is the father of Innocente

Oneisom from the island of Tonoas, Pwene Village. For many, he is considered

an itang. He was also prominent in establishing the constitution of Tonoas

Municipality. Innocente Oneisom, the son, is a current State House representative

for Tonoas Municipality. He used to carry out research with Micronesian

historian, Fr. Francis Hezel S.J., on special issues and topics such as violence and

drug abuse in Chuuk. Joakim, Jojo Peter is a Chuukese historian from Ettal in the

Mortlocks; he is currently the director of the College of Micronesia-Chuuk

campus. He holds M.A. degrees in History and Pacific Islands Studies from the

University of Hawai'i, Manoa. Mr. Benito Petrus is an important figure from the

island of Kuttu. A member of Enengeitaw (my father's clan), Mr. Phillip is a

knowledgeable navigator from the island of Tamatam in the Western Region. He

resides on Tamatam Island but frequently travels to the Chuuk Lagoon.26

I have presented a limited and brief background description of each

informant, with the exception of the anonymous individual. I hope these

descriptions will explain their individual standpoints and their diverse

perspectives. I am family to some, a fact that creates both limitations and

possibilities. It is also important to note that most of these individuals do not have

first-hand experience in the stories they have told. Most of their stories are stories

that have been passed on to them through their own groups and learned from

books. Since Chuukese history is personalized, most of these stories are also

partial. These people have told them from their perspectives and they could only

26 These interviewees were very respectful of the Chuukese culture. They always apologized for
sharing stories that may not belong to their group.
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share what they could. For instance, there was one infonnant from Tonoas who

was hesitant in sharing stories from Fefen Island. He apologized for not sharing

the warfare stories, but he had no authority to share them. With that, these stories

told are also political, in that they emphasize the positive side rather than negative

to avoid disrespect to a clan, village or island. Therefore, we must understand

these are not the only stories and perspectives. People speak from their

experiences. They have slightly different versions because uruwon Chuuk is oral,

personal, localized, and sacred.

Even though I am Chuukese, I did face many challenges in doing my

research and fieldwork. I went to Chuuk from July to August 2006 to carry out

my "homework,,,27 and no matter how prepared and ready I thought myself to be,

I must admit it was not that easy. I did not realize how critically important the

sacredness and ownership of stories is in the Chuukese culture. I started to

question my own research strategies and considered changing my topic on

warfare. I humbly admit that I was discouraged in carrying out my research on

warfare, because I did not feel I had the right to collect oral histories on warfare. I

thought it would be safer and more appropriate to interview my relatives and

family friends. Most of the people I interviewed are my relatives; others were

connected to or friends with my family and clan. I also interviewed people from

my islands (Tonoas and Weno).28

271borrow the word from Dr. Katerina Teaiwa's, "Multi-Sited Methodologies: 'Homework'
Between Australia, Fiji and Kiribati" (2004). She replaces the word "fieldwork" with "homework"
to describe her fieldwork being carried out at places she calls home (Banaba Island in Kiribati).
She also grew up in Fiji and studied in Australia.
28 My father is from Tunnuk, Weno and my mother is from Kuchua, Tonoas.
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So what kept me going? With all the challenges, I was ready to give in. It

was after a visit to Tonoas, that I was reassured that my research was needed and

important. I scheduled an interview on Tonoas and decided to bring food and gifts

in exchange for the knowledge I was seeking to acquire. Nervously, I entered the

uut (a clan's or family's meeting house) where my informant was waiting for me.

I presented what I had come with, and he yelled-well not really-at me for

bringing food. He was disturbed that I had to bring a contribution, and he did not

want me to think that I had to pay him for his stories. I was touched by the

acknowledgement and understanding that I did not have to "pay" in order to gain

the knowledge. Suddenly, I was reassured and even more determined to continue

my research on Chuukese warfare. In many ways this was the turning point and

the enlightening stage of my research process.

Another purpose that kept me going was thinking about the negative

stereotypes that have affected the image of Chuukese, and how they can

negatively affect Chuukese society. I reminded myself that my goal is not

disrespect but to use uruwon Chuuk (Chuukese history) to lessen the negative

stereotypes that we suffer from by privileging Chuukese stories. My intention is

to give oral stories a chance to be highlighted, to be heard and to be taken into

consideration rather than allow foreign stories to dominate. However, I am

determined not to privilege one local history over another. Presently, I feel that

Chuukese culture is being threatened by colonization, globalization, neo-

colonialism, and by Americanization.29 When I look at Chuuk, I am reminded that

29 As a personal experience, we Chuukese people have been taught that American culture or
Western culture is better than Chuukese culture. We are also taught that American epistemologies,
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culture is fluid and thus always changing. Over the past centuries, Chuuk has

encountered many colonial periods, beginning with the Spanish, and then the

German, Japanese and American periods.30 Because of foreign influence,

Chuukese values, culture and histories have changed over time. People change,

land tenure changes, and foreign economies and practices are introduced. As

Clifford writes, "The land alters. Men and women speak from changing roles, in

new ways, on behalf of tradition and place" (Clifford 2001, 482). For instance,

Christianity was a foreign religion that the local people adopted. Today,

Christianity is often referred to as part of local culture. Indeed, there are positive

changes as well as negative changes. However, I argue that we, chon Chuuk or

Chuukese people, need to figure out how to deal with all the changes in a positive

experience rather than negative ways.

I realize that if we discontinue our cultural practices, meaningful customs

can be easily forgotten. This is dangerous. We need to be reminded of the

remarkable histories and ways of knowing we have, for to deny a sense of history

and epistemology is to deny the very roots and identity of every human being. As

we, Chuukese people try to improve, we are still very much hindered and

influenced by colonialism, and although we like to think we are part of an

independent nation, we are and will be epistemologically colonized if we do not

appreciate our own histories and epistemologies. If we are not careful, the

Chuukese culture may be distorted, thus we have "to trace sustained experiences

of cultural survival, resistance, and innovation in changing contexts of

including the English language, are more prestigious than our native language. We are taught that
other values are better than ours, thus sometimes we tend to disregard our own cultural values.
30 For more information on colonial periods, see Hezel's Strangers in Their Own Land (1995).
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performance and alliance" (Ibid 2001,475). With globalization, we must learn to

how to deal with changes by maintaining our cultural values. We must connect

old stories with the present to recognize and understand the complexity of the

modern world.3
\ Indigenous people must always learn to transcend colonial

disruptions (Clifford 2001). Thus, my suggestion is to focus on learning, reviving

and re-living the waning aspects of Chuukese culture. I realize that I need to do

something and I need to take part in preserving ways ofknowing. Chuukese

people must take leadership in doing and shaping their histories. The

consequences of not doing so are enormous.

As noted in my introduction, I am concerned with the negative imaging of

Chuuk that appears in both scholarly and popular literature. There are foreign

accounts that have tried to explain Chuukese problems (especially problems with

alcohol and violence) but have failed to privilege Chuukese perspectives and

values. For instance, Mac Marshall's Weekend Warriors presents a negative

image of Chuukese men as violent and alcoholic. Marshall, I believe,

misunderstands what it means among the Chuukese to be a warrior, one who

fights for land, title and to protect relationships. This aforementioned definition or

meaning is commonly known among the Chuukese and does not include young

men who drink alcohol and start trouble on weekends. These kinds of

(mis)representations are stated in print and other media, distributed and circulated,

consumed by the Chuukese public, and then the local people take them to heart

and act upon them.

31 See Clifford (2001) and Hau'ofa (2000).
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Chuukese males consume alcohol to attain feelings of personal strength, bravery

and power. Marshall argues that bravery is important in Chuukese culture, and

that consumption of alcohol allows them to be brave and to assert control over

others.

Alcohol drinking in Chuuk is a complicated problem. Perhaps Marshall is

correct in saying that Chuukese people drink to attain personal strength and

power. But the greater question is, how did this behavior come about? Is this a

Chuukese explanation of why they drink? Mac Marshall shows that Chuukese

people have developed a violent style of drunken behavior, not only from the

existing aspects of their culture but also from the behavior of outsiders. Chuukese

people imitate the drinking behavior of the Japanese people who often publicly

cry or show emotions while drunk. When it became apparent to the Chuukese

people that the Japanese officials could excuse drunken behaviors of aggression

and violence, they then used alcohol to excuse their violent behavior (Marshall

1979).

It is true that Chuukese people value bravery, but their definition of

bravery is also different from Marshall's depictions. As a Chuukese individual, I

have been strictly taught (by my parents and extended family members) that in

Chuukese culture, bravery (pwara) is not the same as arrogance (namanam lekia),

an attribute that is sometimes associated with Chuukese people and their

consumptions of alcohol. Namanam lekia is not a pleasant personal attribute to

the Chuukese people. People dislike those with this personal attribute. Moreover,

my father taught me that to be brave is to solve and face problems without the
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consumption or influence of alcohol. When one drinks to solve a problem, then

that person is a coward; his drinking is a result of his own arrogance and

ignorance. My parents continue to tell me that Chuukese people do not find

drinking as a likable, admirable and a pleasant behavior. When a Chuukese man

stops drinking, they would tell me, "A ekiekin mwaan" (now, he is thinking like a

man). With this, I want to suggest that the power theory does not fairly explain

why Chuukese men drink, because the definition of Chuukese bravery does not

reflect the violent behaviors of drinking.

It is apparent that foreign accounts do have different purposes and

perspectives; they do not often privilege local stories and epistemologies.

Unfortunately, these foreign accounts are usually the primary sources used by

both outside researchers and local people. For instance, Micronesians often use

the Micronesian Handbook to acquire a brief cultural description of Chuuk rather

than seeking out knowledgeable Chuukese individuals for information. Even I

used to privilege old smelly books about Micronesia and Chuuk in the library,

rather than a short discussion with my grandfather; I trusted and felt that books

were more prestigious. Where did I get these thoughts? From school, of course.32

In addition, many people use Fr. Francis Hezel's The First Taint of

Civilization when studying Micronesian history. It is indeed an important work in

Micronesian history, but it is not a history of Micronesians. Rather it is a history

of foreigners in Micronesia; the Micronesian people are not the main characters of

his book. There is a lack of Micronesian voices, perspectives and little

32 1 attended schools in Chuuk all my life until I went away for college at the age of eighteen. Even
in the Chuukese schools, I was taught to privilege American sources over Chuukese sources.
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Micronesian presence throughout his book. So, I am writing as a concerned

native, not only about myself but also for the rest of the Chuukese population. In

realization of the need to esteem Chuukese voices and perspectives, I know

something has to be done. I recall one thing I have learned from one of my Pacific

Islands Studies courses-"knowledge is valued when it is applied" (Meyer 2003,

137). When one learns something, then one has to apply it. As a Chuukese

woman, it is appropriate for me to share and re-tell Chuukese history, for I am

native. I thought to myself, if foreigners can talk about Chuukese warfare, then a

Chuukese woman certainly has that right as well. As Epeli Hau'ofa once warned

us, "If we fail to construct our own realities other people will do it for us"

(Hau'ofa 2000,453; Wood 2003,362). Seeing that Chuukese history is affected

by colonialism, I have to do something-I cannot let Chuuk continue to be a

victim of colonization. I want Chuukese culture to avoid becoming another

invention of the West (See Said 1979). Once again, I was encouraged to pursue

my research on Chuukese warfare and violence. I must emphasize that we,

Chuukese people, need to take action in countering (mis)representations that seem

to create problems within our society today.

There are two major things that I would change about the process of my

thesis project. During my six weeks of research in Chuuk and Pohnpei, I learned

that "homework" requires more time than I had, especially on the topic of

warfare. I would recommend that any fieldwork or homework with interviews

take longer. Interviews require more than one visit, for there is a relationship of

trust and comfort that needs to develop between the interviewer and the
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interviewee. Learning takes longer for both sides (the teacher and the student)

have to develop a sense of trust and comfort for a successful learning. I have

come to understand that with more visits, more knowledge is shared, thus

providing a better and fuller understanding of the subject matter. Perhaps I could

have requested a live-in situation with certain informants to fully understand the

stories. I did feel guilty seeking histories, because I was ignoring and overlooking

the cultural belief that people will die sooner if they share their knowledge. To be

respectful, I refused to put the Chuukese informants "on the spot" by asking them

sensitive questions. I felt horrendously guilty for asking questions on warfare; I

came to understand that it was a difficult topic, especially for others to tell and

share a story from islands, clans or groups different from my own. I was

discouraged. All these struggles affected my efforts in pursuing my "homework,"

and still I question my place in sharing these stories.

Secondly, I must apologize because I have neglected to represent

Chuukese women's voices in my thesis. My thesis is heavily based on male

perspectives and sources. When I conducted my interviews, I was told several

times that Chuukese warfare was a male activity, and therefore women were not

always exposed to the stories. As a woman, I was discouraged from even pursuing

the topic on warfare. When I realized Chuukese warfare was a highly sensitive

subject, I became nervous as to who had the right and place to talk about warfare.

In some instances, I was told that women knew little on warfare, and it was

mostly men who held the oral stories of warfare. In short, I would not get much

out of the women. However, it was not until after I started writing my thesis that I
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realized, I desperately needed women's voices and perspectives. Haunani-Kay

Trask, Hawaiian historian and political activist, once wrote, "Caring for the nation

is, in Hawaiian belief, an extension of caring for the family, the large family that

includes both our lands and people. Our mother is our land... she who births the

islands" (Trask 1999,94). In Chuukese society, women are also mothers and

guardians of the land and the culture; they look out for the people and their

culture. As I learn more about uruwon Chuuk, I realize that women are important

figures within a Chuukese society.33 Chuukese women take pride in motherhood

and taking care of the people and the land. In the past, they also played an

important role in Chuukese warfare. For instance,fiin Chuuk (Chuukese women)

were peacemakers and could end warfare even on the battlefield-their presence

was powerful as well as significantly recognizable. Today even with the absence

of warfare, they still maintain their role as peacemakers during conflicts and

disputes. In saying that, I do hope that in the near future someone else will include

women's perspectives and stories. I want very much to revive women's voices

and roles in Chuukese society. Again, I deeply apologize especially to all the

Chuukese women for not being able to better include their voices and perspectives

in this thesis.

Any investigation into uruown Chuuk requires a consideration ofChuuk's

unique geography. It is essential to understand the geography and situation of

island groups in Chuuk, in order understand the stories that I will be discussing

throughout my thesis. Aramasen Fonuach lei Me Nom: People ofOur Islands

33 I have learned from the elders that Chuukese women were powerful and treated with respect
until the missionaries came. The missionaries introduced ideas that worked against women's
power and prominence in Chuukese society.
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Then and Now claims that the islands of Chuuk vary in formation and sizes.

Chuuk consists of high islands and atolls. The high islands of Chuuk have

mountains and are called "Chuuk," which is the Chuukese translation for

"mountains" or "high hills". These islands are located within the Chuuk Lagoon

(Pacific Islands Trust Territory, Department of Education, Truk District 1966).

My father also tells me that Chuuk received its name "chuuk" from the people of

Fimaapi (low islands or atolls).34 Most of the voyagers and travelers from

Fanaapi use "chuuk" to identify the islands within the Chuuk Lagoon that have

mountains.

34 Fenuen Fanfuipi refers to the low islands that have no mountains; most ofthem are located
beyond the barrier reef of Chuuk Lagoon (Mortlock Islands, Hall Islands, Western Islands and the
Namonweito region). Although Fenuen Fanaapi is currently politically part ofChuuk, people
from these islands distinctively identitY the islands within the Chuuk Lagoon as "Chuuk."
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lagoons are especially important and often used to identify a place. There are four

major lagoons in Chuuk: Nomwun Chuuk (Chuuk Lagoon), Nomwun Mortlock,

Nomwun Paffeng, and Nomwun Weito (Pacific Islands Trust Territory,

Department of Education, Truk District 1966).

Below is a table displaying the islands and island groups in Chuuk. All

these islands are inhabited; I did not include islands that are uninhabited. The

maps, however, might include the small uninhabited islands, along with the reefs

and their lagoons. With the help of my grandfather, I was able to put together a

table of a complete list of islands and island groups. For additional infonnation,

please see Aramasen Fonuach lei Me Nom: People ofOur Islands Then and Now

(1966), Higashi's Getting to Know Chuuk (1991) and Maps ofTruk Islands

(Omnibus Program for Social Studies-Cultural Heritage 1979). 37

37 I have placed several maps to point out the location ofChuuk State. To be fair, I use several
maps to show other islands, including the outer islands (atolls outside the main Chuuk Lagoon) to
give the readers an idea of the geographical location of the islands. These locations will be
important in imagining the stories that will emerge later on. As it is apparent, some ofthe maps
are old, and they contain the Chuukese old names. Please refer to the table for alternative names.
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Chuuk Island Groups311

Chuuk Lagoon or
Fenuen39

ChuukIN66mwun Chuuk

• Northern
Namoneas

• Southern
Namoneas

• Faichuk

Mortlock Islands Fenuen
Mwochulok or Lukeisel

Western Islands or
Fenuen Faan

Namunuito or
Namonweito

Hall Islands or Fenuen
Paaffeng

Northern Namoneas: Weno (Moen), Piis-Panewu
(Piis-mone), Fono

Southern Namoneas: Tonoas (Dublon), Etten (Eten),
Uman, Fefen (Fefan), Siis (Tsis), Parem, Totiw40

Faichuk: Tol (Tolensom), Paata (Patta, Pata), Polle,
Wonei (Onei), Udot, Eot, Romanum (Ramanum,
Romonum), Fanapenges (Falabeguets)

Nema (Nama), Losap, Piis-Emmwar (Piis-Losap),
Namoluk, Ettal (Etal), Moch, Kuttu (Kutu), Ta,
Satowan (Satawan), Oneop, Lekinioch (Lukunoch,
Lukunor)

Pollap (Polap, Pulap), Tamatam, Polowat (Puluwat),
Houk (Pulusuk)

Onoun (Ulul), Makur (Magur), Onou (Ono), Unanu
(Onary), Piherarh (Piserach)

Fananu, Nomwin, Murilo, Ruo

Figure 4: Chuuk Island Groups

38 All the names in parentheses are the old names and spellings for the islands. For more
information, see the Chuuk State Constitution (1989).
39 Fenu is the Chuukese translation for "land".
40 From conversations with the people ofSiis and Fefen, the inhabitants of Totiw carne from Siis,
Fefen and Parem. It is not a municipality, yet.
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In this chapter, I have shown that uruwon Chuuk, another source of ranK,

is sacred, localized and personalized. Uruwon Chuuk is valuable because it

represents the identity of individuals or the groups they belong to. However, with

colonization and globalization in the Pacific, I suggest that Chuukese people

should be active in reviving and re/constructing their own Chuukese

epistemologies and histories to help them face the forces of globalization and

achieve epistemological sovereignty and justice. I have also written of my own

experience as a woman researcher into the Chuukese past.

In the next chapter, I discuss the foreign accounts that have become

prominent in publicizing Chuuk's reputation of violence and ferocity. These

accounts are not mindful of the Chuukese cultures, values and perspectives; they

provide histories that tend to degrade, disrespect, and humiliate the Chuukese

culture. So, against these accounts, I introduce remarkable local stories and

cultural explanations that offer an alternative interpretation.
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CHAPTER 2: Re-Imaging "Dreaded Hogoleu"

As preface to a critical examination of the early encounters between

Chuukese and Europeans, I present a story from a time before. It concerns honor

and respect: two values also at play in the early encounters.

Pworausen Rliemon Pwiipwi (Story of the Two Brothers): Rongelap
me (and) Rongesich

Pappaseno pappaseto,42 there were two brothers called

Rongelap,43 the older one, and Rongesich,44 the younger brother. One day

Rongelap and his friends prepared to sail on their new canoe. Rongelap's

father called him and advised him, "When you reach the middle of the

ocean, you will come across a woman, called Nichuchumataw, with her

fishing trap. When you see her, lean low and call her name. Ask whether

you can pass through her fishing trap. If she lets you, you must lean low

and tirow ngeni (genuflect). With your genuflection, she will exchange her

roong (knowledge) and her instructions for your journey." The father

further instructed them about the ways of the sea. For instance, he advised

them that upon reaching one island, they all had to stand and upon

reaching another destination they all had to sit. This would be a gesture of

respect and courtesy towards the people of those places.

42 Pappaseno, pappaseto is equivalent to "Once upon a time," in English storytelling, and it is
mostly used to begin a story. Pappaseno literally means to drift away, pappaseto means to drift
back. Also see Goodenough (2002).
43 Ronge/ap refers to one who does not listen to authority but only to himself.
44 Rongesich refers to someone who is obedient.
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So Rongelap and his friends set out. Upon seeing Nichuchumataw,

they ran through her fishing trap without stopping. Nichuchumataw's

fishing trap was destroyed. Upon seeing the island where they were

supposed to sit and lean low, they all stood up. From the island, the people

witnessed what had happened, and immediately informed their chief.

Rongelap and his friends stopped at the island, and the chief invited them

in. The chief, however, instructed his men to prepare baths from a stream.

This stream water would put them into a heavy sleep, but Rongelap and

his friends were not aware of it. The chief also instructed his schools of

fish to destroy the visitors' canoe, so the guests would have nowhere else

to go. That night, the people fed the men and as soon as the chief started

his tuttunnap (stories or storytelling), Rongelap and his men fell asleep

immediately. They were under the spell of the islanders. The chief

instructed his men to ensure they were sleeping and then kill them; no life

was spared.

Meanwhile, Rongesich also prepared to sail a new canoe with his

friends. His father gave him the same advice that he had given Rongelap.

So Rongesich and his friends set out. When they saw Nichuchumataw, he

slowed down. They genuflected and called her name. When she

responded, he asked her permission to go through her trap.

Nichuchumataw smiled and granted Rongesich his request. But she told

Rongesich to stop when he saw an island with one coconut tree. She

advised them to drink from it. She also told them, "You will reach an
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island where the people will invite you to come ashore. When they do, you

must cover your canoe with your fishing trap. Then before going to sleep,

you must take the pieces of white coconut meat and cover your eyes with

them. This way they will think your eyes are still open and you're still

awake." Rongesich and his friends did as they were instructed. They

stopped at the designated island and drank from the coconut tree and

continued on to the next island. Upon seeing it, they all sat down. When

the people from the island saw them, they invited them ashore. Rongesich

and his friends covered their boat with their fishing trap, so when the

schools of fish attempted to destroy their canoe, they could not. Because

Rongesich and his friends drank the coconuts from the other island, it took

them a while to fall asleep. Before falling asleep, they put the pieces of

coconut meat on their eyes so it looked as though their eyes were still

open. The people from the island thought they were still awake and

therefore could not kill them, so they let them gO.45

The story of Rongelap and Rongesich is a well-known tuttunnap (legend)

throughout the islands of Chuuk that emphasizes the importance of honor and

respect. In the Chuukese culture, the values ofhonor and respect are important. It

is important to respect authority, people's property, the environment and

45 There are many versions of this story but all convey the same morals and values. I have learned
this particular version from many Chuukese elders. When my grandmother (father's mother) was
still alive, she would constantly remind me of this story, especially when I was disobedient and
disrespectful. With the help of Monessa (sister) and Keret (cousin), I was able to recollect details
ofthe story.
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especially other individuals. When these values are violated, it upsets the people.

So when foreigners would visit Chuuk, they knew nothing of these Chuukese

customs and would often violate them, sometimes unintentionally. During Alonso

Arellano's 1565 visit, the islanders advised the Spaniards to take a certain

direction, but the Spaniards disregarded that advice. This, I argue, prompted the

violence. Chuukese people honor their values and customs; they get deeply upset

when their customs are being disrespected and disregarded by ignorant people.

Innocente Oneisom, state Representative from Chuuk, claimed that Chuukese

people tend to attack and fight when others violate their culture and values; chon

Chuuk are protective about their culture and traditions, so when a person

disrespects or violates these, then chon Chuuk become deeply upset and then

consequently tend to become assertive and resistant (lnnocente Oneisom 2006).

The violation of Chuukese cultural values goes a long way, I argue, toward

explaining the violence of the early encounters with foreigners.

Goodenough also stresses the importance offairo, orfcuiyiro, to

emphasize the importance of respect in the Chuukese culture. Fairo means "under

arc" and it is a greeting of respect that includes a bowed head and genuflects.

Respect is so significant that people crouch on their knees (6pwpw6ro), or

crawled on their knees and their hands when walking past or stepping over

someone who is sitting or standing in the way. This is to show that they are

respecting the other person by humbling themselves and to show that the other

one is physically higher than oneself. To genuflect implies humility, respect and

honor. Chuukese people, however, emphasize respect and honor towards older
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people (Goodenough 2002). In the story of Rongelap and Rongesich, they were

strongly advised by their father to genuflect as a way ofJairo and to show respect

towards others. So honor and respect is entirely significant.

Although Andrew Cheyne is recognized as the sole instigator of "Dreaded

Hogoleu," he was not alone in publicizing Chuuk's reputation for hostility and

violence. Nearly three centuries prior to Cheyne's visit to Chuuk in 1844, Captain

Alonso de Arellano of Spain visited Chuuk in 1565, a visit where he lost two of

his sailors to the islanders of Pollap Island, located in the Western Islands

(Arellano 1887). Arellano would become the first known European visitor to

Chuuk (Hezel 1979). In the early nineteenth century, Jules Dumont d'Urville of

France arrived in Chuuk. After a friendly encounter, the Frenchmen experienced

an unexpected attack from the people of Fefen (d'Urville 1841-1846).

As we have learned, Cheyne came to Chuuk to collect beche-de-mer. The

islanders surprisingly attacked his vessel, and he lost six of his crew members

(Cheyne 1852). Shortly after Cheyne's visit in 1844, German Captain Alfred

Tetens also traveled to Chuuk in 1866 to collect beche-de-mer, and he described

the islanders as violent and a warring group. The islanders assaulted Tetens and

he fought off the people. He was later involved in war between two islands

(Tetens 1958). Like Cheyne, Arellano, d'Urville and Tetens reinforced in their

writings Cheyne's characteristics of the Chuukese as a violent race. All reported

unexplained and sudden violence and hostility; their writings warned visitors

about a treacherous people. Centuries after these incidents, characterizations of

Chuuk as a violent place and Chuukese as a hostile people continue. There is one
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common aspect of these encounters. These foreigners came upon Chuuk and took

resources from the Chuukese people. Arellano stopped to get wood, food and

water. In addition to a little trading, d'Urville surveyed the islands and acquired

water. The two traders, Cheyne and Tetens, came to Chuuk to collect beche-de

mer from the seas of Chuuk. In addition, they also obtained provisions from the

islanders. These strangers came, unexpected by the Chuukese, to acquire

resources from someone else's lands and territories that had their own laws,

measures, and procedures.

Land is important and valuable to the Chuukese people because land

provides food and resources, and it shelters people. Land provides Chuukese basic

needs (Hezel 1999). Land also signifies the identity of a person because it

represents a family; association with land is an important marker for a person's

identity or group. The history of a land is an important part of a family (Hezel

1994). Lands are not owned individually but collectively. Having land has many

advantages: food, shelter, water and other resources, and therefore it is valuable.

Ownership of the land is important, and thus should be respectfully recognized. In

Chuukese culture, taking away resources from the land without pennission is

disrespectful and insolent, and considered stealing. To use someone else's land or

to take something away from a property is prohibited. One has to ask for consent

and approval from the owners. For instance, when you want to eat a banana

grown on someone else's land, then you have to ask the landowner or the owner

of the banana tree. If we recall the story of Rongelap and Rongesich, these

brothers were strongly advised to genuflect upon seeing Nichuchumataw and ask
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for her pennission and approval to cross her territory. They were also advised to

genuflect when seeing certain places. Rongelap experienced great misfortune

when he dishonored his father and failed to respect and recognize those around

him. Rongesich, on the other hand, honored his father and survived. This shows

the importance of respecting people.

It is not pennissible to appropriate too freely a resource that belongs to

another; it is the same with water. I clearly remember the year 1992 when Chuuk

experienced a severe drought. Our home was in Tunnuk, a village on Weno

Island. We had three water tanks filled with rainwater, and when they ran low, we

had to find other ways of getting water. My family had friends in Peniesene, a

nearby village of Weno, and we asked their permission to use the stream on their

land for laundry and bathing purposes. When the family gave us pennission, I

would go with my family to the land and use the stream to wash our clothes and

to take baths.

Lawrence Keeley suggests that the presence of newcomers increases

violence. He wrote, "When the movement of a frontier involves colonization by

newcomers on a large scale, conditions favoring warfare reach their peak. The

newcomers are at least intruding, if not trespassing; often compete with the

natives for land, water, game, firewood, and other limited materials; commonly

change the local ecology; are inclined to be cavalier about the property of rights

of the other but are fastidious about their own; and exhibit inscrutably odd

customs and tastes" (Keeley 1996, 136). This validates the Chuukese violence and

hostility toward the visitors who often stop to get supplies for their voyage.
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There are also times when access to land and lagoon water is prohibited.

These are funeral taboos that are still observed and respected today. When a

landowner or a member of the family dies, the family or eterenges (extended

family) can decide to observe the death by forbidding people to enter their

territory. These taboos set a time for mourning and show that the family cares for

the deceased member. For three months, people are not permitted to touch or

move anything in an area; the grieving family or eterenges (extended family) has

especially banned an area for fishing and picking fruits. After three months, then

fishing and fruit are reopened (Harding et. al 1997). Prohibition on land access is

called pwau; this includes a prohibition on access to the resources of the land.

Also, they cannot acquire resources (e.g., food, water, wood) from there. In the

lagoon water, the prohibition or taboo is called mechen; no boat or fisherman is

allowed to enter a certain area. During mechen and pwau, the eterenges closes

entry and access to the area for a selected time that can extend for two months or

more. Violation meant retaliation. In the past, warfare could be waged; today,

violators pay fmes or go to prison.

In 1565, Alonso de Arellano arrived in Chuuk on the ship San Lucas. As

Arellano and his men made their way through the enormous lagoon of Chuuk, a

canoe of Chuukese islanders greeted them. As they reached the canoe, four of

these islanders climbed aboard the Spanish vessel, while the rest (around seven or

eight) of the islanders remained on their own canoe. According to Arellano, the

Chuukese islanders exchanged food with the Spanish men, and then invited them,
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through signs, to their island, which they called "Huruasa.,,46 The Spaniards

followed the islanders. Even though the islanders were welcoming, Arellano was

suspicious. He observed that they appeared to be anxious. He presumed that the

islanders were claiming him and his men as a prize they did not intend to share

with others. The people of "Huruasa" warned the Spaniards that the other

islanders were not friendly and therefore advised them to stay away from the

other unfriendly islands.

The Spaniards followed the Chuukese canoe but watched as more canoes

from different islands within Chuuk drew near their vessel. The islanders directed

the ship to enter a certain channel, but the Spanish captain had ordered the ship to

tum around due to the status of the trade winds. The islanders who remained on

the Spanish vessel realized that more Chuukese canoes were approaching the

vessel and their visitors. These islanders informed their visitors that the other

islanders were hostile and would kill and eat them. Thus, they advised the

Spaniards to quickly enter the channel (Arellano 1887).

Arellano counted more than a thousand canoes (this could be an

exaggeration that people use to overstate the violence) approaching them from the

high islands and low islands.47 The canoes were filled with armed men carrying

spears sharpened with fish bones, clubs, slings, and rocks. The Spaniards could

46 This name is unfamiliar and unknown. However, Huruasa refers to Tonoas Island, which was
often and mistakenly referred to as Quirosa, the name later given to the island ofPohnpei (Hezel
1973; Kramer 1932). Moreover in Hezel's The First Taint ofCivilization, he summarizes the story
and uses Tonoas as the island (Hezel 1983).
47 Before the arrival of Europeans, the population of Chuuk was about the same as it is today. The
population, however, declined in 1827 from an estimated number of35,000 to only 11,000 by
1911. This decline resulted from introduced diseases (Harding et. al 1997). It is not clear whether
this estimate includes the rest of the island groups in Chuuk or just the islands within the Chuuk
Lagoon.
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hear shouts and uproars from the canoes. The Chuukese islanders approaching

seemed upset and disappointed that the islanders from "Huruasa" had discovered

the ship before anyone else. Two Chuukese natives climbed overboard. Trembling

with fear, one carried a club and the other one a spear. Arellano claimed that these

two natives observed and searched for something to take with them. After

grabbing a few pieces of iron, they jumped into the sea, but one of the Spanish

sailors succeeded in taking back a piece of iron. The Spanish sailor hit the

Chuukese islander on his head with the iron. The Chuukese natives still on board

the Spanish ship jumped into the sea. At about this time, the Spanish ship was

close to the reef and land.

Trying to escape the violence, the Spanish ship attempted to pass through

the surrounding rocks and reefs but could not find an opening. Shoals surrounded

them as groups of canoes came from various islands and followed them around.

The armed natives surrounded the Spanish ship. The Chuukese natives intended to

cut off the Spaniards' escape, but the ship's pilot sighted a narrow channel; the

ship escaped through that channel. Two native canoes came alongside the ship;

one native assaulted one of the Spaniards by swinging his club from the end of his

canoe, but the Spaniard was quick to defend himself. Arellano wrote:

When a soldier stationed in the rear of the launch was
assaulted by a native swinging his club from the front end of
his canoe, the soldier bravely defended himself. Then from
all directions the natives began to hurl spears at our men in
the ship. With spears stuck in the planking the quills, it was a
miracle that no one was killed. especially [sic] considering
how few weapons we had with which to defend ourselves.
When the soldier in the launch saw that we were in danger,
he fired a volley-more to frighten the natives than to do any
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harm. After all, if the Armada should pass by this way-or
any other ships, for that matter-we did not want them to
find the natives disturbed (Arellano 1887,3).

The Spaniards found anchorage after dark and spent the night there. The

next day, they passed by one of the high islands in the lagoon where they met ten

or twelve canoes approaching them. These islanders signaled them to come to

their island presumably for food and water. When the Spaniards saw that they

were carrying weapons, Arellano ordered his men to fire at the canoes, hitting the

closest canoe, with many natives on board. Arellano wrote:

As we passed beyond the last of the high islands in the lagoon, ten or
twelve canoes came towards us and signaled us to come to their island
where they would give us food and drink. We brought the ship around so
that they could catch us, but as they drew nearer we saw that they were
carrying weapons and preparing for an attack. Upon seeing this, I gave the
orders to let go with a volley of stone-shot from our guns. The gunner's
aim was so good that he scored a direct hit on the closest canoe--a large
one with many natives in it-and apparently did a great deal of injury to
those in the canoe. They jumped into the water and let out a yell to the
other canoes, whose occupants were astonished to see the damage done to
the first (Ibid, 4).

Soon after, the Spaniards left Chuuk Lagoon and headed northwest, where

they sighted Pollap. They decided to stop at Pollap Island to collect wood and

water for their journey. As they were approaching the island, they met some

islanders. Some of the natives boarded the San Lucas. To establish a good

relationship, the Spaniards presented small gifts to the natives. Two chiefs

informed them-through signs-that if they wanted water, they could go ashore
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for it. So the Spaniards arranged for the two chiefs to stay aboard while one of

their men went ashore with the natives to get wood and water. The Spaniards

distributed their jugs of water, and sent the islanders and sailors to shore. Upon

returning, the sailor reported their friendliness. The sailor returned proclaiming

that the islanders were friendly and welcoming. He brought back water, coconut

milk and green bananas, so the Spaniards decided to get more water. Following

the chiefs to their island, Arellano took his pilot, a few soldiers and sailors on a

smaller boat to the shore. Armed with their weapons, the natives divided into

groups; this made the Spaniards suspicious. When the natives invited them to

shore, Arellano decided it would be risky to go with a group of armed islanders.

Instead, the Spaniards requested rocks from the islanders to anchor their boat. One

sailor who went with an islander for the rocks returned reporting that the islanders

were armed with spears, slings and poles. Immediately, the Spaniards released

their anchor and rowed back to their ship.

Meanwhile on the land, the islanders noticed that their visitors had

returned to their ship. They then launched their canoes and paddled towards San

Lucas, but they refused their invitation to go aboard the foreign ship. Instead, they

asked the Spaniards why they had returned to their ship. The Spaniards explained

that the rock they used as anchor was too heavy for their small boat, so they had

to return to their ship. With this response, the islanders decided to board the

Spanish ship and asked for the Spaniards' water jugs. They informed the

Spaniards that they could fill up their jugs with water for them. They volunteered
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to help fill their jugs, but they also asked one of the Spaniards to help them. So

the Spaniards sent three sailors with the natives to fill their water jugs.

Three of Arellano's men went ashore with the Pollap islanders to fetch

food and water for their voyage. The three Spaniards went in three separate

canoes. The Spaniards in the first two separate canoes were clubbed to death. The

other Spaniard witnessed the islanders clubbing his comrades and immediately

reacted to the violence. He grabbed one of the paddles, but was hit on the head by

a Pollap Islander. Seeing other islanders approaching him with clubs, the Spaniard

pulled out his dagger and started to attack them violently. He killed two of the

island men and escaped by jumping off the canoe and swimming away. The

islanders slung stones at him. He was alive when he returned to the ship, but was

badly injured from the stones.

In full sight of the incident, the whole Spanish crew watched as the

islanders attacked their shipmates. They witnessed the islanders of Pollap club

and kill the two sailors and attack the third sailor. As for the islanders aboard the

ship, the sailors tried to hold and seize them, but they had already escaped. One

sailor took out his musket and shot one of them. They never retrieved the bodies

of their two other comrades, and they assumed that their bodies were to be eaten

(Arellano 1887).48

48 Also see Berg and Hezel () 979).
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Three centuries later, Dumont d'Urville of France visited Chuuk.49 On 22

December 1838, he brought his two ships, Astrolabe5o and Zilee, through the

southeast reef of Chuuk Lagoon. d'Urville was the first French visitor to Chuuk.

As the French made their way through one of the passages, thirty to forty

Chuukese canoes greeted them with a shout and rowdy uproar. The ships

anchored off Ssis Island and immediately began their trade with the Chuukese

people. The Chuukese islanders traded mats, combs and ornaments for knives,

bracelets and necklaces; they openly welcomed their visitors. When the captain

went ashore on Ssis Island, he met a chief who welcomed him in a friendly

manner. The next morning, some of the Frenchmen went to Parem where they

continued their trade peacefully. Dumont d'Urville commented that the natives

appeared to be gentle and peaceful. According to Hezel, "D'Urville commented

that 'the natives live together in harmony and appear naturally gentle and

peaceful'-ajudgment that he would later be obliged to revise" (d'Urville 1841-

1846, 1).

On the morning of 25 December 1838, many canoes from the islands

visited these ships. One man from Fefen Island also came to visit. Charles-Hector

Jacquinot,51 French executive officer, persuaded him with an offer ofa necklace

to take him to Fefen Island. Pieme-Antoine Lafond, a young student,

49 There were visitors to Chuuk between Arellano's and d'Urville's visits, but no great violence
took place. French Captain Louis Duperrey, for instance, traded with the Chuukese natives; he did
not set foot on the islands but only mapped them. So d'Urville was the first Frenchmen to set foot
on the islands in the Chuuk Lagoon. In 1828, on his first expedition to the Pacific, d'Urville
sighted Pollap and the high peaks ofChuuk but did not go ashore (Hezel 1979).
50 Its previous name was Coquille (Rosenman 1992).
5\ Charles-Hector Jacquinot was an old friend ofd'Urville, and he was a Commander of ZiIee
(ibid).
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accompanied Jacquinot.52 They both went ashore to explore, survey, and inspect

Fefen Island. They paid particular attention to the weapons they saw. Jacquinot

wrote:

On the wall hung weapons: bundles of spears tipped
with stingray tails; warclubs [sic] of hardwood; and
long pikes, polished and painted yellow, with a bulge
at each end. One of their weapons is a sling made
from coconut twine with which they hurl projectiles
the size and shape of a human eye, that are carefully
ground from basaltic rock (d'Urville 1841-1846,3).

In addition, they visited bigger huts that housed the war canoes. The canoes were

painted with red and black and seemed to be capable of high speed. During their

visit, they encountered the islanders collecting stones. Their initial reaction was

that the islanders are collecting stones to use as weapons, but they later discovered

that the islanders used the stones to hold down their fishing boats or canoes.

The following morning on 26 December 1838, Dumont d'Urville assigned

Joseph-Antoine Duroch, one of the French officers, to administer the

hydrographic survey (Arellano 1887). According to Rosenman's translation of

d'Urville's voyages, Duroch and Adrien Vincendon-Dumoulin, a young and

brilliant hydrographer, set out to conduct a hydrographic survey but returned

immediately with an alarming story:

There was a great gathering of canoes, some from another island. The first sign
that anything was wrong was when the natives in the canoes started to pelt the
men in the cutter with oranges-to their surprise the officers had found a tree
laden with oranges on the island-and while this bombardment was

52 For more infonnation on Lafond and Jacquinot, see Rosenman's translation (1992).
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uncomfortable they considered it no more than a rough joke. Suddenly a chief
stood up and threw a spear at them, then all the natives took up their weapons
and prepared to do the same. This was no joke; the cutter was inside the reef, too
close to it for comfort, and their guns were in the storage locker in the
sternsheets, from where they were quickly removed. The sail was immediately
raised and the cutter sailed through the flotilla of canoes, while the armed men
covered the bellicose chief. They were assailed by a flight of spears, one
narrowly missing Dumoulin, while another grazed Duroch's shoulder. On the
shore, they could see the women fleeing towards the hills carrying their children
and household goods, then the attack began in earnest. Twenty-one canoes from
Truk, watched by others from another island, came out in close formation to join
in, while other savages gathered on a nearby reef. The chief suddenly mimed
friendliness in an attempt to get the cutter to come closer. One ofthe canoes were
carrying two naked savages, who expressed provocation and contempt by
indecent and derisive dancing-probably ritual war dances, like Maori hakas
and the rest were holding spears ready to attack again. With scattershot the
blunderbuss destroyed the chiefs canoe, while Dumoulin and Duroch picked off
the two dancers-that rifle practice on board had stood them in good steed. The
natives fled to the reefs taking their dead and injured with them. As the cutter
approached the reef looking for exit, the canoes gathered to attack them again as
they entered the passage to the open sea. They were forced to fire on the canoes,
killing some of the occupants, then they raced for the safety of the corvettes
(Rosenman 1992, 159-160).

In Hezel's translation, we also learn that the people of Fefen attacked the

Frenchmen. This attack took place after a friendly encounter with the people of

Fefen and after their interaction with the people from Ssis. On the morning of the

attack, d'Urville sent Dumoulin and Duroch to launch a hydrographic survey on a

smaller boat. So the men left the ship and headed towards Fefen. d'Urville

watched and saw the launch (Dumoulin and Duroch) turn around as they reached

the northeast part of Fefen. Dumoulin reported that the Frenchmen encountered

canoes from Uman and befriended the new friendly islanders. Dumoulin wrote:

Early in the morning we took on board the launch of the Astrolabe a canon, a
case of weapons and powder, and left to explore a group of islands behind Fefan
[sic]. On arriving there, we met a group of canoes on their way to the ships.
These canoes, which were all from Uman, came towards us and raced with us
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playfully for a while. The natives in them seemed to have peaceful intentions,
and they used every means at their disposal to try to persuade us to come and
visit their island.

Passing through the channel that separates Dublon from Fefan [sic], however, we
saw a number of canoes whose construction was entirely different from those we
had just seen set out from a large village on the northern shore of Fefan [sic]. As
we were making our way through the channel, a string of reefs appeared to bar
our way and made us fear that we would not find a passage for the launch. The
natives must have thought that our boat had run aground on the reef, for they
chose this moment to attack us.

Suddenly our sailors were hit with a shower of oranges thrown by the natives in
the canoes. We took this for ajoke at first-but to let the natives understand that
we did not enjoy this kind of a prank, we threw the oranges into the sea. In a split
second the whole complexion of the situation changed. One of the chiefs,
standing atop the canoe platform, hurled a spear at us. At that instant the rest of
the natives picked up their weapons and made ready for combat. Our position
was critical. We had trouble keeping the crew under control, yet we were too
near the reef to turn and fight. Fifty or so natives armed with sling range, we
were finished. Within seconds each of our men was armed with a loaded weapon.
Everyone then helped with the sails. The foresail was raised, and the wind carried
us through the whole flotilla of canoes while the natives rained spears on us
(d'Urville 1841-1846,6).

No further attacks took place. Still, Dumont d'Urville left Chuuk with a negative

impression of Chuuk. He wrote:

The reputation of the Carolines has been tarnished, for we
have found here treacherous and wicked people, however
engaging their appearance. In no part of Oceania have we
found such selfinterested [sic] hospitality as here. The people
do not give much and are very demanding in their requests.
They are dirty; it is hard to breathe in their houses. Even
though beautifully worked branches can become dangerous
weapons in their hands, they know nothing of the bow and
arrow (Ibid 1841-1846, 10).

d'Urville and his men left Chuuk with a strong belief that Chuuk was a dangerous

place. Francis Hezel once wrote, "In general, it can be said that the French and the

Russians dealt with the people tactfully and wrote of their cultures with respect
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and sensitivity. The only violent eruption in all of their travels through Micronesia

was the incident in Truk during Dumont d'Urville's visit" (Hezel 1983, 101).

When d'Urville arrived, Chuuk was still unaffected by Western contact

and so Chuukese were suspicious of the French (HezeI1983). Many would argue

that the Chuukese unreasonably initiated the attacks. However, if we localize the

stories, we can see a different perspective that will help us understand the reasons

for the violence. Let us examine an explanation. Using the Frenchmen's accounts,

I argue that the descriptions seem to correspond with the activities of inter-island

warfare in Chuuk. Many war canoes were present; warriors were anned with

weapons. The people were carrying out war rituals; they were dancing, cheering,

and performing sorcery (Narian 2006). In addition, the women and children were

running towards the mountains. This strongly indicates that d'Urville was in the

middle of inter-island warfare.

Most importantly, it is critically important to understand that the

Frenchmen were racing playfully with the islanders from Uman, an enemy island

of Fefen. What the Frenchman did not know was that Uman and Fefen were

constantly battling and waging warfare with each other. Jack Fritz noted clearly

that in the past, islanders from Fefen and Uman were enemies. There were

constant conflicts between the islanders from Fefen and Uman, including the

battle between Olap and the people from Fefen. In the past, warriors from Fefen

attacked Uman and many people had to be relocated (Fritz 2006). To the people

ofFefen, Dumont d'Urville's association and friendliness with the canoes from

Uman Island would suggest an alliance. In Chuukese warfare, alliances were quite
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common. The approaching French, accompanied by the people of Urnan, would

have been a threatening sight to those on Fefen.

I called my grandfather, Papa Hayashi, to confirm whether Fefen and

Uman were actually enemies. His response was similar to Jack Fritz's, "yes." He

shared the same story that Fritz had previously shared with me. He explained that

in the past, the people of Fefen attacked and took over Uman. As a result, the

people of Urnan fled from Uman; one of them, a woman, ended up in the

Namonweito region. As her son grew older and learned about the incident, he

returned to Chuuk Lagoon to seek revenge and to bring back the people to Uman.

He first stopped in Tonoas where he sought alliance and assistance. From there,

he planned the attack on the people of Fefen and he successfully recaptured

Uman.

Here is a story of the people of Urnan and the young man Olap, a member

of the Fesilim clan, who brought the people of Urnan back to their island.

Pworausen Uman me we Mwtin, Olap (Story of Dman and the man,
Olap)

Long ago the islands of Fefen and Uman had been fighting with

each other. Fefen attacked Uman. Knowing that defeat would await them,

the people from Uman fled to Weno Island. Many of them established

themselves at Mechitiw, an eastern village of Weno. One day, the chief of

Fananu, an island in the Namonweito region, visited Mechitiw and fell in

love with a woman from the clan of Fesilim on Uman. The name of the
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woman was "Ukecheni." Ukecheni, like many others, had relocated to

Mechitiw after Fefen took up Uman. The chief of Fananu fell in love with

Ukecheni and took her to Fananu to be his wife.

The chief of the nearby island ofUnanu visited Fananu and fell in

love with Ukecheni, the woman from Uman. He befriended the chief of

Fananu to be closely acquainted with the Ukecheni. The chief of Unanu

prolonged his stay on Fananu and the chief of Fananu hosted a feast for his

honored guests from Unanu. As part of the celebration, the chief of

Fananu brought in dancers to entertain their guests. The chief ofUnanu

volunteered his dancing group from Unanu to perform their dances on

their next visit.

The chief of Unanu returned to his home island but could not stop

thinking about the woman from Urnan-he had fallen in love with her. So

he called the neighboring islands of Witt053 region and asked them to

accompany him to visit Fananu Island. Upon passing by Nomwin Island,

they asked the islanders from these various islands to join them on their

voyage to Fananu.

When they reached Fananu, the chief of Unanu instructed everyone

to go ashore and inform the chief of Fananu he had become blind, and

therefore could not go ashore. They did as they were instructed. Upon

hearing this, the chief of Fananu instructed the men to bring him anyway,

so he could enjoy the feast and the entertainment. The chief ofUnanu's

53Weito is like a shorter version ofNamonweito. In the "Notes on Spellings" section, I show that
spellings in Chuukese vary and depend on one's accent. Witto is a great example ofthe author's
personal spelling of Weito. Kuop is another name for Uman.
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men brought in their chief and placed him beside the chief of Fananu as

the host had instructed.

After the dancers from Weito finished their dances, the dancers

from Fananu started their performances. While they were dancing, the

chief ofUnanu took out his spear and killed the chief of Fananu. His men

came and took Ukecheni with them; they sailed back to Unanu where the

chief married Ukecheni.

Soon after, they bore a son and they called him Olap. Olap grew up

to be a young, strong, brave and an active man.

One day when the people of Unanu were fishing, Olap became

excited by the numerous schools of fish and attempted to throw his spear

at the fish. This disrupted their fishing procedure. The people of Unanu

were furious with Olap for scaring the fish away from their trap; hence,

they yelled at him. They told him that he did not belong there with them,

because he was of KUOp.54 Hearing this, Olap was angry and upset with

the people. He suspected that there was something he did not know, and

he deserved an explanation from his mother. When Olap's mother asked

him why he was upset, Olap demanded to know where she came from. 55

So she told him the story of her island of Uman and how her clan of

Fesilim had to be relocated to Mechitiw because the Fefen islanders had

attacked them. She told him that people of Fefen invaded Uman. Knowing

54 He was fishing with people from Unanu, not people from Kuop and he belonged to groups from
Kuop Island or Uman Island.
55 In Chuukese culture, we follow and claim our mother's home island (matrilineal society). We
claim the mother's island rather than where we were actually born or where the father came from.
Thus Olap suspected that his mother was from Uman.
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that they could not defend themselves, the people of Urnan fled to Weno

where they lived in the village of Mechitiw. Olap decided to visit Weno,

so he began to study navigation. After learning the arts of navigation, he

sailed to Mechitiw where he met his uncle, who referred him to a man

from Tonoas. Olap went to Tonoas and met Itachok. Olap presented his

proposal to attack Fefen, but Itachok thought Olap was still too young to

be waging war. So he gave Olap a test to prove that he was ready and was

brave enough for battle. Itachok would attempt to stick a sharp spear

inside Olap's eyes, and ifOlap blinked he would fail the test. Ifhe did not

blink, it would prove his bravery and that he was ready for battle. Itachok

proceeded to sharpen a stick or a spear and attempted to quickly insert the

spear in Olap's eyes. Olap did not blink. Itachok told him he was ready.

They agreed to work together and raid Fefan, but Itachok sent Olap back

to Weito to prepare himself. He instructed him to return to the Chuuk

Lagoon at a certain time. When he was prepared, Olap returned bringing

warriors from Weito with him.

When the people ofUman and Fefen woke up one morning, they

could see countless canoes crowding the islands of Fefen and Tonoas.

They all knew war was coming. Itachok had already been on Fefen with

its chief; Itachok had instructed the chief of Fefen not to worry for they

would see who would be stronger and braver.

Meanwhile, Olap divided his men and assigned them different

positions. He brought some of his men until they reached a huge rock
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close to shore of Fefen called Lefoulap.56 He jumped up on this big rock

and raised his spear. From the rock, Lefoulap, Olap jumped to another

rock called Leuou. He jumped around dancing, until he reached the shore

facing the village ofSapotiw on Fefen. This was where they made their

way onto land and at Fefen. The battle began from the stone rampart on

Fefen. Olap's men fought until they reached the front of the uut, or

meetinghouse, called Soriro, where Itachok and the chief of Fefen were

waiting.

Itachok was still waiting with the chief (also the bravest man) from

Fefen, and he motioned for Olap to come closer. The chief from Fefen

walked ahead but ltachok called him back. Itachok wanted to lead the

way, while the chief of Fefen followed behind him. The chief of Fefen

obeyed Itachok. Then the chief of Fefen pulled out his spear, but ltachok

turned back and thrust his spear into the man from Fefen, and he fell dead.

The people of Fefen turned inland and started to run towards the

mountains, but the other groups and warriors from Unanu had already

come around that side, blocking their escape. Olap's men killed the people

of Fefen, until Olap's men all came together. Seeing that they had

successfully won the battle, they stopped and cheered, "Witto, Witto ese

pwolupwo/!", "Weito, Weito is not protected (by black magic or magical

protection)."

56 In Chuukese culture it is important and customary to name places, even specific spaces such as
rocks, huts and many more.
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Olap brought back the people ofUman to their island. Olap

remained on Uman and he was given the name Resim (rainbow) for when

he went to attack Fefen, he jumped like the wind and rain. He did not use a

boat but danced around on the rocks until he reached shore; he went with

h · , . 57t e ram, or utengermger.

Again, I argue that the earlier mentioned Frenchmen of d'Urville's 1838

visit to Chuuk aboard the Astrolabe58 and 2elee (i.e., the first French visitors to

Chuuk) were attacked because of their association with the islanders from Uman

who happened to be great enemies of the Fefen Islanders. The disputes had been

going on for years and into the 19th century. The people of Fefen saw the

Frenchmen racing and interacting "playfully" with the people of Uman, their

enemies. In both translations of d'Urville's account, the Fefen islanders are

described as friendly and welcoming to the foreign visitors. It was not until the

Frenchmen were sighted with the Uman Islanders that people of Fefen started to

fight them.

Six years after Dumont d'Urville's visit, the Scottish trader Andrew

Cheyne came to Chuuk to collect beche-de-mer. There was no known ship that

visited the Chuuk islands between d'Urville's and Cheyne's visits. Cheyne visited

the Mortlocks in April 1844 and then visited the Chuuk lagoon in October 1844;

he also visited Puluwat on this voyage (Cheyne 1852; Hezel 1979).

57 The story was told and written in the Chuukese language. I summarized the story into the
English language. This story was told by Mr. Fara (from the original source, name was
incomplete), and this story could be found in Uruon Chuuk (1979, 142-150). For more information
on 01ap and navigation, see Theophil Saret Reuney (1995).
58 Its previous name was Coquille (Rosenman 1992).
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As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, the Scottish trader Cheyne

also experienced hostility while in Chuuk. Cheyne was also described in the

literature as a rapacious and greedy trader who caused mistrust and suspicions

among the Palauans; he was also skilled at spreading rumors that the Palauans

were treacherous and dangerous to white men: the same thing he attributed to the

Chuukese people (Tetens 1958). In February 1886, acting on the orders of a

Palauan chief, Palauan warriors killed Cheyne (Nero 1991).

When he arrived in Chuuk with a brig and a schooner to collect beche-de-

mer, Cheyne experienced hostility and thus he left the islands warning future

visitors of a hostile and treacherous race. His first impression was that the natives

were friendly, but then later some of his men were killed from an unexpected

attack. He wrote:

I visited this group in October, 1844, with two vessels, a brig and
schooner, for the purpose of collecting biche de mer [sic]. The natives at
first appeared friendly, and assisted us to erect houses on shore for curing
the slug. They managed so completely to take me off my guard, that I left
the schooner to take charge of the station we had formed, and removed my
brig to another village, intending to form another curing establishment; but
the second morning after my departure, they attacked the schooner with an
immense force, supposed to be not less than two thousand men. After a
desperate engagement they59 managed to beat them off; but with a loss of
six men killed, and five severely wounded (Cheyne 1852, 127).

Some islanders were helping Andrew Cheyne while his schooner was under

attack; a group was assisting Cheyne with water about five miles away from the

schooner. When they returned and saw the already-damaged schooner, they gave

out a loud shout and quickly disappeared into the woods. That night, Cheyne and

59 Referring to Andrew Cheyne's men.
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his men burned down the Chuukese shelters and their canoes to teach the natives

lessons about attacking foreigners. After leaving Chuuk, he warned visitors of the

need to be well armed against a treacherous and hostile race.

Twenty-two years after Cheyne's visit, Captain Alfred Tetens, a German

trader, visited Chuuk on the Vesta in 1866 to also collect for beche-de-mer.60 Like

Cheyne, Arellano and d'Urville, Tetens described the Chuukese people as being

violent and treacherous. He first visited the Chuuk Lagoon on the German

steamship Vesta, where he encountered hostility and treachery.61 He reported that

the Chuukese natives were lazy, wretched and degenerate beings. He wrote:

On the next island group of Truk there was no trace of civilization.
However promisingly the forested islands look towering up in the
distance, they are very disappointing as one approaches them. It was not
only the appearance of the wretched aborigines, but also their lazy and sly
demeanor that robbed me at once of my peaceful expectations. Everything
is desolate and wild. The men, by the way, are of a sturdy build and
looked as if they were contemplating robbery (Tetens 1958,90).

When Tetens arrived in Chuuk, the Chuukese islanders gathered aboard his ship,

the Vesta, distracting him with their insignificant conversations in order to steal

from him. He presumed they were contemplating robbery. Tetens wrote,

"Although the intention of the savages to rob my ship and kill my crew became

ever clearer to me, still I could not begin the defence [sic] at once ... " (Ibid 1958,

90). Tetens, however, warned his crewmembers to be prepared for any attack or

assault, and observed the natives carefully. He wrote:

60 There were other ships that visited Chuuk between Cheyne's and Tetens's visits, including the
British warship, HMS Sphinx that will be discussed later in this chapter (Hezel 1979).
6\ The islands he visited in the Chuuk lagoon were not specified.
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I watched every motion of the king with the keenest attention. At last the
long-awaited word was given: howling and shrieking, the savages raised
their weapons. At the same moment I lifted the treacherous king by both
legs and tossed him overboard. When the howling mob saw the flying leap
oftheir royal leader, it was simple for my charging people to chase the
cowardly mob from their hiding places into the water, leaving their
weapons behind them (Ibid 1958,91)

After his visit to the Chuuk lagoon, on the same voyage, Tetens stopped at

Losap and Nama islands in the Mortlocks, where he became involved in an inter-

island warfare. At that time of his visit, these two islands were already at war with

each other, and Tetens went to Losap and helped the chief of Losap win a war

against Nama. When he arrived on Losap, he met the devastated chief; the chief

of Losap told him about the hostilities the people of Nama had inflicted upon his

people. The chief claimed that his island used to be a home ofjoy and peace but

had been transformed from that friendly and joyful place to a devastated and

mournful home by the people of Nama. Women and children were kidnapped and

the entire island was burned. The chief informed Tetens that the islanders from

Nama attacked Losap out ofjealousy over their beautiful wives and their

abundant food and lavish gardens. The chief then asked Tetens to help Losap

punish the people ofNama for their evil-doings.

Tetens was amazed at the chiefs "intelligent"62 approach and offered the

help of sixty Yapese men who had come with him. Tetens had been in Yap, so he

was well acquainted with the Yapese people and employed them as crew on his

ship and for his beche-de-mer operations. Supplying the Losapese people with

62 I argue that Tetens attributed the chiefs "intelligent approach" to the fact that the chief sought
him for assistance to win the war. Tetens and his men were armed with fIrearms, and for a chief to
seek assistance would suggest that Tetens was more powerful than the natives.
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firearms, they prepared themselves for battle. A Losap fleet of forty canoes joined

with Teten's Vesta. The Losap warriors rejoiced at joining the Yapese and the

four Malays and Europeans who were with Tetens.

After reaching the island of Nama, they silently went ashore and with a

roar began the battle. After hours of fighting, it was clear that Losap had the

victory. A few men from Losap were killed in battle and many-including their

chief-were wounded but everyone fought with courage and did not complain

about their wounds. The warriors from Losap returned to their home joyfully

bringing back women and children that were stolen previously by the people of

Nama. They beheaded the chief of Nama and carried his head back to Losap to

celebrate their glorious victory (Tetens 1958).

Roger Mitchell, American anthropologist and educator, provides a similar

account. According to Mitchell, a son of the chief of Losap had been ambushed

due to his romantic activities on Nama Island. The son of the Losap chief had

gone to Nama to court the young women there. The people of Nama were upset

with his romantic and sexual relationships with the women of their island, and

they decided to challenge the young man from Losap. They beat him badly and

sent him back to Losap. In retaliation, the chief of Losap led an attack on the

people from Nama. These were repulsed and the warriors from Nama carried out

several retaliatory raids of their own. Here is a local story of the fighting between

Nama and Losap.
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Pworausen ewe Mwooun an Nama me Losap (Story of the Battle
between Nama and Losap)

In the past, Nama and Losap were peaceful with each other. There

was a time when Sewer was the chief ofNama, and Usan was the chief of

Losap. One day, Usan's boat came from the Chuuk lagoon to the Mortlock

Islands. Two brothers63 from Nama saw the canoe or boat from Losap.

The brothers, however, recognized that the boat belonged to the chief of

Losap, so they turned away. Upon their return to Nama, they ran into a

man from Uman called Nomunpuch.

Nomunpuch asked them, "Pwata ouse awata chon nan wa (Why

did you not attack the boat)?" The brothers answered, "Ai se awater pwun

wan ewe Sarno/un Losap (We did not attack the boat, for it belongs to the

chief of Losap).

Nomunpuch said, "Urnwesirnwes pwe re nornw" (You must be

crazy, because there are no Losapese people on board).,,64

Since the brothers were well known for their bravery on Nama,

they were humiliated by Nomunpuch's words, so they returned to the boat,

destroyed it and then killed everyone on board. As brave men from Nama,

these brothers were supposed to be watchful and alert for intruders or

visitors, because they might generate violence and cruelty towards the

63 The original translation was ''pwiipwt' which means brothers (between males) and sisters
(between females only). This meaning includes not just biological brothers but friends and
cousins as well.
64 This is not the literal translation.
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people of their islands. So, when Nomunpuch humiliated them, they felt

they needed to prove that they were doing their jobs. Hence, they attacked

the boat from Losap.

Usan, the Chief of Losap, learned about what had happened to his

boat. He dove into the ocean and held up his five fingers. His five fingers

symbolized that he would be launching an attack on the people of Nama

within five days.

Within five days, a German vessel arrived with Yapese passengers.

The men from Losap joined the Yapese passengers and attacked Nama.

The war, or mw66un, between Nama and Losap began, the warriors from

Yap and Losap used firearms, and many people from Nama were killed.

The people from Nama were frightened, and as a result of their defeat in

the war, a woman from Nama went on the German boat and married a

man from Yap. Today, there are still descendants of the woman from

Nama in Yap.

Meanwhile Sewer, the chief ofNama, was on the island of Kuttu

when the war took place (Nama and Kuttu were one alliance in this time

period). He returned to Nama bringing some ofhis friends from Kuttu.

When they reached Nama, they realized that there were about thirty people

left on the island of Nama and the island was completely devastated. Soon
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a boat came from Losap led by a man from Uman called Mekiol;65 they

returned to Nama to kill the rest of the people of Nama.

Sewer called out to Mekiol, "!fa itom (What is your name)?"

Mekiol responded, "Itei Mekiol (My name is Mekiol)."

Sewer asked him, "!fa iten jenuomw (What is the name of the

place you came from)?"

"Uman," Mekiol replied.

Sewer asked Mekiol, "Pwan ifa ew itan (What is the other name

for Uman)?"

Mekiol replied, "Kuop."

Sewer asked, "Meta auwa ekieki ngeni noum kei at. Kese chiwen

sinei pwe Nama neun Uman (What have you done to your own sons?

Were you thinking about killing all of them? Don't you know that people

of Nama came from Uman)?"

The people ofUman were in alliance with Losap but did not know

of their past relationships with Nama. When Sewer informed them about

their relationship, Mekiol took off his finest and most significant wardrobe

and placed it on the ground. By doing that, Mekiol was acknowledging

that they would forget about the war, or mw66un, and settle the dispute

65 Mekiol is the name ofanother man from Uman in alliance with Losap.
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peacefully. One of the men from Nama accepted Mekiol's wardrobe,

indicating the end of the war between Nama and Losap (Heldart 1979).66

Marcello Ham presents yet another and different local history. Marcello

Ham, from Kuttu, confirmed that the people ofNama and Kuttu were one people

and allies. Nama and Losap were fighting each other. The men from Nama

wanted to marry the women from Losap, but the men from Losap did not approve

this. The men from Nama then attacked Losap. When the army from Nama

attempted to attack Losap, the people of Losap arrived on a German vessel and

were armed with firearms. They killed all the men on Nama, only leaving the

women and children. When the men from Kuttu heard about this incident, they

came to Nama to marry the women from Nama and took care of the land and

children (Ham 2006).

All accounts of the war between Losap and Nama seem to talk about the

same war with the help of the German visitor and his Yapese crewmembers.

These visitors were involved in the war between Losap and Nama; they joined the

warriors from Losap and defeated the warriors from Nama. Tetens's and

Mitchell's accounts claimed that courting women was the major cause of the war,

while Heldart provides a different source.

These local stories, though slightly different, provide alternative lenses to

the history of the Losap and Nama war. What is important to note is that the

foreigners were also involved in the brutality and violence, which clearly shows

66 This is my summary and translation of the story.
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that they could be dangerous to the Chuukese people. Captain Tetens arrived with

Yapese men and helped the people of Nama fight their war. Even worse, he

supplied the Nama warriors with firearms, thereby increasing the brutality and

breadth of violence. He talked about how violent the natives were, and yet he

himself was involved in the war, the violence, and brutality.

From looking at the foreign accounts and local stories, it is important to

note that not all foreign visitors experienced hostile encounters, and thus violence

was situational rather than automatic. Although missionaries also wrote about

dangers in Chuuk, they also talked about how friendly the people were. Reverend

Robert Logan, an American missionary, spoke of how the people from Oneop

Island in the Mortlocks were friendly. He wrote, "The people are very kind to us.

They are indeed a very lovable people, teachable and kindly" (Missionary Herald

1881, 77: 19). On Losap, the children were described as a happy group (Ibid., 77:

271). Other American missionaries have also claimed that Chuukese are friendly

people. In a missionary letter, Reverend E.T. Doane in Missionary Herald wrote:

They have been called savage, and vessels have been warned not to allow
too many natives on deck at once. There is some ground for this fear; for
at different times vessels have been attacked in the lagoon and nearly
taken. But this, I think does not fairly represent the character of the people.
During the many days the "Star" was at Ruk67 not the first sign ofhostility
was seen. When we walked inland and passed dwellings, the family would
flee in alarm, or would crowd together in their little hut, till the strangers
passed by. They would hardly have done so were they a fighting people
(Missionary Herald 1881, 77: 210).

67 Rule is another name for Chuuk in the dialect ofHall Islanders, Namonweito Islanders and
Western Islanders.
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I cite these accounts to show that violence in Chuuk is situational.

Violence takes place for a reason, i.e., when it is needed and when rights and

customs are being violated. In addition, violence takes place because of suspicion

and the fear of attack, which I feel is appropriate. To be able to protect and defend

oneself from strangers is important for one's safety. If we recall the stories that

we have looked at, the Chuukese islanders were always friendly to their visitors

and even made gestures to invite them to their island. Unfortunately, violence

later took place for specific and varying reasons; it was never automatic. The

people of Chuuk were not inherently violent or treacherous as the accounts of

Arellano, d'Urville, Cheyne, and Tetens suggest. Rather, the Chuukese responded

to perceived threats, insults, and threatening alliances.

These foreign accounts are also hypocritical in a way that they spoke of

Chuukese violence but excused the violence and damage they caused. Arellano,

d'Urville, Cheyne and Tetens caused damage and might have killed many ofthe

natives when they fired at them and when they burned and destroyed their homes.

They were violent as well and caused more damage than the Chuukese natives.

Prior to Teten's visit, there was a British warship, HMS Sphinx, which

visited Chuuk in 1862 to search for the surviving crew of the lost bark, Norna.

Norna was wrecked at Oroluk atoll (located in Polmpei State) in the previous

year, 1861; the survivors ended up reaching Chuuk. When the British ship HMS

Sphinx reached Chuuk, they fired on Uman, destroying houses in retaliation for

the bad treatment of a Norna castaway on Uman Island (Hezel 1979). The British

caused great damage when they fired at the natives of Urnan to repay one man's
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ill treatment. Talk about violence, I would rather think the visitors caused greater

damage than the Chuukese natives.

So in this chapter, I have shown some of the colonial accounts that have

been prominent in promoting Chuuk's reputation for violence without considering

Chuukese voices, histories and cultural values. I have presented accounts from

Arellano's, d'Urville's, Cheyne's and Tetens's visits against their negative

descriptions of the Chuukese people, and I have introduced local histories not

only to prioritize Chuukese local stories but to present alternatives to those that

emphasize brutality and violence. I argue that the European visitors were not

mindful of Chuukese customs, and thus they were attacked for their disrespectful

actions, just as Rongelap and his friends were. If we look carefully at the

European accounts, we see that the very first encounters were friendly. Again, this

would suggest that the later violence was contextualized rather than automatic.

In the next chapter, I present the local stories of Chuukese warfare and

Chuukese warriors with emphasis on Chuukese values and customs. These stories

show the reasons and causes, the rituals, the weapons used, and the consequences

of warfare. I also emphasize the powerful and unique gestures that have been used

to end warfare. I use many local stories and personal experiences to culturally

explain Chuukese warfare and violence.
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CHAPTER 3: Uruwon Mwooun Non Chuuk (Local Histories on Chuukese
Warfare)

Merata Mita, a Maori filmmaker, likens the Maori people to an insect

under a microscope. She wrote, "We have a history of people putting Maori under

a microscope in the same way a scientist looks at an insect. The ones doing the

looking are giving themselves the power to define" (Mita 1989, 30; Smith 1999,

58). Like Maori history, uruwon Chuuk is heavily shaped by the ones writing it.

Chuuk is called "Dreaded Hogoleu" by those who have the power to define our

Chuukese history. Their history is valid in a way that it is based on their

experiences, perspectives, and how they "see the world"-but it is not based on

Chuukese perceptions, voices and values. It should not be the dominant history.

Even though my goal is to challenge the sobriquet, "Dreaded Hogoleu,"-a

western invention-it is still important to discuss Chuukese warfare in order to

recognize and understand Chuukese cultural values. To know and understand

Chuukese values is necessary to understand why warfare was waged in Chuuk. It

had nothing to do with an inherent disposition toward violence.

During pre-contact times, warfare was common in the Chuukese society

(Goodenough 2002). Today, however, traditional warfare is no longer in practice.

In this chapter, I discuss the Chuukese warfare to emphasize what makes it

unique. Before I proceed, I would like to open the chapter with a prayer before

battle to pay my utmost respect to the stories that I will be re-telling. David

Hanlon reminds us that every time a story is retold, rewritten or re-translated, it
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changes (Hanlon 2003). That may be true, but some stories need to be retold

often.

Anumararesi
god of punishing storms
god who becomes a rainbow

and eats his own storm clouds
god of battle
god who eats the spirits in
enemy bodies

chews them mightily hungrily
and swallows

Anumararesi
observe our emergency
and save us for

great enemy war canoes
cross our horizon
unaccountable
cover the ocean like a plague of sores
menace us

Great God ofall Rainbows
see their Ittang [sic] chief

standing in the first canoe
demon-painted

hideous, howling and hungry
calling on gods we hate
o he stands there defying us

and saying
"0 fat ones
we have come to eat you
Prepare yourselves for our good meal"
Weare terrified for
Ittang [sic] Chiefs spirit is on fire

and will consume the universe
o cool him down
Hastily cool him down with water from
the lagoon's bottom

Cool him, 0 cool him emphatically

Is he cool now?
Is he quaking with cold?
Ah, his head is cold, cold enough to eat
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Are his arms cold?
Cold enough to bake
Are his legs cold?
Cold enough to boil

And his heart?
Cold enough to sacrifice

Come, then, Ittang [sic] Chief
Come as our lover
Come to our cooking pots

and meet God of the Rainbow
He will chew you and swallow you

What will he chew?

He will chew your head
and swallow it

He will chew your arms
and swallow them

He will chew your legs
and gulp them down

He will chew your heart's tough fibre [sic]
and its strength will infuse us
like old palm wine
our heads, our arms, our legs
yea, our hearts

and make us invincible

Come to us dear enemy
and we will demolish you (Peck 1992, 60-62). 68

68 I took this prayer directly from the source and maintained its original format. The prayer for
battle was given by the late Kintoki Joseph, a respected itang on the island of Udot. Though he
was a well-respected itang, he did believe in the importance of sharing the history and knowledge
of the Chuukese people.
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In the past, Chuukese warfare was waged for many reasons. Joakim Peter

emphasizes that mwooun or warfare was an organized and purposeful activity.

The primary reasons for waging warfare included the quest for power and control

over land (Peter 2006). Warfare was also waged over women, valuable items, and

personal disputes. Kichy Narian claims that in the past, Chuukese people would

wage warfare over who had the best chuuk or mountains. In the Chuuk lagoon, an

island with a chuuk represents a sense of power; the higher its chuuk, the more

power it represents. So they would fight to honor and protect the reputation of

their chuuk. It is a way of presenting and raising the pride of their island-the

island which provides their resources and indicates who they are. To take pride in

their chuuk, each of the islands provided a meaningful or metaphorical name for

their highest mountain. For instance, the islanders from Weno call their highest

chuuk "Tonachaw69
," representing strength. Tonachaw comes from the word

achau (balsatic rock or clift), and thus represents the strength a rock. The

islanders of ToI name their chuuk "Winipot," which derives from the word pweet

(nose). Winipot has the advantage of the nose and the sense of smell. Winipot can

smell and oversee infonnation within the lagoon. Tonomw3n, the highest

mountain of Tonoas Island, is named after mwaan (man), and thus, represents the

strength of a man (Narian 2006). These are some of the examples of how in the

past, Chuukese people would represent their pride in their islands. Consequently,

people would wage war to protect their mountains and their identity.

69 Tonachau is also the mountain where all the Sou(s) or lords (Soukachau and Souaniras) meet
with the rest of the high chiefs.
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Figure 7: Mount Tonomwan on Tonoas

One of the primary reasons for Chuukese war was land. People value land,

and it was important to acquire and control land as a resource. Warfare was

sometimes referred to as fe jenu (to crawl for the land), meaning to a fight and

re/capture a land because mw66un was frequently waged over a land or a place

(Narian 2006). The causes of Chuukese warfare also included a chiefs desire to

expand his land and domain, the people's demand for resources, and the need for

power and fame (Goodenough 2002; Ham 2006 and Narian 2006).

Since the beginning, land has been an important value in the Chuukese

culture, because it provides the necessities of life such as water, food and shelter.

Additionally, control of land assures these valuable resources and necessities of

life. To the Chuukese people, land is of great value and is more important than

any other possession (Ashby 1985). Chuukese people value land not only because

it provides food, shelter and resources but also because it provides social status

power and control. During pre-contact times, land was owned by extended

families. Land was passed on matrilineally (Narian 2006; Harding et. al 1997).
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When a group would win a war, they would acquire cheen wok or sheen

woeo(spoils of war). Cheen wok refers to a land or place the winning side obtains

through battle (Ham 2006; Narian 2006). For example in the past, the island of

Kuttu owned the three small uninhabited islands of Onopuku, Orin and Pien,

located in the Mortlocks. With the increase in population, the people of Kuttu

realized they needed to add the island of Pike to acquire more food and resources.

Pike Island however, belonged to the nearby Moch Island, so the people of Kuttu

could not use the land. Wilisa, a brave warrior from Kuttu fought with Molou, a

brave warrior from Moch to acquire the island for the people of Kuttu. When

Wilisa defeated Molou, Kuttu acquired the land and now the island of Pike

remains with the people of Kuttu. Here is a story of Molou and Wilisa.

Pworausen (Story) of Molou and Wilisa

The small island of Pike belonged to the people of Moch. Molou, a

brave man from Moch, regularly visited Pike to look after the land and to

make sure the people of Kuttu did not trespass and take something away

from the island. Kuttu, at that time, owned the islands of Onopuku, Orin

and Pien but wanted to add Pike to their domain. The people of Kuttu

knew that it would be impossible to go to Pike, because they feared the big

and strong Molou, from Moch, who looked after Pike Island.

One day, on the island of Kuttu, a man by the name of Wilisa from

the clan of Inemerew heard about Molou. The people of Kuttu were

70 This has the same meaning as cheen wok but this is the way the term is pronounced and spelled
by the residents of the Mortlock Islands.
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talking about how they feared this man. Wilisa was angry and told the

people not to fear Molou for he would kill him. He said, "Ousap auu

Molou" (do not fear Molou).7\

Wilisa headed for the island of Pike to find Molou. When Molou

sighted Wilisa, from afar, he approached him, until they reached each

other and started to fight. Wilisa took a shell and used it as a weapon to

kill Molou. He hit him with the conch shell, until he struck his bones and

Molou lay dead.

The place where Molou was buried (Alang or Chulang) became a

historical marker. It was the same place where Wilisa fought and killed

Molou. This historical marker is located between the islands of Pike and

Pien, settling the boundaries between the people of Moch and Kuttu. Since

Wilisa had killed Molou, Pike became a part of Kuttu territory until today.

In fact, Pike still belongs to Wilisa's clan ofInemerew. Until this very

day, the people of Kuttu continue to use the phrase or proverb "Ousap auu

Molou" to encourage people not to be afraid (Hengio 1978).

Benito Petrus also told a similar story of Molou and Wilisa to show that

people fight for the land (petrus 2006). The people of Kuttu fought because they

needed more land and more resources. Their battles with Moch did not end here

but continued on. As the population increased, they also fought Moch and

acquired three other tee of Meriong, Lemesul and Alangechik. So, people did

wage war over land to insure their needs (Hengio 1978).

71 (Hengio 1978, 14).
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In the Chuuk Lagoon, land was also acquired through warfare. The village

of Sapuk on Weno Island owned many of the nearby tee (smaller uninhabited

islands) that they obtained as cheen wok from other villages and islands. After a

battle against Vman, Sapuk gave away one of its cheen wok to Soon-a warrior

from Tonoas who helped Sapuk defeat Vman. Sapuk gave away the island

Anengenimo to Soon as a way of rewarding him for aiding Sapuk in winning a

battle against Vman.

Pworaussen Soon Me Ekkewe Aramasen Sapuk (Story of Soon and the
People of Sapuk)

Soon was one ofthe most respected and well known warriors in

Chuuk's history. One day, he sighted several canoes from Vman,

belonging to Setin, another brave warrior. From his island of Tonoas,

Soon could see the many canoes coming from Uman, and he went out to

meet them.

He asked them, "Dupwe no ian (Where are you heading)?"

The men replied, "Ai pwe no rnwoounei Sapuk (We are heading to

attack Sapuk)."

"Dune niwin. nge ousapw atapwan pwun upwe anisi kerni (You

must return home, but do not worry for I will help you)," Soon lied to the

men.

When Setin's men returned to Vman, Soon sent one of his men to

Sapuk village to warn them of Vman' s unexpected attack. The messenger
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went to Neauo village, on Weno where he walked to the village of Sapuk

and warned them to prepare for battle, for the warriors from Uman were

planning on attacking them. He also assured them that the people of

Tonoas would help them fight against the people ofUman. So, when the

people of Uman launched their attack on Sapuk, the people of Sapuk were

prepared for battle. Soon's warriors from Tonoas arrived to help them

fight the people of Uman.

The people of Sapuk were grateful to Soon for fighting with them

against Setin and his warriors from Uman. In return, the people of Sapuk

gave away Anengenimo to Soon in appreciation for his help. Today, this

island still belongs to Tonoas (Angang 2006).

Soon is well-known in Chuuk for his bravery. He was one of the bravest

warriors and chiefs of his time. When discussing uruwon mwooun non Chuuk, it

is appropriate to discuss the stories of Soon. Here is another story of Soon as told

by the people of his clan, Imwo on Tonoas.

Pworuasen (Story of) Soon

Soon was born around 1834. He lived a long life through the

Spanish colonial rule, Gennan occupation, and the beginning of Japanese

period. He was about eighty or eighty-one years old when the Japanese

came in 1914, and he died at the age of about ninety years old, between
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the years 1923 and 1925. During the German period, Soon was married to

a woman called "Nemen" when he was in his late sixties.

Soon's father, Chorar was from Etten, and his mother, Ineunuma

was from Tonoas Island, Pwene Village. When Soon was still a baby, his

uncle (Mother's brother), Musur brought him a magical medicine to make

Soon a strong and courageous warrior on the battlefield. At that time,

Musur was considered the bravest warrior from Pwene. When Musur died,

there was no other brave warrior left on Tonoas, particularly in the village

ofPwene. So one day, some warriors from Fefen raided Pwene, stealing

their women and attacking their children. The men from Fefen came to

Tonoas and took advantage of their women. They built a bonfire and took

the clothes of the women. Soon witnessed the incident behind a bush and

started stoning the men from Fefen. The men from Fefen never returned.

For many, this event marked the day when Soon first became a warrior.

One day, some men from Fefan tricked Chorar, Soon's father, to

accompany them to Etten. At that time, Chorar was also the bravest

warrior on Etten. Chorar went with the men from Fefen because one of

them was his friend. They lied about their intentions to seek peace

between the people of Fefen, Tonoas, and Etten. Chorar's friend from

Fefen, however, was unaware of the deception; therefore, he approached

Chorar intending to make peace. His friends, on the other hand, ended up

attacking and killing Chorar. They took Chorar to a reef nearby the island
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of Etten and cut off his head; they dropped the body into the ocean but

returned to Fefen with the head.

When the people from Tonoas heard about this, they immediately

went to retrieve Chorar's body but were unsuccessful; his body was

already deep in the water. When Soon learned about his father's death, he

returned to Etten; he quickly swam to the reef, dove and retrieved his

father's body from the deep water. His face was covered with blood as he

carried his father's body on his shoulder. Soon buried his father on Etten.

Many people claimed that Soon was possessed by his father's spirit for no

one could dive that deep, especially at that time when there were no

advanced diving equipments.

After his father's death, Soon returned to his mother's village of

Pwene on Tonoas. Soon also had a brother-in-law from Fefen and since

Soon was filled with rage, he sought to kill anyone from Fefen. One day,

he, surprisingly approached his brother-in-law and chopped off his ann

with a machete. Soon ran after him and killed him at the shore. The rocky

location where his brother-in-law died is called "Fonupa" and is located

on the reef near an old fish plant on Tonoas Island.

Soon would also repeatedly crawl into a big breadfruit bowl and

drift towards Fefen Island. When the people of Fefen sighted and claimed

the bowl, he would jump out and attack them. As a consequence, Soon

claimed and acquired large portions of the reefs and islands around Fefen.
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Soon became indiscriminate in killing after his father was

murdered. He even killed people of Tonoas regardless of their sex and age.

The older men of his clan lrnwo were so troubled by his random killings

that they decided to approach Soon and talk with him. They told him that

even though he was chosen and anointed to be brave, he should

concentrate his hatred and killing on the people of Fefen, because they

were the enemies. The people of Tonoas were not his enemies, and

therefore there was no reason to kill them. Soon agreed to discontinue his

"indiscriminate" killing under one condition; all the people of Tonoas

would support him in waging a war against Fefen and seizing the other

nearby islands and reefs as well.

Warriors from Nechap and Mwanon village on Tonas joined the

warriors from Pwene as they went to war against Fefen. They also

attacked the small islands nearby Fefen. Soon acquired the areas and reefs

as cheen wok for the lrnwo clan of Pwene. One of the islands they

acquired was Anagnenimo.

After the war, the elders of the Imwo clan chose Soon to be the

chief of the entire island of Tonoas. Soon and the people of Tonoas

acquired many islands and reefs as cheen wok. He also acquired Pisar, one

of the smaller islands, but he later gave this island to the people of Etten to

commemorate his father. The people of Etten today still claim ownership

ofPisar.
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Because of exceptional bravery, people believed that Soon had a

protective ghost called Sourawan who helped and protected him in

warfare. "The spirit of Sourawan protected Soon from any attackers who

would come to kill him. Soon stored his weapons on high beams under the

roof of his meeting house (ut) [sic]. The weapons warned of attack by

moving and making sounds like voices" (Harding et al. 1997,20). The

villagers of Pwene believe that Sourawan still wanders around Pwene

today, and is sometimes dangerous to outsiders and visitors to Pwene.

During Soon's rule, the people of Kuchua village (on Tonoas)

became disobedient. Kucha was inhabited by migrants from the Mortlock

Islands who migrated to Tonoas. Tipwek, a brave leader from Kuchua

(also of Mortlockese ancestry) led these people in disobeying and

opposing Soon's orders. Tipwek's intention was to control the entire

island of Tonoas. Kuchua attacked the village ofNechap and captured big

parts ofNechap as cheen wok. Following their defeat, the men from

Nechap requested help from Soon. The people of Pwene decided to fight

against Kuchua for their disobedience and to help the people ofNechap

regain their land. Soon after, Soon led a fight against Kuchua and defeated

Tipwek, thus recapturing Nechap and the entire village of Kuchua. As a

result, Soon exiled the people of Kuchua (with the exception of a woman

whom Soon allowed to stay back) to Weno Island.

On Weno, the Weno islanders mistreated the people of Kuchua, so

one of the elder men requested help from Soon, by sending him a message
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through leaves. Soon went to Weno and brought back the people of

Kuchua to their home island and village. Today, there are still descendants

of Kuchua residing on Weno, and members of the Imwo clan (Soon's

clan) still living in Kuchua.

As for Tipwek, Soon spared his life. When one of Soon's cousins

had attempted to kill Tipwek, Soon had stopped him. He reasoned that it

would be better to release Tipwek and to spare his life out of respect for

his bravery. Moreover, Soon knew that Tipwek was defeated, and he did

not want to kill someone who was already defenseless. He considered

Tipwek dead and useless because he was defeated, and Soon despised

having a reputation for killing a defenseless and helpless person. In the

end, Tipwek was sent to Weno.72

During the German occupation, officials confiscated all the

weapons from the natives. Soon's guns and weapons were also taken away

and he, along with other Chuukese prisoners, were exiled to Pohnpei to

perform forced labor. Soon knew that they were going to be transported on

a steam-operated boat, and therefore, he secretly hid coconut husks and a

bible underneath his clothing to cover his buttocks from the heat of the

steamboat. None of the prisoners could sit on the steam pipes, therefore,

they were impressed with Soon. The German officials were confused and

impressed as to why his buttocks were not burned from the pipes, on

which he was sitting on. They did not know that he put coconut husk

72 According to Harding and his fellow ethnographers, the unidentified narrator of this version
apologized for telling this story because the interpreter was a member of the S66r clan of Kuchua,
to which Tipwek belonged.
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underneath his clothes. They were assured Soon was no doubt a brave and

strong warrior (Narian 2006).

While in Pohnpei, the Gennans organized a shooting competition.

The Gennan officials granted Soon's request to participate in the shooting

competition. Soon asked for a volunteer to hold a cigarette in his mouth,

but no one volunteered to hold up the cigarette. Only Setin (also known as

Ngenimun), the brave warrior from Uman, volunteered to hold the

cigarette. He put it between his lips, and Soon shot it from his mouth.

Setin also held up a bottle and again, Soon shot through the opening of the

bottle. The Gennans were so impressed with his bravery, detennination

and skill with the rifle that they released Soon and Setin, and sent them

back to Chuuk.

One day Soon went to Fefen and brought back a woman from the

clan ofNipwe,73 to be one of his wives. This gesture indicates his desire

for peace with the islanders of Fefen. In 1886, the Protestant Church came

to Pwene. After Soon returned to Chuuk from Pohnpei, he became a

Christian at an old age. Soon had a different name given at birth, but

"Soon," the Chuukese version for "John" was given to him by one of the

missionaries. His birth name was Satu and Boeirang.74 "Soon," however,

would be the name by which he is best known. During his old age, Soon

73 This clan is also known as Unanikak in the outer islands or western islands of Chuuk (Harding
et. al 1997).
74 Kramer provided the two local names for Soon (1932).
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also sold some of the land he acquired as he was getting more generous

after becoming a Christian (Harding et ai, 1997). 75

August Kramer, a German anthropologist with the SUdsee-Expediton that

came to Chuuk in the early 1900's, also described Sot76 or Soon as one of the

greatest and bravest warriors in Chuuk's history. Here is another summary of

Soon's life as a warrior by Augustine Kramer that explains the reason for his exile

to Pohnpei.

Pworuasen (Story of) Soon

A man on Etten name Lovot had witnessed Soon's exploits around

1870. Soon was from Etten and he was married to a woman name Himes.

Around 1900 Soon was one of the best known chiefs in the Chuuk

archipelago. Ngenimun or Setin (his other given name) the brave and great

warrior from Uman, was another equally feared warrior. Both warriors

Soon and Ngenimun held Sapun, Enin, Kuchua and Mwanon and also

fought against Fefen and Weno.

A man from the Imwo kin group (Son's clan) called Eselom

performed lizard magic near Soon's house in the village of Kululo77
• He

killed a black lizard, filled its mouth with medicine and then stretched a

small stick between its jaws to hold and keep the lizard's mouth open. The

75 This is my summary of Soon's story as told in Truk's Ethnography and supplemented by local
stories.
76 Spelling in Kramer's account
77 I do not recognize this village, but it does correspond with another village called Nukulo
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open mouth was to face the person to be affected. Eselom pointed the

lizard's mouth through a hole in the house of Soon.

Soon saw the lizard and realized it was magic. He took the animal

and washed it to counter the magic. He tried everything in order to ward

off the evil influence but did not succeed. Several of Soon's people,

including his wife Ilimes, became ill.

Eselom heard about Ilimes' illness and felt great regret. He

provided a local medicine to cure Ilimes' illness but was not successful.

The medicine he prepared happened to be so strong that the woman could

not swallow it. Ilimes refused to take it again, and Soon likewise advised

against it. Eselom went away but returned to start working on cooking up

a new medicine. Soon still wanted him to leave, so he suggested a walk

along the coast of Chfu1.78 Eselom agreed but as soon as they arrived there,

a boat was already waiting to inform them that Ilimes was dying. Soon

returned immediately, but his wife had already died. Seeing that Soon was

deeply angry, Eselom knew that Soon would take revenge and kill him.

Eselom tried to surround himself with four male relatives but Soon killed

him mercilessly. He caught Eselom by the hair and cut off his head. He

also killed Eselom's followers and killed his two SOllS.

One day, Soon and Ngenimun from Uman went to Weno on the

west coast (village ofNeauo) where there was a boathouse full of men.

Ngenimum went in but ran back to the boats because one of the men

wanted to shoot him. Soon scolded Ngenimun for running away. Soon

78 Djun was Kramer's spelling in his account.
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decided to visit the men; he took a Winchester rifle that he hid underneath

under his coat. He approached the boathouse and sat down. He spotted the

man with the gun and asked him, "What are you doing with it?"

The man replied, "I planned to walk around Weno and as I saw the

boats coming, I stopped, wanting to look at this."

Then Soon took out his rifle and shot the man and three others with

him. As his men ran to help Soon, the people of Weno ran away. Since

this was during the occupation by the German empire, Soon and

Ngenimun were banished to Pohnpei for three years where they were

imprisoned (Kramer 1932).79

While Soon acquired many territories from Fefen, the people of Sapuk

village also acquired many landmarks from the other villages on Weno. Sapuk

had been waging war against the villages of Wichap and has, following disputes

over land. Through battle, Sapuk acquired some parts of the villages of Wichap

and Iras as cheen wok. Seeing that many villagers of Wichap and Iras had lost

their homes, Mailo, one of the great warriors and chief at that time asked the chief

of Sapuk, Weirek to spare the land for the people of Weno. Mailo inquired, "If

you take all the land, then where would the rest of the people of Weno live?"

Weirek refused to give up their cheen wok because of their effort and the lives

they lost in battles. However, Weirek's son Reion was more compassionate and

gave the land back to the people of Weno. Most of the landowners from the other

79 This is my short summary of Krlimer's account of Soon. Similar accounts were also presented
by Doropia Marar (2006) and Ignacio Oneisom (2006).
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villages returned to their land, because Mailo had asked to spare the lands

(Angang 2006).80

While clans, islands or individuals fought over land rights and control, it

was also common to fight for or over women. In the story of Olap, the people

from Unanu fought the people of Fananu in order to take the chief of Fananu's

wife with them (Fara 1979). Captain Tetens reported that the people of Nama

Island attacked Losap Island because of problems and jealousies over women

(Mitchell 1971 and Tetens 1958). When Soon was a young man, he witnessed the

women of his village being harassed by the men from Fefen to which he reacted

by stoning the men. In Truk's Ethnography, this event marked the emergence of

Soon's status as a warrior (Harding et aI, 1997). Soon also killed members from

his clan, who were responsible for his wife's death with magic (Kramer 1932). If

we recall d'Urville's account, he also reported that the Chuukese men were

protective of their women, and the women would flee and hide before them

(d'Urville 1841-1846).

Many ethnographies on Chuukese culture have claimed that Chuukese

women have little involvement in public life. In Silent Voices Speak, both

Marshalls talked about the prohibition of alcohol in Chuuk by the women in the

1970's. Having experienced the social problems that emerged from alcoholic men

(i.e., trauma, suicide, domestic violence and homicide resulting from drunken

brawls), the Chuukese women gathered to ban the sale and consumption of

alcohol. The women's movement was a response to the social problems. The

80 Mailo was from Samoa. He came to Weno and ended up marrying a daughter of another great
chief and warrior, Tekurar. Today his descendents still carry the Mailo last name (Anonymous
2006).
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Marshalls are accurate in saying that the women responded to the social problems

and violence (Marshall and Marshall 1990). However, women's active role has

been going on for years, and it precedes European contact. Chuukese

traditionalists would claim that Chuukese women in general have always had

strong voices and are active among their families and in their societies. Women

for instance, have been and are the peacemakers. During conflicts, women would

gather to resolve disputes and wars (Narian 2006).

My mother tells me that when a person disrespects a Chuukese woman,

then especially her male relatives are quick to react, often times violently. They

are protective of their women. For example, if a man calls a woman a bad name or

curses her, then wars could be waged over this. My mother also advises me never

to curse others, for curses are sharp and strong and could start a dispute. She said,

"You know, in the past, once you cursed someone, then war could follow." This

stood out for me because it shows that women are special and should be

respected.

Anthropological works also convey that Chuukese women are submissive

and have little involvement in society. Again, this is not accurate. In a Chuukese

culture, women are important and are also known as sepien chen (beloved and

special bowl) or pwochenfanimwar (shell of the heart). These are metaphorical

names to indicate women are beloved. Sepi means "bowl" and chen means "dear"

or "beloved." Sepien chen refers to a special bowl in the house that holds valuable

items. Women are important because they hold or watch over all that is valuable

including land. Pwoch refers to a turtle shell that is sparkling, beautiful and rare.
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Fanimwar refers to the chest or the heart, signifying a beloved one. Fejin

(women) are compared to the turtle shells, because they are special. In the past a

pwoch (turtle shell used for jewelry) was a symbol of wealth, because it was rare

and beautiful. Men used this to describe their wives. These are metaphors that

indicate the importance of women. Before European contact, it was difficult for

men to beat a wife because of their respect for their woman. When a woman

would get married, she would stay with her family. This way, her brothers and

other male relatives could protect her from the husband and his family (Narian

2006).

Mymy Kim: Epwe pwatafejin re kon auche? (Why are women special)

Kichy Narian: Ewer, ina met sipwe eis, epwe pwata? Pwunfejin, iir chon
oupwufenu. (That is a question we should be asking. Why? Because
women are the bearers of life and land)

Women are respected and are highly valued in Chuukese culture, because

they are the "bearers" and the "givers" of life. Women give life and provide food

for everyone. When a baby cries, the woman reaches out and breastfeeds the

baby. Mothers are the ones who stop babies and children from crying, and they

are the ones who cheer them up. They are the caregivers. My aunt, Mariana Kim

Radetski claimed that traditional women are humble, obedient and generous (Kim

1981).81 Women are dear and well-respected, and treasured. Therefore, men

would wage war for a woman's cause. A man couId also fight to marry a woman

81 Kim is her maiden name and now uses Radetski as her marital last name.
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he fell in love with because she was considered special, rare and beautiful.

Threats to women's well-being and safety could cause war.

Now that I have discussed the major reasons for Chuukese warfare, it is

important to also discuss the preparations, weapons, sorcery and other rituals in

Chuukese warfare in order to look at the reason and logic of Chuukese warfare.

These aspects of warfare are important because they allow for an explanation

based on cultural values.

Before waging warfare, it was important for the warriors to be fully

prepared and armed. Preparations could take months. When preparing for a war,

the men separated from their families and lived in a hut or uut where only male

warriors would reside. By separation, the men were expected to avoid sexual

contact with their wives and lovers because it weakened their strength. Men were

not allowed to go into the ocean or go fishing because it could make them slow

and sluggish. In addition, by gathering together, the warriors became acquainted

with each other, learned techniques of fighting, designed and built personal

weapons, and applied pwonupwon (magical protection) (Goodenough 2002;

Petrus 2006).

On some islands, especially on Kuttu, the warriors would perform stick

dances or tokia in preparation for a battle. The tokia is referred to as the war

dance. The tokia would reveal skills and knowledge of fighting through the songs,

lyrics and movement. When dancing the tokia, the warriors learned self-defense

and fighting techniques through the choreography of the dances. The tokia came

in different forms and choreography. It was regularly performed to prepare the
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warriors for the enemy. Dancing the tokia was another way of getting and staying

in shape for warriors. Since men were the warriors, only men danced. The tokia

varied in techniques, choreography, and in the uses of songs and chants (Ham

2006; Petrus 2006).

War took place on both land and water. It often started on the reef with the

sight of the approaching enemy. For preparation, people built fortresses and stone

ramparts. There were purposeful shrieks and the women exposed their genitals to

distract the enemy. When the enemy drew closer, warriors started to wave their

sling stones at them. As the enemy reached land, the women would take the

children and belongings inland and to the fortresses. Kramer wrote, "If the ones

attacked are defeated, they flee to the hills. Houses are burned down, plantings

destroyed, captives killed. This is repeated until peace, fer [sic], is requested"

(Kramer 1932, 421).

Chuukese warriors used different types ofweapons in warfare. Weapons

consisted ofmostly spears, clubs and slings. Nipweepwe are clubs carved from

wood with sharp edges. Some spears had pointed ends and measured up to twelve

feet. Some spears were made from coconut wood and mangrove wood. The slings

were made from coconut fiber braided together. The sling stones were shaped like

an American football with sharp ends for distance and better accuracy

(Goodenough 2002). Unun was a sling and stone, used to throw at the enemy.

Warriors also used big sharpened sea shells or clams placed on their spears. Some

warriors placed shark teeth and the tails from the string rays on their spears (Ham

2006). Warring clubs were also common; these clubs were made out of strong
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wood from trees they called eengi82 and rekich. As trade became frequent with the

foreign visitors, warriors used fIrearms they acquired from these traders. Soon and

Tekurar (another warrior from Weno whom I will discuss later) were two warriors

who used guns in their fIghting (Angang 2006).

Figure 8: Different types of Chuukese Warring Clubs (Kramer 1932)

Figure 9: Unun (Sling with a stone). Chuuk Historic Preservation Office

82 This type of tree is mostly found on the small islands or tee.
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Figure 10: This particular weapon is used to hurl at the enemy when up close. Inside
is an egg-shaped sharp stone. Chuuk Historic Preservation Office.

The Germans and Japanese officials traded guns with the Chuukese people

and by the 1890's the violence ofChuukese warfare increased because ofthe use

of guns. An edict of 1904 forced the Chuukese people to give up their guns. The

German authorities later prohibited the use of firearms in Chuuk because they

were using them against foreign visitors. Since other Germans, such as August

Hartmann, had been ambushed in Chuuk by the natives, the Germans were

worried about further violence, especially with the use of fuearms (Hezel 1995).

Such violence threatened the German officials. It worsened when the Chuukese

warriors, such as Soon became experts with the fIrearms (Ignacio Oneisom 2006).

So the German officials decided to collect all fIrearms from the natives. When the

German warship came to Chuuk to collect the fuearms, ironically, the Chuukese

people willingly gave up all of the weapons in their possession. They willingly

and peacefully turned over their guns to the German officials. Mac Marshall

suggests that the reasons why Chuukese warriors disarmed peacefully in 1904 still
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remain an unanswered mystery (Marshall 1979). Hezel and Marc Swartz identify

the lack of traditional government as the reason why Chuukese people willingly

gave up their weapons (HezelI973; Swartz 1965).

Local histories suggest that it was easy for the Chuukese to surrender the

firearms because firearms are foreign; they do not belong to the Chuukese people.

Chuukese people cannot hold on to firearms because they did not produce them;

they did not belong to them. If the Germans brought the guns, then they also had

the right to take them back. Moreover, Chuukese people did not find firearms to

be useful because their use detracted from a warrior's reputation for bravery and

physical strength. Therefore some Chuukese warriors held back from using

firearms. For instance, Tektirar, a brave warrior from Weno, was humiliated when

he shot an enemy, because it showed that he was not brave enough to defeat him

physically. Here is a story ofTektirar.

Pworausen (Story of) Tekurar

On the island of Weno, there also lived a strong and courageous

warrior83 from Iras village. During the battles between the villages on

Weno, Wichap and Mwan were fighting Iras and Mechitiw. Tektirar was

the brave warrior leading the groups from Wichap and Mwan. Their

battleground was called Nemwoini or Nukunkun for most battles on Weno

took place over there. Nemwoini (meaning a battlefield and site for dead

bodies from war) was known as Nukunkun, referring to the kuun or big

83 Mr. Satauo Angang could not remember the name of the warrior.
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hole where the brave from Iras hid during the battles. Early at dawn, the

warrior from Iras would walk out from Iras village towards the

battleground and situate himself in the hole, his hiding place. It was

wholly covered except for a small hole through which he shot his enemies.

This was about the late 1800's because the uses of firearms were present.

Tek(rrar and his warriors were confused as to why more of his men

were killed when they were more powerful and skilled. He decided to stay

all night to inspect the place. While inspecting, he saw that the warrior

from Iras was approaching. He watched him as he moved into his hiding

place. Tekurar knew he had discovered his enemy's hiding place.

The next morning, as the man from Iras approached his hiding

place, Tek(rrar shot him with his firearm. The man looked up and said,

"Why did you shoot me by surprise? Why did you not fight me physically

so we can see each other's strength? You should kill me, then."

Teklirar, however refused to kill him and spared his life. It would

have been shameful and an embarrassment to kill someone who was

already injured. So he let him go (Angang 2006).

Even though the warrior from Iras hypocritically shamed Teklirar, TekUrar

was humiliated because as a well-known warrior, he could not kill his enemy with

the gun for that would only show that he was a coward. He did not want to have a

reputation of killing a wounded and defeated warrior, just as Soon refused to kill

Tipwek.
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So although Chuukese warriors were excited about using guns, guns

could also ruin their reputations as being brave and courageous. A physical fight

was considered to be a matter of pride showing who possessed real strength and

great courage. Chonulap, a warrior from Tol, was killed by a gun. Even though he

died, he was more courageous than his enemy. His enemy refused a physical fight

and shot him with a gun. Here is a story of Chonulap, the brave warrior from

Fason village on Tol.

Pworausen (Story of) ChoDulap

In the village of Fason of ToI Island, there once lived a brave

warrior name Chonulap. One day, as the women of Fason were bathing up

in the mountains, they looked down into the ocean and saw flotillas of

canoes belonging to another village of ToI called Lechocho. They

immediately suspected that the canoes had come to attack Fason. They ran

back to warn the people of Fason Village about the anticipated battle.

Chonulap went around the village and informed everyone to be prepared

for battle.

As the fleet from Lechocho reached shore, they cheered and started

fighting towards the mountains. Most of the warriors from Fason were

waiting for their enemies on the slopes, hoping to kill them off. Chonulap,

their brave warrior, was not with them. The warriors from Fason kept

retreating and were close to defeat. One of them ran to Chonulap and

asked him to help them fight the people of Lechocho. Chonulap told him
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to fight harder for the sake of the women and children from Fason. The

young warrior ran back and continued fighting but returned soon after. He

asked Chonulap again to help them.

With that request, Chonulap stood up and got dressed. After

applying his magical ointment, he ran towards the battle scene and started

fighting. The warriors from Lechocho sighted him from afar and ran away

from him. He caught up with his enemies and killed them.

With the warriors from Lechocho, there was a Spanish man who

helped them fight the war. His name was Atman and he was armed with a

gun. Atman shot Chonulap him in the stomach. Chonulap fell to the

ground. Kneeling, he called out to Atman that he should not be escaping a

real fight by firing at him with the gun. He demanded they come together

and fight without the gun. He did not request a gun but a real man to man

fight. Chonulap walked towards Atman, but Atman shot him again.

Chonulap, the brave warrior from Fason village, fell to the ground and

died (Pwapwech 1979).

Chonulap's death was more honorable than Atman's survival because he

did not rely on firearms. Chonulap called out for a man-to-man fight with Atman

to show who was stronger and braver, for to use a gun is considered the way of a

coward, who cannot fight for himself. A gun does not always prove one's

courage. Even TekUrar was ashamed when he shot his enemy, because it was

cowardly. The use of firearms or guns was not always admirable or accepted as a
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sign of courage. It would disconnect and distract the warrior from a physical fight.

Physical fights demonstrated "real" physical strength and courage much more so,

than the use of guns. The use of firearms would lessen and diminish the strength

of a warrior, and thus was not commendable.

Firearms were not always effective because Chuukese people believed that

sorcery and magic could shield warriors from weapons, if the procedures were

done properly and if one's magic was stronger than his opponent's. Goodenough

shows that the use of sorcery is important in warfare and other violent disputes.

On the battlefield, right before fighting, warriors gathered where a sou-rong

(mostly an itang or a sorcerer) set a wooden figure (of an animal or a human

being) and sometimes a corpse, facing the enemy. This was to direct the rage of

heavenly gods and spirits at the enemy. So there is recognition of the agency of

spirits during warfare (Bolling 1927; Goodenough 2002).

To make their weapons more effective, sou-rong would apply medicines

or magic on their weapons. Before going out on a battlefield, the warriors would

apply magic and one of the most common forms ofmagic was the neerongun

which the specialist applied using a giant clam shell. Goodenough wrote, "He

filled the shell with water and placed it on a fire. When the water boiled, he

covered a warrior's right arm with a protective medicine and placed the arm in the

boiling contents of the tridachna shell. The arm was kept there to cook until the

protective effect of the medicine began to wear off, at which it was removed. The

pupose of the treatment was to make the arm ofthe war-club wielder strong and

to make his war club 'hot'. After neerongun was performed the warrior took a
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large, live fish (of any kind) in his hand and struck it a blow with his club. If the

fish died at the one blow, the treatment was understood to have been successful"

(Goodenough 2002, 278; Kramer 1932, 270). Neroun was also practiced when the

sorcerer or magician rubbed the right arm of the warrior with magic words. This

is a protection against those who hit him, for they would end up getting hurt

(Kramer 1932).

Aside from guns, spears and slings, Chuukese warriors used pwonupwon

(magical protection) andjerier (magical trance) as weapons against the enemy.

Pwonupwon could be especially strong. Sometimes the bullets would not hit the

person if his pwonupwon were strong. It would simply pass by or scratch the

target without injuring him at all. Pwonupwon or the use of magic in warfare was

significant and required by the warriors for protection and safety. It was similar to

self-defense magic, protecting the warrior from injury or death. For this reason,

Chuukese warriors did not see the "ultimate" need for guns and rifles. When the

Germans confiscated the weapons, the Chuukese people easily gave them up.

They did not see the real need for firearms (Narian 2006).

Another significant type of weapon was ferier or magic in the form of

chants or songs. Ferier referred to the magical skills or roong that would allow a

person to spellbind the enemy. Once spellbound, the person would be distracted,

sometimes blinded, and would forget everything so the enemy could kill him. One

could castferier on the enemy and easily kill him. If the enemy'sferier appeared

to be stronger and more powerful, then it could affect the effectiveness of the

ferMr.
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Kusukus is another form ofjerier or roong (magical skill) which the

warriors would apply to the enemy, leading to hypnotism or a state of trance.

Warriors were expected, encouraged and required to use the magical potions and

protections. Physical strength was not the only form of pride; having strong

magical protection was significantly praised as well. The magical knowledge

proved that one's magic was stronger and more effective than the enemy's.

On the island ofKuttu, there was a brave warrior called Retim. During one

battle, Retim decided not use any magical protection or pwonupwon, and thus was

defeated in battle by the islanders of Oneop. Since he did not protect himself

against the enemy'spwonupwon, he was killed. Here is a story of Retim.

Pworausen (Story 01) Retim

After Kuttu acquired the nearby islands from Moch (see the story

of Wilisa and Molou), Kuttu also fought with Oneop. The pwaran Kuttu

or brave warrior from Kuttu called Retim got injured by a man from

Oneop named Eparapok. In the culture, there is pwonupwon or

sorcery/magic used for protection. Before going to war, Retim became

excited and broke away from his brother, Lingar's sorcery because he was

in a hurry and eager to fight. When Lingar was still making his potion or

pwonupwon, Retim stood up and said "Pwolupwol mang" which means

the magical ointment is ofno use, and Retim threw it away, out into the

sea. He swam to shore towards the island by Oneop called Lukunopong.
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While Retim was waiting on the island, Aiwel, a brave warrior

from Oneop, approached him. As they approached each other, they began

to fight each other with their wokun kurukur or warring clubs made out of

the grapefruit tree that their fellow warriors threw at them. Aiwel was

injured and returned to land and Retim returned to his comrades who were

still at sea. The men from Kuttu were not very happy that Retim did not

kill Aiwel right away. Aiwel reached the other end of Oneop called

Mesanieng and passed out. At this same place, Aiwellay down and died;

this place was called "Alangan mwan" meaning the reef of a man. Women

from Aiwel' s clan would never walk by this place out of respect for the

place where he died.

Assuming victory, Retim and the men from Kuttu chased the

people from Oneop. Retim chased a man from Oneop called Eparopok.

Eparopok ran towards a breadfruit tree and hid underneath an enormous

branch of the tree. He also took some plants to cover him from Retim.

When Retim came running towards him, Eparopok struck Retim with his

spear. The people of Kuttu sighted what had happened and knew that

Retim was badly injured by Eparopok.

The men from Kuttu were angry and attempted to kill Eparopok,

but Retim stopped them. He ordered his men not to kill him but to bring

him alive for ifhe did not die, he would kill him with his own hands.

Retim wanted to kill Eparopk only if he survived his wounds. He

proclaimed that if he did not survive, then Eparopok would replace him
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and live on Kuttu. Kuttu would become his new home and he would

protect the island and its people. Retim also ordered his men to bring

Eparopok and his family and relatives to Kuttu and to treat them well. It

would be as if they were really from Kuttu.

When they returned to Kuttu, they tried to withdraw the spear from

Retim's chest but were not successful. He died and Eparopok and his

relatives remained on Kuttu. Since Eparopok was from the clan of Sor, the

clan migrated to Kuttu. Today, there are living descendants of Eparopok

and Retim on Kuttu (Hengio 1978).

Many people attributed Retim's defeat to not using and applying sorcery

before going to battle. Retim's brother Lingar begged him to apply sorcery but

Retim refused. He said to Lingar,

"No man shall ever say
'It was Retim's sorcery

That saved him
And gave him skill
To kill his greatest enemy'

So use your ancient sorcery, brother
On yourself and others
But not on me" (Peck 1992,62).84

Retim did not use the application ofmagical ointment and was injured by

the warrior from Oneop. Hengio attributed Retim's defeat to his not waiting for

the magical ointment which his brother prepared for him. In Chuukese warfare,

84 This was taken directly from the source, and I kept the format of the poem.
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pwonupwon is significant. It is an important part of warfare's ritual and

preparations. An incomplete or unfinished pwonupwon may also affect the

outcome and effectiveness of the magic.

In this chapter, I have provided local stories about Chuukese warfare and

warriors portraying the various reasons for warfare. Violence was not inherent or

without logic; there were reasons for it. People fought for land because it provided

resources and social status, and people also waged warfare because of women.

Men were prompted to defend women, because they valued them. Women were

and are important not only because they are the caregivers, but also because they

are actively involved in resolving conflicts in their societies.

I also discussed the rituals, preparations, weapons and general practices

used in warfare to show the Chuukese values that underlay them. The use of

magic and sorcery was significant and essential during warfare for protection. I

also talked about the surrender of firearms to the German officials and gave

Chuukese explanations for the surrender. Firearms were fust of all not indigenous

weapons, and therefore not valuable to the Chuukese people. Secondly, the use of

firearms could lessen the physical bravery of a warrior and ruin his reputation.

Thirdly, Chuukese magic and sorcery could prevent danger, even from weapons.

In the next chapter, I discuss the ways in which wars ended and peace was

established. I argue that conciliatory gestures were and are important because they

show a desire for peace and for the establishment or restoration of social

relationships that bring an end to violence. Chuukese women played significant

roles in the ending ofviolence and the return of peace.
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CHAPTER 4: Re-Centering Chuukese Values

Although Chuukese warfare was a chronic activity, settling disputes was

also crucial. To settle a dispute is important because it establishes new

relationships, something that is fundamental to Chuukese values. Therefore when

discussing Chuukese warfare, it is necessary to also discuss the ways in which

Chuukese war ended and how peace was established.

An important Chuukese cultural value, affeer is the act of peacemaking or

of ending a war and dispute between two groups. It is a process of carrying out

omusomus or forgiveness, and it marks the beginning of new relationship bonds.

Affeer includes any type of conciliatory gesture used to resolve conflicts and

disputes. These gestures are significant because they strengthen the bonds and ties

of relationships; gestures create and restore relationships between people, families

and clans.

One way ofdemonstrating affeer would be when the women of a clan,

eterenges (family and extended family), or of an alliance would approach the

battlefield or the enemy's household seeking peace. When women were seen for

ajJMr, the enemy witnessed a sincere gesture for peace because women are

special peacemakers and well-respected in a Chuukese society. In a phone call

conversation, Papa Hayashi informed me that besides women's chen or dearness,

women are considered more trustworthy than men because of their sincerity and

seriousness. Therefore, the enemy would normally trust women's demonstrations

for peace. I learned from my grandfather that in the past men could also
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demonstrate affeer but the enemy would be hesitant and doubt the truthfulness of

a man's intentions. Whether this is true or not, what matters most is that women's

voices were strong.

My mom is an influential person in teaching me the importance of affeer

in Chuuk. One time I asked her what would happen if the enemy refused a simple

gesture, and she simply but wistfully replied, "Then they know nothing about

their culture." Her response is still loud and clear in my head, because it firmly

shows that the act of presenting, accepting and acknowledging conciliatory

gestures, is essential and integral within our en!ni (culture). Therefore, she taught

me the importance of teten kuen another kind ofaffeer primarily carried out by

the Chuukese women.

Then kuen is a kind ofaffeer and omusomus carried out during disputes

and sometimes, in the past, on the battlefield. When a side desires peace, the

women gather and march to the enemy's homes to seek peace. Often it results in

the two sides becoming friends. For the then kuen, instead of walking, members

of one side crawl on their knees and stomachs to the enemy's homes; that is why

it is called teten kuen (crawling of a lizard), people crawl like a lizard. It is called

then kuen because the people crawl on their stomach and knees-like a lizard

instead of walking on their feet. They do not walk on their feet, but crawl on their

knees and stomach as they approach the victim's house. By crawling, people

show their sincere regret, remorse, and apologetic gestures and burden they carry.

This way their intentions and gestures for peace and harmony are seen as genuine.

Today even with the absence of Chuukese warfare, this conciliatory gesture is still
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practiced among many Chuukese families, including my extended family but it is

no longer limited to females only. Males are also included.

On Tonoas Island, in the village of Kuchua, I have a male cousin who

stabbed another young man from the same village. Both men were under the

influence of alcohol. When my cousin stabbed the young man, both families were

deeply upset. The victim's family was angry at my extended family. Luckily the

wound was not deep, so the victim survived.

Still, the members ofmy family and eterenges (extended family) were

devastated and angry about the situation. Consequently, they decided to approach

the victim's family to perform the traditional gesture of omusomus

(reconciliation) called telen kuen (to creep like a lizard). They selected only the

"significant,,85 members of our extended family to participate in the movement.

They brought mostly mwmwaniichi (first-born son) andfinichi (first-born

daughter) among the aunties and uncles within the extended families to show the

victim's family and eterenges that they were serious about their movement. In

Chuukese culture, it is unacceptable to deny the request of the first-boms within

the family. Therefore, my family requested that most of the first-born aunties and

uncles accompany them. The Mayor of Tonoas (a member of our family) also

accompanied them. Of course the offender (my cousin), along with his parents,

also set out for the victim's house.

As they spotted the victim's house, they all went on their knees and started

to "crawl" towards the house. When the victim's household witnessed this, they

85 First-boms,finichi and mwmwaniichi, are treated with more respect because they are the first
ones to be born into a family. They can also ask a person within their family who may be related
to the victim's family (through marriage or friendship) to accompany them in their movement.
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were stunned by the scene. They understood immediately that it was the gesture

seeking omusomus (reconciliation or forgiveness). A heartfelt and emotional

move, my agonizing family were crying and sobbing for several reasons. First of

all, their knees and legs were aching from the effort. They were also crying

because they were ashamed, humiliated and anxious as to whether or not the

family would accept their gesture. They were crying too, not only for the physical

pain but also because they were deeply apologetic about what had happened.

When members ofthe victim's family saw them, they began to cry too.

Witnessing the then kuen, the victim's family realized it was a gesture of

omusomus, and they welcomed my family into their home. The victim's family

recognized that my family respected them greatly by performing the teten kuen.

The victim's family's welcome symbolized acceptance and forgiveness. 86

This story is significant because it shows that chon Chuuk (Chuukese

people) value the gestures of forgiveness and peace even during difficult

situations. Then kuen is another progression of omusomus and affeer. Chon

Chuuk value (omusomus) forgiveness, kinamwe (peace) and the maintenance of

harmonious relationships. Although the victim's family members were upset and

maybe wanted justice done, they realized that forgiveness was more important.

They value relationships to maintain harmony and respect among each other, and

there is the gesture and goal for harmony and peace.

I mentioned earlier that women were one of the common reasons for

waging warfare. Significantly, women could also stop and end a war or dispute.

86 My auntie, Dorothy Olopuy (mother's oldest sister}-afinichi in their family participated in the
fefen kuen. She often spoke of how painful and moving the situation was.
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Women are the sepien chen (special bowl) and pwochenfanimwar (beloved

shell); their role during warfare was to be peacemakers. As the caregivers, women

did not like to see their sons, brothers, fathers, and husbands engaging in warfare.

During a battle or dispute, the women would come together and plan to approach

the enemies. Normally, when the enemy sighted women, they would actually stop

fighting. This was one way of affeer or peacemaking during conflicts. When

women came looking for peace, the enemy could not refuse them, and it was

shameful for the enemy to refuse the women. This was how they respected the

works of the women. This practice continues today (Narian 2006).

There was a man on Kuttu around 1900 who led a war against Moch. This

war had been going on between two islands, but it was one woman from Kuttu

who put an end to it. Because of her successful gesture for peace, many lives were

also spared. Here is a story ofNitopong.

Pworausen (Story of) Nitopong

In a war between Kuttu and Moch, the Kuttu warriors were doing

so well that they landed near Moch. The Kuttu men fought from the small

islands or tee until they reached the island of Moch and claimed it as their

cheen w6k. Atti, the warrior who led Kuttu, held down his spear and said,

"Ieifenuwei" meaning "this is my land." He was about to kill the chief of

Moch when the chiefs wife stopped him. The chiefs wife was called

Nitopong, meaning rotten breadfruit or breadfruit that is crooked and out

of shape. Nitopong was originally from Kuttu. She left Kuttu when the
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women ofKuttu teased her about her name (spoiled and unshaped

breadfruit) and teased her for eating the wrong kinds of breadfruit. She left

Kuttu and went to Moch where she married the chief of Moch.

So when the men from Kuttu sighted Nitopong and heard her plea,

they stopped. They could not kill the chief of Moch anymore, and they

spared his life. The men from Kuttu left the uut or meeting house which

was the home for the Chief of Moch. They did not take the land that they

claimed as cheen wok for the women begged them to leave them this land

for the people of Moch (Ham 2006).

Women then are still significant and dear in Chuukese society. It is

customary in our Chuukese culture to value and respect the women. Today, even

though warfare is non-existent, Chuukese women still carry out their role

especially in family conflicts or disputes (Naka 2006). As noted previously,

contemporary Chuukese women showed a strong presence when they came

together to prohibit the sale and consumption of alcohol in the 1970's-a colonial

and social problem that disrupted their society. Chuukese women were concerned

about the problems such as suicide and domestic violence that emerged from the

presence and consumption of alcohol. Witnessing these countless problems

emerging from alcohol, Chuukese women came together to urge the passage of

legislation prohibiting the sale and consumption of alcohol (Marshall and

Marshall 1990). Although that prohibition would later cease, their movement

showed that women still hold their important position in society as protectors and
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peacemakers. Historically their voices and positions are in general very strong;

when they plea for peace and social order, it is usually granted.

Another type of affeer is the presentation, offering and giving away of

valuable items as gifts. This gesture or practice of giving away valuable items

during warfare or disputes represents the intention to end a dispute instantly. It is

an honest gesture and should not be ignored. Therefore, when the enemy saw

these gestures, they knew they must stop or end the fight and resolve the conflict

immediately. For instance, when the warriors from the other villages of Tonoas

attempted to kill Tipwek, his wife offered their valuable belongings to the

enemies as a gesture of peace. The story ofTipwek is significant because it

conveys the power of affeer and omusomus that is significant in Chuukese

society. The warriors from Tonoas spared Tipwek's life because of the

conciliatory gesture. Here is the story of Tipwek and of how his life was spared.

Pworausen (Story of) Tipwek

Tipwek was born in Kuchua but his mother came from Satawan in

the Mortlock Islands. In that time period, there was a typhoon that hit

Chuuk causing great damage to the Mortlock Islands, especially Satawan.

The people of Satawan had to evacuate Satawan and traveled into the

lagoon, looking for a temporary home.

On one of the canoes, were a group of men and one pregnant

woman. Having a pregnant woman on board was believed to bring "bad

luck" to the people on the boat. Thus, the men decided to leave the woman
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on Tonoas to ensure their safety. For example, they did not want to take a

pregnant woman with them for fear their boat would be destroyed by

menim neset or sea creatures. Moreover, they were concerned the woman

might die at sea from childbirth or from illness. If they returned to

Satawan and the woman was dead, then the relatives of the pregnant

woman would seek revenge. So the men agreed to leave the women at the

village of Kuchua on Tonoas.

The woman from Satawan stayed on Tonoas and gave birth to a

son and called him Mengino. She also married a man from Kuchua,

Tonoas and gave birth to Tipwek, one of the great warriors of Tonoas.

Tipwek grew up to be a strong and powerful man, skillful in fighting. He

organized fights and led Kuchua in raiding the village ofNechap and

acquiring parts of Nechap.

Tipwek was older than Soon and was as powerful as another

famous warrior called Angemin. Many people feared these two men. One

day, they ran into each other and later met for the second time below the

mountain, Tonomwan at Mwanon village. At their second encounter, they

established a truce. Angenan87 gave Tipwek a small breadfruit tree called

chip nein; this kind of tree was not grown at Kuchua but at Mwanon only.

Tipwek returned to Kuchua and planted the breadfruit tree; this tree was a

reminder of the meeting between the warriors, until it was destroyed

during the Japanese period.

87 Ignacio Oneisom refers to Angemin as a merciless warrior who would kill anyone he
encountered (Ignacio Oneisom 2006).
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No one knew the details of their encounters and the reason for the

settlement. Many people, however, believed these two warriors actually

fought each other and ended up becoming friends with the tree was a

symbol of peace and friendship. It has remained customary for enemies to

become friends and sometimes become a member of each other's families

after the fighting.

At an old age, Tipwek became crippled and could not walk. One

day the people of Tonoas raided and captured Kuchua. The people of

Tonoas searched for Tipwek. Tipwek's family tried hard to save Tipwek

and prepared their canoes to take Tipwek away from Kuchua. As they

were carrying Tipwek to the canoe, they realized that their enemies were

closed behind and they could not escape them. Tipwek's wife turned back

and took all of their valuable belongings and threw them at the people

from Tonoas. She said, "Ou angei ekkena pisek nge esapw u chok

pwipwpwin pwun mi pwan rarrim" meaning to take the valuable objects to

show them that there is daylight as well as nighttime. Daylight refers to

goodness and nighttime refers to the evil of war and hostility. It

symbolizes that everyone is capable of wrong and right, thus forgiveness

should be regarded. This gesture, simple at it may sound, did end the war.

When the enemy saw that the women gave away her family's valuable

belongings, they realized that it was a call for peace. They respected the

gesture from the woman and let Tipwek go (Naka 2006).
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In this story, there are two things that contributed to the affeer: Tipwek's

wife's gestures and the valuable items that she gave away. She saved Tipwek's

life and the lives of many other people from Kuchua. She also brought peace to

the villages and people of Tonoas. When a group desired peace, they offered

valuable objects-such as belts, woven clothes, jewelry and land-to the enemy.

Customarily, the enemy would accept these items and declare peace. The story of

Tipwek shows the power of a woman with her valuable objects-a conciliatory

gesture that ended the fight. This story also shows that gestures and objects were

symbols of alliance and friendship. For example, after meeting or fighting with

Angenan, Tipwek returned to Kuchua with a breadfruit tree; this breadfruit tree

was a symbol of friendship and harmony. When these gestures were made, it was

customary for them to be accepted by the enemy (Peter 2006).

During Chuukese warfare, when the enemies were ready to make peace

without real victory by either side, then they would exchange valuable goods.

When one side admitted defeat and surrendered to the enemy, then they would be

expected to provide a large amount of goods to the winning enemy. These large

gifts or compensations for peace are called achawarenJeer-valuable goods such

as wooden bowls, woven and loin clothes, canoes, and other valuable items. The

winning side would share these goods with its allies. Both sides would make a

payment called achawaren apwichinJenu (a payment for heating the land) to

avoid future conflicts (Bollig 1927; Goodenough 2002).

Papa Hayashi told me that it was common for the great enemies to become

good friends after fighting constantly. They gained respect for each other's
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courage, skill and bravery and so became friends (Naka 2006). An example is in

the story of Ketera and Emeiwa.

The islanders of Urnan and Fefan were constantly fighting each other.

During this period of constant warfare, there were two itang who were well-

known and powerful. Ketera from Uman and Emeiwa from Fefen were both

famous itang. They were also great enemies and constantly fought each other.

Pworausen Emeiwa me Ketera (Story of Emeiwa and Ketera)

During the civil war,88 most of the fighting took place on the reef
islands. It was on one of these reef islands that Emeiwa killed Ketera's
bravest warrior. On account of this incident, Ketera and his men pursued
and searched for Emeiwa.

Some time afterward Emeiwa and some ofhis men went to one of
the reef islands to dig rokum (land crabs). Ketera and his men followed
Emeiwa secretly, approaching the end of the island where Emeiwa was
busy digging rokum. He was absorbed in his digging that he didn't hear
them coming. Suddenly he was surrounded by Ketera's men.

One shouted, "Here is Emeiwa!"
Ketera called back to his men, "Don't touch him! Let me handle

him myself."
By then Emeiwa realized he was surrounded. He was so frightened

that he turned pale, for with so many men cutting offhis escape he knew
he was helpless. But he didn't lose his courage.

Ketera approached Emeiwa, saying "Emeiwa, your life is in my
hands. I will save you. Don't worry." Ketera's men stood aside, although
they wanted to kill Emeiwa.

Emeiwa knew he was safe. He asked Ketera, "Where were you
heading?"

Ketera lied, "We were heading for Losap."
Emeiwa, realizing that he was completely obligated to Ketera for

saving his life, asked him to be friends. He then asked Ketera to make him
some mats. Emeiwa knew in his heart that if Ketera killed him, he would

88 The civil war refers to the wars between Fefen and Uman. "Civil" is the word used in the actual
source.
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not be forgiven by the people of Fefan. They would find him and kill him.
Still Emeiwa had been saved by Ketera.

From there they both returned to their respective islands. Ketera
arrived on Uman, and asked each household to make one mat for Emeiwa,
since he couldn't find enough mats ofhis own. At that time the chiefs
were overall leaders of their people. Whatever the chiefs said, the people
were obligated to obey without question.

Ketera collected all the mats and sailed for Fefan. Arriving there,
he found that he was well-received by Emeiwa and his people. Emeiwa
promised not to do any harm to Ketera and his people, and that their
friendship would not be broken, come what may.

Ketera, before returning to Uman, was asked by Emeiwa to come
back so that the people of his village could prepare a feast for him.
Emeiwa ordered his brothers and other relatives to collect all the ulong
(wooden bowls used for ceremonial purposes) to be filled with pounded
breadfruit. This is still the custom in preparation for a feast. When Ketera
came to Fefan, Emeiwa told him, "Don't bother taking the breadfruit out
of the ulong. Take them with you. They are yours." These family treasures
were given to Ketera for having spared the life of Emeiwa.

At first Ketera was reluctant to take such valuable gifts, but he had
no choice but to accept. Emeiwa also told Ketera to come back some day
to untie the roof of the ut [sic] (meeting house) called Nefotomas, which
was also his from that time on. It was an ut [sic] famous for strength and
beauty. Nefotomas was Ketera's to take and re-erect on his own island.

Of course Emeiwa's family would miss all their valuables, but they
realized that life is more valuable than property. This was the only way
they knew how to repay Ketera fully for saving Emeiwa's life.

From then on Ketera and Emeiwa lived happily. Their friendship
lasted until death.

This story has been handed down to remind the young that men of
wisdom, such as ltang like Ketera, forgive their enemies. Ordinary men
take revenge on anyone who has done evil to him. Ketera, who had
learned the principles of wise conduct, forgave Emeiwa, although it wasn't
easy.

This story also points out the moral that long before the coming of
Christianity, wise men ofTruk practiced forgiveness of their enemies
(Joseph 1967b, 1_3).89

This powerful story conveys the desire for peace and the emergence of

new relationships even between two great enemies. Although warfare was waged

89 This story is taken directly from the source and I make no changes to it. In this story, I use
"Fefan" the old name for "Fefen" because it was used in the original text.
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when needed, the maintenance of relationships was more desirable. Therefore, I

argue that the desire for peace often triumphed over hostility and violence.

As we look back at these Chuukese stories, it is apparent that the value of

relationships is important. In the past, when conflicts took place, even the leaders

sought peace and the restoration of relationships. It is important to understand that

Chuukese people desire peace because of their value for relationships. Long ago,

before pre-contact, Soukachaw (Sou or lord from Kosrae) learned that the sou

(lords) from Chuuk were in conflict with each other. Soukachaw sent his sister

Nienikachaw to Weno; she stayed with Souwoniras (also known as Souariras) to

help restore peace among the people. On Tonachaw90 Nienikachaw started to

weave her tur (woven skirts from banana fiber) that represent the eterenges

(extended family) and the clan ofSopunupi (the first clan in Chuuk). The weaving

of the tur was a metaphorical gesture that emphasizes the love and

interdependence of clan members. Nienikachaw also sang a chant ofunity:

Ameneta. ameneta. ameneta fos,
Ameneta, ameneta, ameneta pung,

Si pwe ameneta enei tur we an
Nieni me woi Tonachaw

Nge Pape fano nge papeno
Fanamas nge fanamaseu nge fanamas nongfanamas ngau.

Revealing, revealing, revealing words,
Revealing, revealing, revealing righteousness.

Let us reveal the tur ofNienikachaw from Tonoachaw.
For to unloose the tur is to destroy the tur,

And to destroy the tur is to end the unity (Joseph 1967a, 1).

90 This is a high mountain of Weno and it was also a high place for the sou and the first inhabitants
ofChuuk).
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In this chant, tur is symbolic, representing neefin aramas (relationships

between people). According to Kintoki Joseph, tur symbolizes the relationships

between eterenges (families) and einang (matrilineal clans) which descend from

one woman. As the members of the eterenges expand, the tur of relationships

expands as well. He said, "Interweaving of the fibers represents the love and

interdependence of each member of the lineage. The tur also harken [sic] back to

origins and ancestry, bringing a historic unity that cannot be destroyed by earthly

means" (Joseph 1967a, 1). It is the unity and the connectedness of special

relationships that is significant in eterenges and within the greater community.

This chant emphasizes the importance of unity and the importance of maintaining

"harmony" within relationships.

As mentioned earlier in this thesis, Hawaiian scholar Manu Meyer claims

that relationships are significant in Hawaiian epistemologies. She said,

"Relationships or interdependence offered Hawaiians opportunities to practice

reciprocity, exhibit balance, develop harmony with land, and generosity with

others" (Meyer 2001, 134). Like Hawaiian epistemology, I argue that a

relationship is important because it develops harmony between people, and also

between people and their environment. Generosity is important because it

strengthens and maintains neefiinen aramas (relationships between people) and

mmarar (family relations). It complements the harmony and unity of the bonds

among people. Moreover, relationships and connections weave people together,

enhancing reciprocity and balance. Chuukese value their relationships with others;

they do not want to break those relationships.
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In Chuuk, a person's means of identification is the lineage/clan or einang

or the houses uut from which they come from (Oneisom 1991). Chuuk is a

collective and communal place where people are interdependent and therefore

relationships are significant for existence of the community. Identities are based

on relationships. One person represents the clan, village, island or group to which

he or she belongs; a group also represents an individual. When the unity is

broken, then it weakens and devastates the bonds of relationships; it can destroy

the whole group. Consequently, it is important to keep and maintain relationships

from being destroyed or unraveling.

A social relationship is significant, honored and well-respected within

Chuukese society both in the past and in the present because it maintains the

harmony and unity among people and groups. Therefore a relationship is meant to

be respected and maintained. To break or destroy a relationship tie is

dishonorable, for it destroys the unity of relationships which are at the foundation

of the Chuukese culture.

During German occupation in the Carolines, the Japanese had begun their

trading businesses there. In Chuuk, the Japanese traders sold rifles and

ammunition to the natives. Mori Koben from Japan was one of these influential

traders. He traded guns with the Chuukese natives and was even involved in

battle. Koben helped a chief ofIras defeat another enemy, so the chief ofIras

gave him his daughter to be his wife. Although he was a Japanese patriot and

loved his country greatly, Mori Koben decided to spend the rest of his life in
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Chuuk. Unlike many foreigners, he was welcomed and well-received by the

Chuukese people.

I present a personal story of Mori Koben, one that I have been exposed to.

The significance of this story is that it conveys the importance of relationships. He

also maintained the Chuukese values of family. Here is the story ofMori Koben.

Pworausen (Story of) Mori Koben

Mori Koben was born in Kochi City on the island Shikoku in

Japan. In 1892, Mori Koben entered Chuuk Lagoon on the schooner Tenyu

Maru. He offered to be a military advisor to Manuppis, an important chief

on Weno. He led the army from Iras village on Weno in a winning a battle

against another clan, this event earned him a lifelong relationship with the

chief of Iras. Chief Manuppis gave Mori his daughter Isa91 (who was

barely twelve years old) as his wife. Mori learned the Chuukese language

and Chuukese culture from his wife. Together, they had twelve children.

During the Gennan occupation, Mori Koben helped the chief of

Iras in leading several wars and equipping his army from Iras with rifles

brought in by a company schooner from Japan. He himself was injured

while preparing gunpowder for ammunition during a battle on the island

ofUdot.

When the Gennan officials visited Chuuk to collect weapons, they

also arrested and expelled the Japanese traders who sold firearms and

91 lsa was the Japanese name that Mori gave her.
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liquors in Micronesia; Mori Koben was not among them. Mori Koben was

able to disassociate himself from the Japanese traders who had caused

great suspicion among the German authorities. He could have returned to

Japan, but he decided to stay in Chuuk with his family. To avoid political

suspicion and deportation from Chuuk, he moved his family to the island

of ToI (Peattie 1988).

I grew up hearing Mori's name as Papa Chinnap92 within my family. Mori

Koben's first born child was his daughter, Osame. Osame gave birth to my

grandmother Akiko, who is the mother of my dad, Joanes. Over forty years after

Mori's death, I hear his offspring speaking of him with great pride, not

necessarily as a warrior, but as a good father, good husband and a good leader.

My grandmother spoke ofhim with great pride claiming that he was a devoted

father and good to his twelve children and his numerous grandchildren. My

grandmother emphasized that unlike many Japanese men, Mori only had one

wife-his Chuukese wife and never left her. Most Japanese men would marry

more than once, fathered many children with different Chuukese women, and

would later leave their families behind in Chuuk. Mori, on the other hand, treated

his wife with great respect and never abandoned his big family in Chuuk; he

stayed with them until his death. His devotion to his family also reflected his

respect for the culture and the people of Chuuk. In return Chuukese people also

respected him.

92 Chinnap refers to the elderly person. Papa Chinnap is a way of addressing the older males
within the family or to refer to a grandfather.
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Today, outsiders, even scholars still wonder how Kohen Mori was so

welcomed into a treacherous society. Most people associated his help with

warfare as the key role in his "fitting in." There were incidents were the natives

would attack the Japanese traders on other islands in Chuuk. In 1896, Shirosaburo

Akayama, another Japanese trader in Chuuk was murdered on Tol (Peattie 1988).

Yes, Koben's aid in Chuukese warfare was significant, but I argue that his

acceptance into Chuukese society goes beyond his assistance to chief Manuppis

during times of war. He was accepted because he honored, respected and followed

Chuukese customs and values.

Mori Kohen's devotion to his wife gained respect from Chuukese people.

Moreover, in a Chuukese community, family values are important. We put our

families first in everything. Families are devoted to each other and they help each

other out continuously. Mori Koben was devoted to his family and this trait is

highly valued and important in Chuukese culture. This is something about Papa

Chinnap that I have learned while growing up.

As we can see in the stories ofwarfare, maintaining a relationship was

important. When looking at the stories of warfare and the warriors from Chuuk,

although paradoxical, it is significant to point out that warfare was waged to

maintain and enhance unity and relationships. In the past, people waged warfare

over land, power, women, and personal problems. All ofthese reasons are

significant in building, maintaining and enhancing relationships among people.

The stories of warfare emphasize the importance and significance of

"simple" gestures for peace and harmony. Like women, when conciliatory
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gestures are offered, it is customary for the enemy to respect and accept these

gestures. Conciliatory gestures also display a level of respect for the enemy. This

is to show that creating a relationship is more significant and meaningful than

fighting itself. For these reasons, I argue that Chuukese people did not fight and

wage warfare because they are violent by nature, but to maintain and protect their

cultural values. As we can see, there are gestures and meanings in the culture that

reach beyond the violence. Esapw u chok pwipwpwin pwun mi pwan rarrlin for

despite the violence people are capable of good.

As we look at the stories of warfare, these stories transcend the roots and

sources ofviolence. I am suggesting that Chuukese people still maintain and

expand these relationship ties; hopefully, we have come to realize and respect that

in Chuuk Esapw U chok Pwipwpwin Pwun mi Pwan Rarran, a proverb that

signifies the importance of peace and forgiveness. Chuuk is not all about violence,

hostility and treachery. It is about building, rebuilding, maintaining and

expanding relationships. I argue that the values of affeer, omusomus, and neefinen

aramas undermine the image of Chuukese as a treacherous and hostile race. As

the late itang, Kintoki Joseph claimed, even before the arrival of Christianity, the

wise men of Chuuk did practice forgiveness for their enemies (Joseph 1967b).

Many have identified Christianity as the ultimate cause for the end of

Chuukese warfare. Many chon Chuuk (Chuukese people) would claim that

Christianity was the primary reason for the abolishment of Chuukese warfare. As

more people were baptized and became Christians, they were less willing to fight.
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Chuukese warfare decreased with the arrival of the missionaries and the building

of churches on the islands of Chuuk (Ignacio Oneisom 2006).

The missionaries wrote of how their work had improved and decreased the

chronic wars (Missionary Herald 77: 1881). The Christian missionaries arrived in

Chuuk and emphasized peace between the islanders. Although some of the

missionaries were occasionally threatened by the Chuukese people, Hezel claimed

that those missionaries who preached peace were left unharmed (Hezel 1983).

The Chuukese islanders desired peace, because it strengthened relationships

between people. In Ketera and Emeiwa's story, they both desired peace. Despite

the hatred, losses and violence, Ketera wanted to end it by sparing Emeiwa's life.

He could have killed him then but he did not. Why? The late Joseph Kintoki

explained it at the end of the story. He wrote, "This story has been handed down

to remind the young that men of wisdom, such as ltang like Ketera, forgive their

enemies" (Joseph 1967b, 3).

An emphasis of affeer (peacemaking) and omusomus (forgiveness) is

important. This story clearly shows that chon Chuuk (the people of Chuuk) were

not always fighting; people also practiced omusomus or forgiveness only

confirming Tipwek's wife's phrase, "Ese chok pwipwpwin pun mi pwan rarran"

(there is light within darkness). There are positive times as well as negative times.

Therefore the sobriquet, "Dreaded Hogoleu" does not accurately describe who we

Chuukese are.

"Dreaded Hogoleu" also does not work anymore in Chuuk because

Chuukese warfare is no longer in practice. Since I have shown the conciliatory
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gestures that have stopped warfare, it is also important to discuss, then the reasons

for the cession of Chuukese warfare. Again, the reasons also emphasize Chuukese

values.

Although many people (both indigenous and foreign) have credited

Christianity with the abolishment of Chuukese warfare, Chuukese warfare did not

stop immediately. I argue that something else contributed to the cessation of

Chuukese warfare. Hezel claims that the arrest ofChuuk's powerful chiefs, Soon

from Tonoas, Ngenimun from Uman and Menemen from Weno in 1901 stopped

the violence. He wrote, "The tum around in Chuuk, long renowned for its

violence, was near miraculous, as if the Chuukese had been waiting for years for a

show of leadership, indigenous or foreign, strong enough to compel their

submission" (Hezel 1995, 98). It is apparent, then that Chuukese warfare ended

because of the absence of their powerful chiefs. I argue that the German colonial

presence affected the abolishment of Chuukese warfare. The German officials

took away an important part of the social system. Chuukese warfare ended when

the Chuukese political system was disrupted following the arrest of the three

bravest chiefs at that time. Warfare brought social and political status within the

Chuukese society. The chiefs were the ones who oversaw the people and their

societies (Naka 2006). Kramer wrote that the most important activity to a

Chuukese chief was war (Kramer 1932). So the loss of these three Chuukese

chiefs meant the end of traditional Chuukese warfare. Furthermore, the German

colonials also limited the number of canoes that traveled among the islands in

Chuuk, especially those coming from the Western Islands (Hezel 1995). This
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termination oftravel and communication also affected Chuukese warfare, too. If

we can recall from the local stories, Chuukese warfare also depended greatly on

alliance, even from the outer islands.

In this chapter, I discussed the processes of affeer and omusomus and

argued that conciliatory gestures are important because they strengthen and

restore neefiinen aramas, a value that is fundamental and essential among

Chuukese people. Although I do not completely deny the influence of

Christianity, I argue that German colonial policy was more responsible for the

abolishment of Chuukese warfare. The arrest of three chiefs disrupted the

Chuukese social and political system. Chuukese warfare was indeed chronic in the

past; however, I argue the Chuukese values of neefiinen aramas and mmarar

transcended that violence then and now; this is evident in the stories of affeer.
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CONCLUSION: Survival

Among the islands in Micronesia, Chuuk was one of the last islands to be

colonized because of its reputation for violence and inhospitality toward the

foreigners. The early foreign explorers avoided Chuuk because of fears of being

attacked. Chuukese were described in these accounts as stern, unfriendly, and

angry-looking. This violent reputation is only one ofthe many negative images

that have been attributed to Chuuk. Besides its hostile reputation, Chuuk is

regarded as the "stumblebum ofFSM" and "sinkhole of Micronesia." In addition,

the public health and education systems in Chuuk are described as poor and

broke. Chuuk's overall reputation is one of hopeless corruption. Hezel writes,

"Chuuk is often looked upon as the home of the hapless, a backward place

inhabited by bumblers and worse. In reality Chuuk is the poorest of the island

groups in terms of per capita income and most other measures, but it has also

gained a notoriety, deserved or not, for administrative incompetence and

mismanagements of funds ... If anything anywhere goes amiss, it is expected that

Chuuk is where it will happen" (Hezel 2004a, 1-2).

These negative stereotypes follow Chuukese wherever they go, including

those in their diasporic communities in Guam and Hawai'i. Unlike its sister states

in the FSM that are like the flourishing and well-improved Polynesian states,

Chuuk is analogous to the Melanesian societies, because of its difficulties with

nationhood and government.93 It seems that almost anything that is Chuukese is

amiss and that nothing is ever good and right in Chuuk. Chuuk has the worst

93 Sadly, the Melanesians have also earned a poorer reputation than the Polynesians.
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reputation among the other FSM states (Heze12004a and 2004b). Neil Levy's

Micronesian Handbook provides similar stereotypes of Chuuk and omniously

warns visitors about the problems in Chuuk.

112 Federated Stales of Micronesia State ofChuuk 113

Figure 11. Levy's account of social problems in contemporary Chuuk (Levy 2003, 112-113).

I present these negative images to show that these stereotypes have been

around for many years and continue into the present (Heze1 2004a). As a

Chuukese woman, I believe that these overwhelming and negative images have
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become too oppressive and cruel. In the eyes of others, we almost seem hopeless

and inferior. This negative reputation affects Chuukese confidence and pride in

their personal identity and culture. Sadly, I have met some young Chuukese

people in Hawai'i who refuse to identifY themselves as Chuukese because of this

negative reputation. They even refuse to speak the Chuukese language because

they are ashamed of being Chuukese and do not want any association with Chuuk.

Believe it or not, I do not blame them. I can see where they are coming from, for

no one wants to be discriminated against because of being Chuukese and no one

wants to be associated with a big failure like Chuuk. Chuuk is so burdened by

these cruel and untrue pictures that some do not want to associate themselves with

their own home-island. Being the sinkhole of Micronesia, Chuuk is depicted as a

failure in present discourse.

Culture is often claimed to be Chuuk's problem and a hindrance to

development, social and political success (Hezel 2004b). I, however, feel that

there is something beyond and other than culture that seems to be hindering

development. I do not see culture as an obstacle to political success. In fact, I

believe that our culture should be a vibrant and vital attribute to our development

as a nation, for we have our own epistemologies, histories and values that can

contribute to nationhood. Chuukese culture is indeed unique, and I would not

want to change that; it does not have to be like the rest of the states and the rest of

the developed world. Chuuk does not have to be Eurocentric to be successful. On

the contrary, I believe that one ofChuuk's weaknesses is sometimes overlooking

Chuukese values, because they were degraded by the west. These values,
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however, would be strong assets to their political and social success. Unlike its

sister-states, Chuuk suffers from negative images. These clearly affect Chuukese

confidence and pride; if one does not see good in his or her island, then how can

one be motivated to be useful and successful? For an oppressed place, we are

doing good; we are surviving the negative discourses.

Despite all these negative stereotypes and characterizations of Chuuk, I

am confident about the future of Chuuk and its well-being. David Hanlon once

wrote that he is optimistic about the future of history in the Pacific because of

Pacific peoples' creativity and persistence (Hanlon 2003). As Pacific Islanders,

we Chuukese are also creative and persistent. I believe a successful and

autonomous future requires that we first recapture our past. Motivated by

Hau'ofa's advice to reconstruct our own histories (Hau'ofa 2000), I have re

centered Chuukese stories and even include my own experiences and voice to

argue that Chuuk does not deserve Andrew Cheyne's sobriquet "Dreaded

Hogoleu" (Hezel 1973). I look at the foreign accounts, but I explain the violence

that took place using local stories, poems, chants and prayers. I want to privilege

Chuukese stories and voices, because they are as valid as any source and should

be foregrounded because they are histories of Chuuk by Chuukese.

It is important for me to indicate that this work is not to discredit foreign

works and ethnographies. Without Hezel's extensive work in the history of the

islands, we would lack infonnation about European discoveries and activities, and

most importantly the translations of many texts from the Spanish and French

languages into English. While I was doing research, I was frustrated that I could
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not read Spanish and French. For example, I could not read Arellano's original

texts, because I could not read the Spanish language. Therefore, I am grateful to

Hezel for all the translations that he has done or commissioned on Micronesian

history. I do, however, still feel the need for Chuukese voices and perspectives to

be heard and centered.

In addition, I am not suggesting a refusal and denial of foreign education

or of modernization and development. However, I do think that there should be a

balance of these different worlds, because I am confident that there is good in

every culture and that we can learn from each other. Chuuk is, in a modem sense,

a young state, and thus, it has its struggles. I applaud Chuuk's success that has

come despite the horrible images and poor reputation created by others from

elsewhere and over centuries. I do agree with Rotuman educator and filmmaker,

Vilsoni Hereniko when he advised islanders to be like David in the Bible.

Although small, we must know ourselves, our weaknesses and strengths; then, we

can proudly and confidently face Goliath, a metaphorical representation of

globalization, which is another fonn of colonization and cultural deconstruction.

Hereniko advises us to be well-exposed to both the traditional and modem ways

as a way to deal with all of the challenges posed by globalization (Hereniko

2001).

I do not deny that Chuuk has social problems, but I want to get beyond

these stereotypes and look at the culture in order to understand and see the

foundations of these social problems. The importance of this thesis is not only to

re-center Chuukese local stories but to educate Chuukese people, especially the
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younger generation about our culture and values. I also hope that this thesis gives

hope, confidence and a sense of pride to the Chuukese people; this will result in

significant epistemological growth and sovereignty. I strongly believe that with

the integration of Chuukese values, people can grow and succeed in education,

government and other types of leadership. When we realize the significance of

our cultural values, we can grow to be confident and therefore politically and

epistemologically flourishing. I want to encourage Chuukese to find meaning in

their values and voices; they should be taken seriously. Therefore, I present the

introduction of the song, "Chuuk" sung by Danny Mersai and Relinda Kansou.

This song is significant not only because it reinforces Chuukese values of unity,

peace and love, but also because it was sung by members of the younger

generation who understood the continued importance of these values.

Pappas ngenijenuen nomwun ei Pacific, ew fenu a iteneni Chuuk, ikewe
tong, kinamwe, me tipeeu ra winipwos ie, sia chok nenneno masowen
mesen mwach nge sia mennuki ussun nonnomuch me nomw. Tungor epwe
wor aninnis fengen pwun tong me tipeu epwe pwenueta. Mwurinno suk
sefani oh nennengeni nonnomuch me nomw, Chuuk ewe neni ach kewe neo
ra fotuki pwun sipwe anganga pwun esapw nenien emon pwun nenien kich
chon Chuuk meinisin. 94

-Introduction to "Chuuk," sung by Danny Mersai
and Relinda Kansou95

94 This is my personal English translation of the introduction: "Drifting in the middle of the
Pacific, is a group of islands called Chuuk, a place of ,love,' 'peace' and 'unity.' We have looked
toward the future too much that we have forgotten our past. We must unite and work together in
order to create and maintain a place of 'peace' and 'love' as it were in the past. Look to the past,
and remember that Chuuk is the home ofour ancestors and the home they have created for us. We
must look after our home and take good care for it belongs to no one but us, chon Chuuk."
95 Danny Mersai is from Fefen. Danny and I were classmates since Kindergarten until our senior
year in high school at Xavier High School in Chuuk. When he moved to Honolulu for college, he
joined with Relinda, a young female singer from Sapuk Village on Weno to create and sing
contemporary Chuukese-English songs.
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The introduction of "Chuuk" by Danny and Relinda emphasizes the

importance of tong (love), kinamwe (hannony/peace) and tipeeu (unity) among

chon Chuuk both in the past and in the present-day. The value of unity and

hannony is still fundamental. This song also contributes to the goal of this M.A.

thesis that is to re-center local stories of Chuukese warfare that are also about

Chuukese values of social relationships, loyalty, honor and respect My intention

is not to reinforce "Dreaded Hogoleu" but to highlight the Chuukese values within

the local stories of Chuukese warfare. These stories convey significant meanings

and lessons, and are worth exposing to the Chuukese people. My hope is that

young Chuukese people learn about these important values, values that will make

them strong people.

I hope that this thesis will be a model for future indigenous and critical

works by Chuukese people. I feel that as Chuukese, we are exposed to countless

images of Chuuk. Our reputation for violence is just one of the many unfair

legacies we have received from colonialism. We are told repeatedly that our

government is corrupt and our economy backward. We failed to celebrate the

beautiful Chuukese values of respect and honor. Therefore, we should start re

shaping our literature and our histories in ways that compliment our culture and

provide hope, confidence and a dream for the future. We should emphasize the

positive sides ofour culture rather than focusing too much on the negative sides

and the unfair representations others have created about us.

I want to emphasize that Chuuk is not a terrible place to live, and that the

people are not as bad as they have been portrayed in modern discourse and media.
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Hezel once wrote, "Chuukese as individuals are some of the nicest, most generous

people one can hope to find anywhere. Personally, I am happy to count several

Chuukese among my best friends" (Hezel 2004b, 2). So Chuukese are not hostile

as we were described by many. So I wonder to myself-"How has this place

come to be dreaded and feared by others?" I feel fortunate that I was born and

raised in Chuuk; I am happy to call Chuuk home. In Chuukese, "Esapw u chok

pwipwpwin pwun mi pwan rarran," means that there is good and bad in every

person. People are capable of doing both good and bad, like anywhere else.

Therefore, I want to combat the western invention ofChuuk, "Dreaded Hogoleu."

As I was doing research at the Micronesian Seminar, I ran into a former

high school teacher from Xavier High School. An American Jesuit Priest, he had

lived in Chuuk for many years. As I was sharing my research topic with him, he

shared his own experiences with me. He was on the plane and met a lady (I

believe it was a Kosraean lady) and started a conversation with her. The lady

asked him where he was going and he said, "Chuuk." The lady made some

remarks about how violent and unfriendly the place was. So he asked the lady,

"Have you been to Chuuk?" The lady said, "No." He asked, "How did you learn

that Chuukese people are violent?" The lady became quiet. My teacher, then,

turned to me and said that Chuukese people were and are some of the most caring,

generous and friendly people he has ever encountered. Like Hezel, he saw

Chuukese as generous and friendly. Prejudice against Chuukese also comes from

within as well as beyond Micronesia. A friend of mine from Ohio who was a

Peace Corps volunteer in Palau told me that when she went for her orientation on
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Pohnpei, her Pohnpeian host family was glad she was not assigned to Chuuk for

Chuuk was considered unsafe. They thought Chuuk was too violent for any

visitor.

When I look at Chuuk as my home, the place where I was born and raised,

the values of social relationships are still important. It is not a dreaded place. I

grew up in loving families with strong family ties and values. These people have

morals and respect. For example, while I was doing my graduate coursework at

the University of Hawai'i at Manoa, one ofmy uncles passed away. In Honolulu,

funeral expenses are expensive, but I could not believe my eyes when the

Chuukese communities gathered together to help my family not only emotionally

but financially. Knowing our financial problem, the Chuukese people were quick

and generous in their help for my family. Because of their generous hearts, we

were able to afford the funeral expenses including several planet tickets from

Honolulu to Chuuk. Inspite the fact that Continental charges approximately

$1,500 a ticket per person, more than five of our family members were able to go

to Chuuk for the funeral because of the generous hearts of the Chuukese

community in Hawai'i. This generosity from Chuukese here, many of whom we

did not even know, was more moving than anything that I had previously

experienced.

My experience in Honolulu reinforces in my mind the significance of

Chuukese values and gatherings. Gatherings and celebrations, whether in Chuuk

or here in Honolulu, are important because they bring families together to learn

about each other and also learn about their culture (Oneisom 1994). By gathering
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together, people are able to strengthen their relationships with each other; these

constant and infonnal gatherings provide time for families and friends to come

together. When I am in Chuuk, I live with my family in Iras village, in a place

called Nemwoini (Nukunkun). As noted earlier, it was once a battlefield for Weno

but has now become a place I call "home." Located in the village ofiras on Weno

Island, by the airport, Nemwoini has become my "second,,96 home since I was

thirteen years old. It has become a place where families have gathered and

celebrated special events for many years now. Most nights, one can hear the

laughter, music and drumbeats of young girls dancing. We continue to hear the

loud cheers of young men gathered together to play music, to play table pool and

sometimes to drink alcohol. Cousins and friends come together (even from

different villages and islands) especially at night to dance and play. These are

indirect ways of gathering together and learning from each other. During

gatherings, people still sing a song that emphasizes the importance of unity and

relationships. They sing:

Eiti eto
Efochpoumw
Sipwe komwoch
Pwun epwe nuk ewe pwonen nejinach97

96 I call it second home because I grew up in the village ofTunnuk.
97 This is a well-known song in Chuuk which is sung during gatherings (family gatherings,
funerals, birthday parties, weddings and many more) to emphasize that relationships are important
and to hold on tightly to them. As this is being sung, it has become customary for people to walk
around to shake people's hands. It means, "Bestow your hand (let me take your hand) for me to
hold. This way the relationships and promises we have will be tightened." In short, it means,
"Let's hold hands to strengthen the relationship bonds and promises we have between us."
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This song has become a significant song among many Chuukese people. It

is sung at funerals, family gatherings, birthday parties and other special events

where people gather together. This song is sung to strengthen social and familial

relationships and remind people of the important ties that should be honored.

People also sing this before they part to show that even distance cannot break the

relationships that have been created.

In conclusion, I hope this work provides meaning and value to the

Chuukese people and those who are interested in Chuukese culture and history.

Chuukese people are capable of success and survival because of their values.

"Dreaded Hogoleu" is not a name that in any way defines our Chuukese identity.

It does not describe our strong sense of social and family relationships. As many

Chuukese people start to migrate to the United States, eat at McDonald's, surf the

web of Myspace and shop at Wal-Mart and Macy's, I hope they will maintain a

sense of pride and be motivated to learn about their history and culture. I believe

that knowledge about our history and culture is necessary for our future survival.
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Notes on Spelling and Chuukese Alphabet

I personally feel there is no such thing as the "correct" and "exact" way of

"spelling" in the Chuukese language as there is in the English language and many

other languages. Spelling, I feel is very personal and depends on the individual

person's writing. Yes, there is a Chuukese alphabet and we do use it, but we spell

words based on the way they sound or are pronounced. So, exact spellings do not

work in Chuuk because Chuuk has various dialects and accents that influence the

sound of a word, and thus change the spelling of that word. In Chuuk many words

mean the same thing but slightly differ in pronunciation. For instance, raan and

raan mean the same thing; they both mean "rain" or "day," but are spelled

differently, because they are pronounced differently in different parts of Chuuk.

Therefore, I note and recognize that spelling is very personal and varies within the

Chuukese language.

The Chuukese spellings I use in my thesis are primarily based on my own

knowledge and understanding of the Chuukese alphabets and the work of Ward

Goodenough and Hiroshi Sugita. Furthermore, the spelling I use is based on my

own pronunciation of the Chuukese language from Chuuk Lagoon, but I am

confident that the spellings will be understandable for any Chuukese speaker.

Below is a table of the Chuukese alphabet. My glossary uses this alphabet, and its

particular vowel and consonant ordering.
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Chuukese AI habet
Example in the Chuukese
Language with English
Translation

Aramas (people) or maan
(Animal)

Ra3n (Day or Rain)

Chen (Dear)

Tee (Small uninhabited
island)

Itenap (Topic or subject)

Rong (Hear)

Mwooun (War)

Uut (Meeting house or hut)

Kitit (Dolphin)

Fefin (Women)

Sening (Ear)

Kechiw (Cry)

Lepwin (Nighttime)

Maicha (Stingy)

Mwaan(Man)

Nepwin (Nighttime)

Charter

Example in the
English Language

Cat

Met

Fern

Sit

Old

Saw

Rude

nJa

Father

Seven

Kiss

Lagoon

Merry

nJa

Night

Aora

Letter of the Chuukese
Alphabet

,
Aora

E ore
,

E ore

lor i

Ooro
,
00r6

Voru
,

Voru

F orf

S or s
Kork

Lor 1(Also see the
letter Nor n)

Morm

Mwormw

Nor n (Also see letter
Lor 1)

Ng Ring Naang (Heaven or Sky)

P or p People Pisiri (Slap)

Pw or pw nJa Pwaang (Hole)

R or r Run Rait (Whale)

Ch or ch Chair Chepen (Table)

T or t Top Tini (Smell)

W or w Wait Witiwit (Wait)

Y or y Fish Maay (Breadfruit)
Figure 12: Chuukese Alphabet. Accessed and adapted from Goodenough's and Sugita's
Trukese-English dictionary = Pwpwuken tetteninfoos, Chuuk-Ingenes (1980).

Lastly, I want to note that my spellings may be inconsistent throughout the

paper depending on the sources I use. The spellings may be slightly different, but
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they still contain the same meaning. Again, I apologize for the inconsistency in

the spellings.
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Notes on Local Sources

Before I describe my local sources, I want to note that in the Chuukese

culture, it is impolite to wake up an individual who is resting and sleeping.

Therefore, we try not to mention and call the names of the deceased, because it is

disrespectful to wake them up from their rest (i.e., sleep or death). For this reason,

I deeply apologize for frequently calling the names of the deceased throughout my

thesis, tirow and omusano tipis.

In a way, I want to apologize for sharing these stories and accounts. In

some instances, I do understand that it is not "my" story to tell, and therefore, I try

my best to acknowledge the individuals who have told, compiled or written these

stories. I do apologize for my failure in the limited research on the background of

storytellers and other Chuukese sources.

Besides the information I acquire from the twelve historians, I am

fortunate to have used an unpublished volume of collected Chuukese oral stories.

These stories were collected by a few selected staff from the Department of

Education in Chuuk State in the 1970's. The primary researchers and staff that I

have included in my thesis are Mr. Arius Reynold, Mr. Kirion Hengio, Mr.

Ferdun Saladier, Mr. Takashy Chipen and Mr. Anter Chipen. They were

responsible for collecting these stories, interviewing individuals (Fara, Asalumu,

Oha, and many more) and tape-recording their interviews. All of these stories

were collected from knowledgeable Chuukese historians, most of them deceased

now, and were tape-recorded. In addition, these stories were written in the

Chuukese language, and I am responsible for the English summaries and
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translations being used throughout my thesis. I have provided a list of some of the

stories I use from Uruon Chuk [sic].

Title of Oral StorytellerlInter- Tape- Writerl
Story viewee RecorderlInterviewer Transcriber

"Murin Limou Mr. Kolit Heldart Kirion Hengio Ferdune
(5) Ran a War Saladear
ewe Boat Sein
Ninin Are Katan
Nama"

2 "Porausen Mr. Asalumu Ferdun Saladear Ferdun
Ekkewe Maun An Saladear
Chon Pulusuk me
Puluwaf'

3 "Porausen ewe Kolit Heldart Kirion Hengio Ferdune
MaunanNama
me Losap"

4 "Porausen Mr. Oha Uman Takashy Chipen Ferdun
Micronesia" Saladear

5 "Porausen Mr. Asalumu Ferdun Saladear Ferdun
Resian" Saladear

6 "Porsusen ewe Andon James Ferdun Saladear Ferdun
Pwaran Kuttu Saladear
itan Retim (Story
of the Bravest
Man on Kutu)

7 "Uruon Fason Milik Pwapwech Arius Reynold Arius
Ion Tor' Reynold

8 "Usun Fetalin Mr. Fara Takashy Chipen Unknown or
ewe Ainang Unspecified
Fesilim won
Uman"

Figure 13: Local Sources from Uruon Chuk. Please note tbat tbe Cbuukese spellings are
different tban tbe ones I used tbrougbout tbis tbesis (1979).

I have also looked into the work of the late Kirion Hengio from the island

of Kuttu in the Mortlocks. He worked for the Social Studies division at the
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Department of Education under the director, Chutomu Nimwes. He also helped

collect and compile many of the oral stories.

I have borrowed stories told by the late Rufes Sakios and Ansa Phillip

from Tonoas Island in Harding's, Rosenberger's and Young's Truk Ethnography.

I have learned from my grandfather, Naka, that Rufes was from the clan Imwo on

Tonoas. Although these stories were written by foreign ethnographers, I

acknowledge these stories as in a way "local" because they were essentially told

by a knowledgeable chief, Rufes and his close relative Ansa Phillip. I also rely on

the late98 Chuukese poet, Theophil Saret Reuney; he translated "The Pulling of

Olap's Canoe" studied English at the University of Hawai'i-Manoa. He used to

teach English at Chuuk High School.

I am also inspired by the work of the late Joseph Kintoki from the island

ofUdot. Mr. Kintoki was born on 30 October 1921 and he was married to Rieko

Samuel Joseph from the village of Sapuk on Weno Island until his death in 1997.

He was a practicing itang, and he was knowledgeable in the itang language. He

acquired and inherited this specific knowledge from his mentor, Otto, a man from

Fefen Island. They were both related by kinship. Although he was a dedicated

traditionalist, he also believed in distributing and sharing Chuukese knowledge

and history with everyone. He was humbly generous about his knowledge and

was described as man with a "big heart" or "watte ngasangasan.,,99

Throughout my thesis, I have extensively used stories, chants, songs and

poems by Mr. Kintoki Joseph. Some of them are songs, chants and poems that

98 See Joakim Peter's "Chuukese Travellers and the Idea ofHorizon" (2000).
99 I am indebted to Rieko Samuel Joseph for sharing this information of his late husband with
Elfriede Suda and I.
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Mr. Kintoki shared with the American (fonner physician in the Marshall Islands)

poet, Bill Peck. Bill (W.M.) Peck lived in the Marshall Islands, on both Weno and

Tonoas Islands in Chuuk, and Saipan. He collected and recorded poems, chants

and songs in Chuuk and in Saipan. With the help ofMr. Kintoki's good friend,

Nachsa Siren, from Udot Island, Mr. Peck was able to translate the stories into

English (Peck 1992).

As a Chuukese native, I humbly acknowledge the stories I have learned

and my own perspective as being valid and suitable throughout this thesis project.

Therefore, I incorporate the things I have learned growing up in Chuuk. My

family has also become important local sources throughout my research. At times

of confusion and frustration, I turned to them for clarifications and further

explanations. In addition, I use my personal experiences as a Chuukese woman. I

owe much ofmy knowledge and awareness to my parents who have taught me the

values of being "Chuukese."
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Glossary

Foosun/Kapasen
Chuuk (Chuukese
Word)

Affeer

Aramas

Einang

Eterenges

Ereni

lIang

Omusomus

Uut

Uruwo

Uruwon Chuuk

Unun

Fairo

Fanimwar

Fenu

FeriCr

Finichi

F66sun itang

Solei

Samol/Samon

Sepien Chen

Simw

Kinamwe

Kinisou chapur or
Kinisou

Kusukus

Mechen

Mwaneson

Mw66un

Wewen Kapas non Foosun Merika (English Meaning or
translation

Peacemaking or to create peace

People

Clan/Kinship Clan

Extended Family

Culture

Knowledgeable individual especially in history and knows
the traditional lore and itang language

Forgiveness, Reconciliation, or to forgive

Meeting house, hut or house

History

History of Chuuk

A type ofweapon used with a sling and a stone

"Under Arc." To be respectful and to bow low

Lower part of the chest or heart

Land, Island or Country

A type of magical protection, mostly in singing and
chanting

First-born daughter

The language of itang or special lore

Medicine, treatment and cure

Lord or High Chief

Beloved Bowl

Conch Shell or Clam Shell

Peace

Thank You Much or Thanks

A type of magical protection or knowledge in which people
use to protect themselves and to harm someone

A taboo against trespass of an area to honor and mourn
someone who recently died

Bravery usually stirred from one's title.

Warfare, battle, or war
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Mwmwaniichi

Nang

Neefiin

Pwau

Pwapwa

Pwara

N66mw

Pweef

Pweruk

Pwiin

Pwiipwi

Pwooch

Pwonupwon

Pwochen fanimwar

Rawei

Raan

Re Chuuk

Roong

Rongelap

Rongeisch

Cheenw6k

Chon Chuuk

Chuuk

Tee

Tokia

Tong

Tipeu or Tipeew

Tirow

Witiwit

First-born son

Heaven or Sky

Relations

Prohibition on the gathering of food, fishing and trespassing
at certain sites. This is to honor and mourn for a recent
death within the family

Happy or Happiness

Bravery or Courage

Referring to the past or lagoon; in the past

Nose

To dance

Night

Sibling of the same sex; Refers to brother, sisters or friends
of the same sex

Armor plating of a turtle's shell

A type of magical protection; it comes in different forms,
chants, songs or potions. To be covered with magical
potions.

Turtle Shell of the heart which is used to describe a wife

To trick or deceit

Rain; Day

Men from Chuuk

Knowledge including spells and magic.

To be disobedient

Obedient

Spoils ofwar

Chuukese people

Mountains or Hills

Uninhabited small islands

A war dance to prepare warriors for battle

Love

Harmony

To beg pardon; respect; "excuse me"

To wait

Figure 14: Glossary of the more frequently used Chuukese terms. It is based on my
understanding of the Chuukese Language, and it is arranged in the Chuukese Alphabetical
order. Please see (Figure 12) on Chuukese Alphabet for the order and for more information.
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Notes on Interviews with Chuukese Historians

I want to thank all informants who have participated in this thesis project;

I am privileged to include their contributions. I have interviewed a total of twelve

informants from Chuuk. Eleven of them are currently living in Chuuk, and one of

them is presently residing in Honolulu, Hawai'i. I respect and acknowledge one of

the informants in Chuuk who wishes to remain anonymous. I have also tape

recorded all of the interviews except for one historian who wished otherwise. As

the author, I claim full responsibility for any misconception, error and

misrepresentation.

I present a limited and brief background description of each informant,

with the exception of the anonymous individual, as background. I hope this

description will explain their individual standpoints and their diverse perspectives.

Angang, Satauo. Audio-taped interview by author. 22 July 2006.

Mr. Satauo Angang is a knowledgeable individual from the village of Sapuk on

Weno Island.

Fritz, Jack. Audio-taped interview by author. 20 July 2006.

Former FSM Speaker and Congressman, Jack Fritz is from the village of Kuchua

on Weno Island and he is currently a practicing attorney in Chuuk. He is a

graduate ofUH-Richardson School of Law. He also helped establish and write the

constitution of Tonoas Municipality.
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Ham, Marcello. Audio-taped interview by author. 11 July 2006.

Mr. Marcello Ham it the current Mayor of the island ofKuttu and currently works

for the College of Micronesia-Chuuk Campus as the Counseling Director.

Marar, Doropio. Audio-taped interview by author. 8 August 2006.

Mr. Marar, from the island of Moch is the current historian at the Historic

Preservation Office in Chuuk. He is presently working with Mr. Tracy Meter,

Director of Historic Preservation Office, from Mwan Village on Weno Island.

Naka, Hayashi. Audio-taped interviewed by author. 6 September 2006.

From the village of Kuchua on Tonoas, Mr. Naka is a former Chuuk State Senator

who served the Southern Namoneas Region from 1967 to 1990. Prior to that, he

had worked for the Chuuk State Hospital and traveled throughout the island

groups in Chuuk. He also helped establish the constitution of Tonoas Island. He is

currently living in Honolulu for medical treatment.

Narian, Kichy. Audio-taped interview by author. 10 August 2006.

Mr. Narian is from the island of Tonoas. He also helped establish the constitution

of Tonoas Municipality.

Oneisom, Ignacio. Interview by author. 29 July 2006. Father of Innocente

Oneisom from the island of Tonoas, Pwene Village. For many, he is considered
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an itang. He was also prominent in establishing the constitution of Tonoas

Municipality.

Oneisom, Innocente. Audio-taped interview by author. 14 July 2006.

He is the son of Mr. Ignacio Oneisom, and he is a current State House

Representative for the Tonoas Municipality. He used to carry out research with

Fr. Francis Hezel on special issues and topics such as violence and drug uses in

Chuuk.

Peter, Joakim (Jojo). Audio-taped interview by author. 17 July. 2006.

Chuukese Historian from Ettal, he is currently the Director of the College of

Micronesia-Chuuk Campus. He holds M.A. degrees in History and Pacific Islands

Studies from UH-Manoa.

Petrus, Benito. Audio-taped interview by author. 11 July 2006.

Mr. Petrus is another historian from the island ofKuttu.

Hilarion Phillip. Audio-taped interview by author. 16 July 2006.

Mr. Phillip is a knowledgeable navigator from the island of Tamatam in the

Western Region. He resides on Tamatam Island but frequently travels to the

Chuuk Lagoon.
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